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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Highlights
The CLOUDMAP project has defined the end user requirements for accuracy,
timeliness and data types through a series of workshops and questionnaires to end
users in the operational weather forecasting, NWP and climate modelling
communities.

The CLOUDMAP project has produced example products of cloud-top height from
ATSR-stereo and MOS-Oxygen A-band and research examples of automated cirrus
and contrail detection as well as the retrieval of height using shadows and high
resolution stereo from MOMS.

The CLOUDMAP Project has produced a contrail climatology automatically using
AVHRR data over Europe.

The CLOUDMAP Project has developed an initial framework for cloud-top height
validation using ground-based mm-radar, laser ceilometer and wide-angle stereo
imagery.

The CLOUDMAP Project has made substantial strides in collecting much of the data
needed for the rest of the project through numerous data grant bids to ESA and the
UK NERC.

1.2 Objectives
To provide cloud-top parameters (heights, amounts, types, wind-fields) to Weather
forecasters and Global Climate Modellers to improve their ability to forecast the
impact of natural and anthropogenic changes to the environment.

1.3 Context
Existing satellite-based products of cloud-top parameters do not meet the
requirements of to Weather forecasters and Global Climate Modellers. New sensors
available now or soon to be launched will provide a far greater potential accuracy than
existing products.

1.4 Outline of Method
End user workshops will be held by KNMI together with the design, distribution and
analysis of questionnaires for professional satellite meteorological data users.

The data producers will process example value-added data products which can be
evaluated by KNMI and a team of end users co-ordinated by KNMI.

The data producers will develop a framework for validating these (and existing)
satellite data products and test this framework using an agreed set of data with the
help of KNMI.
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The data producers will research new methods for cirrus and contrail detection in the
absence of thermal IR split-window data but given cloud-top parameters, such as
height, as additional information layers.

The data producers will provide KNMI validated products for their internal evaluation
and for onward external assessment against existing satellite data products.

1.5 Progress to date
Significant progress has been made in data product development, in end user
requirements’ definition and in the researching of new methods for cirrus and contrail
detection.

1.6 Preliminary Conclusions

1.6.1 Progress towards project objectives
Significant progress has been made in a defining the requirements of operational
weather forecasters, numerical weather forecasters and to a lesser extent climate
modellers. Less progress has been made in supplying KNMI with example value-
added data products from the data producers for their internal evaluation.

Significant progress has been made in building prototype systems for the retrieval of
cloud-top height from ATSR stereo and MOS Oxygen A-band as well as
microphysical parameters from MOS. Less progress has been made due to the delayed
start of ETH in stereo cloud-top height retrievals from MOMS.

Significant progress has also been made by DLR-IPA in processing AVHRR data into
a climatological record of contrail occurrence as well as by DLR-IST in the
development of research algorithms for the automated detection of cirrus and contrails
using fuzzy logic.

No progress has been made in contrail detection from ATSR or for GOES,
METEOSAT or WAAC data collection or in the development of automated motion
algorithms for geostationary satellite data.

Significant progress has been made in establishing a framework for validating cloud-
top height products and in collecting relevant airborne, ground-based and
contemporaneous satellite data. Less progress has been made in the reduction of these
data into usable products.

1.6.2 Implications for the next year
A substantial effort will need to be made to transfer results and their validation from
the data producers to KNMI for their internal evaluation and for KNMI to develop an
appropriate framework for the evaluation of these products both internally and with
collaborators from other national meteorological services.

Given the delay in the launch of EOS AM-1 platform, effort will be directed on
validating MISR-like data using AirMISR and on a very substantial effort to validate
ATSR2 data over Chilbolton, FIREIII-ACE and the US ARM sites.
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A workshop showing the latest results from end users will be held at the EGS99
conference in The Hague on 21 April 1999 primarily for climate modellers. Owing to
the delay in the start of the project to January 1998 (and October 1998 for ETH) a
three month delay in the Mid Term Review has been requested to June 1999.

A substantial effort will be made to transfer the prototype stereo-ATSR processing
system (based on IDL) to DLR-IPA for evaluation and to transfer the fuzzy logic
scheme for cirrus and contrail detection from DLR-IST (based on IDL) to UCL, FUB
and DLR-IPA.

A substantial effort will need to be made to collect METEOSAT and GOES rapid-
scan data by KNMI and UCL in the light of the imminent launch of MSG and the
establishment of the SAF programme by ESA. This will also need to include a greater
effort to develop automated motion techniques of potential use to MSG by UCL.

Given the lack of MOMS, BALKAN and WAAC data, effort will be transferred
internally in DLR from IPE to IPA to allow IPA to work on the evaluation of ATSR
for producing a better contrail and cirrus climatology.

Given the delayed start of ETH, greater effort will be directed to cloud motion and the
retrieval of cloud-base height from stereo wide-angle visible imagery which is both
required as a separate product for national meteorological services and to assist with
the validation of satellite-derived value-added products.

2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Objectives
In the first year, end user requirements were defined based on a workshop, a
questionnaire and product specification as well as an evaluation of future
requirements particularly in the context of the different user communities and the
substantial European investment in MSG.

Data producers focused their efforts on demonstrating initial products based on stereo
and Oxygen A-band methods for cloud-top parameter retrievals, on establishing a
framework for validation of these value-added products and on collecting all the
necessary data-sets. Research was focussed on automated cirrus and contrail detection
and on wide-angle stereo retrievals of cloud-base height.

2.2 Context
Clouds play a pivotal role in the interaction between the Earth's climate and
anthropogenic inputs, particularly from the increase in greenhouse gases. Clouds play
this role by governing the Earth's energy balance as a result of their optical thickness,
with high albedo in the solar  spectral range and a screening or cooling effect in the
thermal infrared  regime, and by their large areal extent and variability on all spatial
and temporal scales.   Radiative  forcing by clouds turned out to be an important
factor, modifying the large  scale dynamics of the Troposphere, with the height of
clouds as a crucial  observational parameter.
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Cirrus clouds influence the radiation budget in a way that enhances the greenhouse
effect. A continuous observation of cirrus cloud properties is needed to be able to
distinguish between natural and air-traffic contrail related cirrus clouds. Additionally
it is believed that an increase in atmospheric temperature correspond to an increase in
atmospheric humidity and thus also with an increase in clouds and possibly an
increase in cirrus cloud amount. We need to study if an increase in cirrus clouds can
be measured from space and to quantify what contribution that sub-sonic air traffic
contrails have in any increase observed.

2.3 Consortium description
The principal end user is KNMI with DLR-IPA (Institüt für Physik der Atmosphäre)
acting as an end user for contrail information.

The principal stereo data producer is UCL with DLR-IPE looking at shadow
techniques for validation and the evaluation of existing algorithms for high resolution
stereo cloud-top height retrieval and ETH working on developing new techniques for
high resolution stereo cloud-top parameter retrieval and cloud-base height from
ground-based wide-angle stereo images.

The principal cloud-top parameter and cloud microphysical data producer from
Oxygen A-band is FUB.

Research into fuzzy logic methods for contrail and cirrus detection is being carried out
by DLR-IST.

UCL is taking the lead in developing validation methods and for intercomparison of
instruments and methods.
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3 WORK ACHIEVED TO DATE

3.1 End User Evaluation – KNMI

3.1.1 Objectives of KNMI in first year

The role of KNMI within the CLOUDMAP project is to assess user aspects of the
cloud products to be researched within CLOUDMAP. In the first year, work has been
focused on “bridging” the gap between the “technology driven” portion of the
CLOUDMAP partners and the “application driven“ end users. Answers to the
following questions have been provided to the project partners:
• What kinds of information on clouds are currently employed by the end users?
• Which are the current data sources?
• What are the requirements of end users regarding  cloud information (in general)?
• Which major projects within Europe concerning the improvement of satellite

cloud information are underway and what are their relevance for CLOUDMAP?

The anticipated end users of CLOUDMAP products are operational weather
forecasters, developers of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models and climate
researchers. The answers to the above mentioned questions form the basis for the
settlement of success criteria in the context of other European developments for the
evaluation of the CLOUDMAP products.

3.1.2 Work performed in first year

To fulfill the aforementioned objectives KNMI has performed the following work:
• Literature studies.

 Two data sources have been researched to find documents or publications on user
requirements to cloud information in relation to operational meteorology and
climate research. One is the library of KNMI which can be considered to be up-to-
date and complete in the fields of meteorology and climatology. The other one is
Internet/WWW using search engines. References were found describing on-going
or planned projects relevant to the CLOUDMAP project. In the framework of some
of these projects user requirement studies have been carried out providing useful
information for the CLOUDMAP project.

• Interviews with different end operational users working within KNMI.
 An experienced operational forecaster specialising in the field of satellite
meteorology was interviewed about his views on the current use of cloud
information and future developments especially in relation to satellite meteorology.
For the same objective a climate researcher and a NWP modeler were also
interviewed.

• Organising a “user requirement” workshop.
 KNMI organised a workshop with the aim of bringing together end users and
experts working in the field of meteorology and climate research to discuss their
needs for cloud information and the role of satellites to provide this information.
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 To save travel and subsistence costs of the participants, the workshop was held
during the AMS/EUMETSAT Conference on Satellite Meteorology in Paris on 25-
29 May 1998. A report on the workshop can be found in Annex B.

• Mailing  a questionnaire to all national meteorological institutes in Europe.
 A questionnaire was drafted with the aim of collecting statements on the current
and future use of cloud information in Europe. The questionnaire was sent out to
17 national meteorological institutes in Europe out of which 13 institutes
responded. A total of 19 completed questionnaires were received back (6 institutes
responded with two answers). The content of the questionnaire and a summary of
the responses can be found in appendix B (Annex A).

• Presenting preliminary results to CLOUDMAP partners at project meetings.
 A presentation on the current use of cloud information at KNMI and on
preliminary end user requirements was given at the CLOUDMAP Kick Off
meeting in London. A presentation on relevant European projects on satellite cloud
products was given at the 1 e CLOUDMAP Technical Progress meeting in Berlin.

• Producing two documents:
⇒  a “product specification” report, reflecting the state of the art of current

operational use of cloud information (which parameters, data sources,
accuracies, frequencies, etc.). This report can be found in Appendix C
(Annex A).

⇒  a “user requirements” report, reflecting the real needs of the end users
concerning cloud information enabling an optimal performance of tasks.
This report can be found in Appendix D (Annex A).

3.1.3 Assessment of fulfilment of original objectives

The overall objective of KNMI’s work was to provide the CLOUDMAP partners with
as much information as possible on the context of their CLOUDMAP work within the
meteorology and climate research community. To fulfill this objective KNMI has
focused on two aspects: first to provide user requirements on cloud information and
second to provide an insight into the important European developments in satellite
cloud meteorology. From the reactions of the partners KNMI concludes that it has
succeeded in the fulfilment of this objective.

The presentations of KNMI at the CLOUDMAP meetings gave the partners a first
idea of the user aspects of cloud products and of the EUMETSAT plans for the
METEOSAT Second Generation (MSG) ground segment which is a major
development in the European satellite meteorology community (a summary of which
can be found in Appendix A/Annex A).

Most of the CLOUDMAP partners attended the “user requirements” workshop in
Paris. In this workshop, the partners were brought in direct contact with end users.
The lively discussions provided an excellent insight into the opinions of operational
forecasters and climate researchers.

The product specification report (see Appendix C/Annex A) provides the partners
with an overview of the current use of cloud information in the operational
meteorology and climate research communities.
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Finally the user requirements document (see Appendix D/Annex A) contains a
complete set of user requirements which can be considered as fairly representative for
the European user community and which forms the basis for the establishment of
success criteria to be used in the evaluation of CLOUDMAP products.

3.1.4 Project plan of KNMI activities in the next 24 month

The project plan of KNMI for the performance of activities within the CLOUDMAP
project has not changed significantly from the description in the Technical Annexe of
the contract. Therefore, a summary of these activities is provided in this report. The
details can be found in the Technical Annexe.
• The user requirements for CLOUDMAP products will be further refined. The focus

of the work until now has been on operational meteorology. The requirements for
use of CLOUDMAP products in climate research must be further specified (after
all the use of CLOUDMAP products in a real situation might be more suitable for
climate research).

• A second “user requirement” workshop will be organised in the first half of 1999
with the aim to discuss with a group of European end users a set of user
requirements to specific CLOUDMAP products.

• A start will be made on the evaluation of CLOUDMAP products by performing
limited impact studies within KNMI. According to the original project plan the
start of this activity is delayed for about 6 months. KNMI has already started with
the preparations for some activities by discussing with relevant people at KNMI on
possible methods to do these impact studies. For the introduction of real-time
products to operational forecasters the use of Internet/Intranet pages appears to be
the best option.

• To study the impact of CLOUDMAP products on NWP-models the use of the
experimental model RACMO (Regional Atmospheric Climate Model) of KNMI is
more realistic than the use of the operational NWP model HIRLAM. RACMO is
designed for this purpose, namely to study the impact of input data on the model
results. RACMO is in fact a simplified HIRLAM. The use of RACMO for this
purpose will be more time efficient.

• To evaluate the usefulness of CLOUDMAP products for climate research it is
planned to use CLOUDMAP products as an extra data source in some international
experiments in which the climate research department of KNMI has participated
and will participate in the coming period.

• In the final year of the CLOUDMAP project a start will be made with visits to
some major European institutes (including both weather services and climate
research groups) with the aim of demonstrating CLOUDMAP products and their
potential application to end users in order to obtain feedback on the usefulness and
potential of the products.

3.2 Data Collection

3.2.1  UCL
Two different techniques, brightness temperature and stereoscopy for determining
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cloud top height from satellite borne instruments were applied to data from the Along
Track Scanning Radiometer, (ATSR).This instrument with its dual view and 11
micron channel means that the data is ideal for such a comparison. Atmospheric
temperature-pressure profile information was obtained  from the NASA Data
Assimilation Office, (DAO) analyses and the European Centre for Medium Range
Forecasting, (ECMWF) analyses and topographic information from the U.S.
Geological Survey's global digital elevation model (DEM) GTOP030.

3.2.1.1 ATSR

The Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) was designed to measure global sea
surface Temperature to the high levels of accuracy required for climate research.
ATSR is a dual view self calibrating  infrared radiometer. It has thermal channels at
3.7, 11 and 12 microns with an additional visible channel at 1.6 microns. ATSR 2 has
three extra channels at 0.55, 0.67 and 0.87 microns.

One of the unique features about ATSR is its dual view. It looks at the surface of the
Earth through two different zenith angles, directly below the nadir view and at an
angle of 55 degrees in front of  its position, the forward view. These angles increase to
about 22 degrees in the nadir view and decrease to about 52 degrees in the forward
view at the edge of the swath. As a result of the geometry the nadir view consists of
555 pixels and 371 for  the forward view. The data used were the SADIST version
500 Brightness Temperature image products. These contain 512x512 images of
BT/reflectance in the nadir and forward views from 12, 11 and 3.7/1.6  channels. The
data have been remapped onto a 1x1km 2 grid that  is aligned with the along track  and
across track direction.

The data used for this work were mainly from December 1992. Fifteen images were
selected and the nadir 11 micron views are shown in Figure 1 whilst Figure 2 shows
the positions of the data over the UK and the Mediterranean. A metadata summary is
given in Table 1.

These data were chosen since:
1. The ATSR data must be selectable from the data already available from previous

projects at UCL
2. The DAO data was available for the same time period.
3. The ECMWF data was available for the same time period.
4. All the images were on the same DEM file.
5. All the angles/longitudes/latitudes were  present in the ATSR images.
6. The cloud flags from RAL were present in the ATSR BT and SST products.

Further conditions that were desirable to achieve but were not possible:
1. For both the visible and the infrared channels to be present. This is only  possible

for ATSR2  data (launched in 1995).
2. The 3.7 channel  data to be present. This failed during May 1992 for ATSR.
3. No aerosols. Aerosols depress BT and SST measurements. During 1991 there

were a series of eruptions from Mt. Pinatubo. These aerosols in December 1992
still had an effect  on the ATSR measurements used here.
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Figure 1    ATSR test nadir images at 11µm employed for stereo matching  and Bt Cloud-Top
Height retrievals
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Figure 2 ATSR Image Footprint Locations corresponding to Figure 1
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Table 1. Summary of ATSR data used.
Image File-name Date Time Latitude Longitude

1 Med211221002_14795_40906_500.bt 22/11/92 10:02 45.80 46.50
2 Med211290942_14795_40915_500.bt 29/11/92 09:42 45.84 11.51
3 Med211292126_04430_40916_500.bt 29/11/92 21:26 41.19 5.51
4 med211292126_04930_40916_500.bt 29/11/92 21:26 45.54 3.95
5 med212042028_04485_40914_500.bt 04/12/92 20:28 41.67 19.72
6 med212042028_04985_40914_500.bt 04/12/92 20:28 46.02 18.15
7 uk211161131_12995_40914_500.bt 16/11/92 11:31 61.27 -7.67
8 uk212052137_05435_40917_500.bt 05/12/92 21:37 49.91 -0.69
9 uk212052137_05935_40917_500.bt 05/12/92 21:37 54.22 -2.74

10 uk212052137_06435_40917_500.bt 05/12/92 21:37 58.49 -5.19
11 uk212012203_05435_40917_500.bt 01/12/92 22:03 49.91 -7.16
12 uk212031056_13495_40919_500.bt 03/12/92 10:56 57.03 -1.87
13 uk212031056_14495_40919_500.bt 03/12/92 10:56 48.44 -6.11
14 uk212061102_13495_40917_500.bt 06/12/92 1102 57.03 -3.30
15 uk212061102_13995_40917_500.bt  06/12/92 11:02 52.75 -5.60

3.2.1.2 Data Assimilation Office Analyses

The Data Assimilation Office (DAO) at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Centre has run
a stable assimilation from March 1985 through  to February 1993. The  DAO's
assimilated data are a synthesis of observations and short-term model forecasts.  The
observational data were collected from global in situ and remotely sensed
observations throughout the assimilation period. The results are in the public domain.
DAO will provide some of the operational data-sets required for processing of the
NASA EOS platforms.

The dataset used for this study provides global data on a 2º x 2.5º latitude-longitude
grid. These data are available for five parameters (u-wind, v-wind, geopotential
height, temperature, specific humidity) and in this subset each of these parameters
have data on six pressure levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 300 and 200 mb) sampled four
times daily (00Z, 06Z, 12Z, 18Z).

These data can be downloaded from the web:
http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/CAMPAIGN_DOCS/FTP_SITE/readme/assim54A_ts_subs
et.html

3.2.1.3 ECMWF Analyses

This dataset  is derived from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting Centre (ECMWF) analyses and was provided through the British
Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC) at RAL. The dataset used here is the uninitialised
reduced resolution dataset which provides global data on a 2º x 2.5º latitude-longitude
grid. These data are available for seven parameters (geopotential, temperature,
specific humidity, u- wind, v-wind, vertical velocity, relative humidity) and in this
subset each of these parameters have data on seventeen pressure levels (1000, 925,
850, 775, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250 ,200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, and 10hPa) sampled
at four times daily (00Z, 06Z, 12Z, 18Z). Figure 3 shows a typical temperature field
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for DAO and ECMWF analyses.  Further details can be found at:
http://www.badc.rl.ac.uk/data/ecmwf/era

Figure 3 ECMWF and DAO temper ature analyses for 1800h on the 4th December 1992 at
850mb
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3.2.1.4 GTOPO30 Digital Elevation Model

This is a global digital elevation model (DEM) used for assessing the accuracy of the
ATSR stereo-matched elevations. It is based on data from eight different sources of
elevation information. One tile is 4800 by 6000 pixels and elevations are regularly
spaced at 30 arc seconds. The model is divided into titles to make distribution easier.
The title W020N90 covers the area of interest which stretches between a latitude of 40
to 90 degrees and a longitude of -20 to 20 degrees with a maximum elevation of
4536m. Further details concerning this dataset can be found at:
http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/landdaac/gtopo30.html

3.2.1.5 ATSR2 ESA Data grant applications and outcomes
Two ATSR2 data grant applications were made to ESA in February 1998.

The first application for 750,000 scenes in order to try to create a cirrus and contrail
climatology over Europe, the North Atlantic flight corridor and the Asian-Pacific
flight corridor (with control regions at the same longitudes in the Southern
hemisphere) was unsuccessful owing to the number of scenes requested even though
it met the criteria for global change and use of ATSR2. An appeal was lodged with
ESA in the context of the EU contract but ESA were unwilling to change their minds.

The second application was for 10,000 ATSR2 scenes over mm-radar and laser
ceilometer sites in the UK (Chilbolton – see next but one section) and the USA (5
ARM sites) in order to build up sufficient statistics for a long term validation and over
selected areas during aircraft flights or other focussed campaigns (such as the NASA-
DoE FIREIII-ACE sites in Alaska – see discussion later on AirMISR). ESA agreed  to
100 scenes in total and were very unwilling to compromise on extending this until
initial results were available.

3.2.1.6 ENVISAT data grant applications and outcomes
An ENVISAT data grant application was submitted by UCL and FUB in June 1998
for global MERIS cloud-top pressure products retrieved using the algorithms
developed by FUB. It is planned to produce a global cloud climatology from MERIS
and compare this against similar climatologies to be produced using MISR and
MODIS on the NASA EOS AM-1 platform. After the end of the first year of the
CLOUDMAP project the PIs heard that the grant application was successful and had
been awarded in full.

3.2.1.7 Chilbolton Radar Facility Data Grant
An application was made to NERC for access to the unique ground-based cloud
remote sensing instruments operated by the UK Central Laboratory of the Research
Councils (CLRC) Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL). This unique facility
consists of a steerable dish which was primarily operated vertically with 3 mm-radar
transmitter/receivers (at 3GHz, 35GHz, 94GHz) which had both polarisation and
Doppler wind facilities. In addition, ESA has installed a laser ceilometer. The purpose
of the use of this facility was to validate BOTH cloud-top height measurements from
stereo, Oxygen A-band and thermal IR Brightness Temperature (BT) satellite-based
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platforms AND ground-based stereo measurements of cloud-base height  and possibly
space-based retrievals of cloud thickness from Oxygen A-band.

Access was granted to both of these data-sets from August 1998 to March 1999 for
the CLOUDMAP project. During this time period the CLARE98 airborne campaign
was to take place which would include participants from FUB, DLR and UCL. (see
discussion in next section and under Project Plan)

3.2.1.8 Wide-angle whole-sky images
One of the critical issues facing the operational use of spaceborne data is their long-
term validation and quality assurance. Up until today, although geostationary and
polar-orbiting spacecraft have been employed for the derivation of a few operational
products for the national weather services, little if any, long-term validation and
quality assurance is performed.

To address this discrepancy and provide much needed data for long-term climate
applications, there is a need to develop instrumentation and algorithms which can
operate automatically and become part of any long-term quality assurance.

Cloud coverage and cloud-base height are two fundamental meteorological
parameters of great interest for operational use (see Annexes A and B) both for
national meteorological services and airport authorities. Although laser ceilometer and
mm-radar technology may provide line-of-sight cloud-base height, they are prone to
errors when precipitation, low thin cloud (called “scud”) and fog are present. They
also do not provide information on the spatio-temporal distribution of clouds as line-
of-sight measurements have been shown for the US ARM site to produce very biased
statistics on cloud cover (C. Long, 1998 personal communication).

Currently, trained meteorologists are employed at a number of national
meteorological stations to survey the sky for cloud-types and amounts every 3 or 6
hours and at airports every hour. These ground-based cloud cover estimates are very
crude (measured in eights or octas) and appear to overestimate the total cloud cover
when compared against satellite-based measurements [Henderson-Sellers et al., 1987;
Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie, 1988; Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie, 1990] . An
alternative is to use film camera  images with a fish-eye lens to survey the sky but
these are subject to a great deal of manual effort to reduce these film-based
measurements to cloud cover. (loc.cit.)

A more recent alternative is through the use of all-sky digital cameras operating in the
visible/near IR. One such system has been developed by Dr Janet Shields and co-
workers at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography for the US ARM sites [Shields et al.,
1998; Shields et al., 1993]  and is optimised for daytime and night-time data collection
using extremely costly ($340k) cooled CID technology. Another system,
commercially available, from Yankee Environmental Services called the Total Sky
Imager is based on work originally performed at NOAA by Dr Chuck Long [Long
and DeLuisi, 1997] .
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[Allmen and Kegelmeyer, 1996; Allmen and Kegelmeyer, 1997]  used a stereo-pair of
cameras from Dr Shields to retrieve cloud amount, cloud motion and cloud-base
height.

Stereo fish-eye lens photography (digitised into PhotoCD format) was obtained from
colleagues at JPL to test and develop automated stereo matching algorithms for the
retrieval of cloud-base height and for cloud amount computation. The initial results
from this are discussed later in this report.

Single view time sequences of whole-sky digital camera images and a time sequence
of stereo images were also obtained from Dr Shields for the USA ARM site to assess
what improvements could be made with an extremely expensive digital camera
system.

Finally, a test was planned for the CLARE98 campaign to obtain stereo-pairs using an
in-house pair of digital CCD cameras with 16mm and hired 8mm fish-eye lenses.

3.2.1.9 Status of the NASA EOS AM-1 Mission
One of the key data-sets planned for investigation in this project was stereo images
from the Multi-Angle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) [Diner et al., 1998]  which
is mounted on the NASA EOS-AM1 platform. Originally this was due for launch in
June 1998, but owing to substantial delays in the development of the Flight
Operations Software, the launch has had to be delayed until July 1999. A number of
deliverables associated with this instrument have therefore had to be delayed until the
third year of the project and this is discussed more in the Project Plan section at the
end of this report.

Fortunately, an aircraft instrument using one of the flight spares of the cameras which
forms part of MISR, called AirMISR was constructed during late 1997. A gimbal
mount is used in place of an array of 9 cameras in order to obtain multi-angular views.
The first flight of AirMISR on the NASA ER-2 took place in May/June 1998 and the
objectives of this flight campaign are described in the next section. Although
AirMISR data was not made available until after the end of this first year, it is planned
that much of the emphasis of work at UCL will shift to an analysis of how much of an
improvement in stereo height retrieval data from such an instrument will make when
compared against ATSR(2).

3.2.1.10 FIREIII-ACE Campaign in Alaska, USA
NASA and the US Department of Energy (DoE) sponsored an intensive field
campaign to study Marine StratoCumulus clouds over snow and ice which took place
in the time period 27 May – 6 June 1998 between Fairbanks, Barrow and a floating
ice station called Sheba. These clouds form an important component in the Earth’s
radiation budget, particularly as ERBE measurements have indicated that they have a
negative radiative forcing effect opposite to that of cirrus (and contrails).

DoE provided two 94Ghz vertically pointing radars and laser ceilometers at Barrow
and Sheba along with an array of meteorological instruments developed for the ARM
site in Oklahoma. NASA provided the ER-2 aircraft on which were mounted the
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AirMISR, the MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS) and a profiling Cloud Laser System
(CLS). AirMISR data was obtained for about 20 flight-runs simultaneously and
boresighted with MAS and CLS over the Sheba and Barrow sites. For two of these
runs ATSR2 also obtained stereo data. Working in collaboration with Dr Roger
Marchand of Pennsylvania State University (PennState), it is planned to analyse these
contemporaneous data-sets in the second year of the CLOUDMAP project.

3.2.2  DLR-IPA

3.2.2.1 Status of the AVHRR data collection over Europe

AVHRR-HRPT data is received, archived and processed routinely at the DFD
(Deutsches Fernerkundungs- Datenzentrum) at DLR Oberpfaffenhofen. (See Figure
4).
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Figure 4 Calendar overview of available and processed AVHRR-HRPT data for 1994 - 199 9(
valid on Sept. 18 1998).  green: already processed, red: not (yet) available, yellow:
raw data available in automated archive, dark colours: night passages.
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3.2.2.2 Status the AVHRR data collection elsewhere for contrail
statistical analysis

For a first test to apply the contrail detection algorithm to tropical regions some
overpasses of NOAA14  were acquired from a receiving station close to Bangkok,
Thailand.

N.B. There are no plans to augment their data collection with METEOSAT or any
other geostationary satellite data, e.g. GOES

3.2.3 DLR-IPE

3.2.3.1 Application of MOMS-PIRODA Data for CLOUDMAP

3.2.3.1.1 MOMS Camera Parameters Important for CLOUDMAP
MOMS is an assembly of 5 line scan cameras simultaneously providing multispectral
and stereoscopic imaging capabilities for land surfaces. There are four nadir viewing
spectral channels for thematic mapping and three panchromatic channels for
topographic mapping by stereo analysis. Only four out of these seven channels can be
operated simultaneously in the different operation modes A to D. The most important
characteristics are given below in Table 2.

Table 2: Characteristics of the MOMS sensor
channel Nr.      1     2     3     4       5       6       7
purpose  colour colour colour colour high res. stereo for. stereo aft
color    blue  green   red infrared panchrom. panchrom. panchrom.
band [nm]  440-505 530-575 645-680 770-810 520-760 520-760 520-760
view direct.     nadir nadir nadir nadir nadir +21.4°  -21.4°
pixel [m]     18.0   18.0   18.0   18.0   6.0   18.0   18.0
operation    swath swath swath swath  swath swath  swath
mode Nr.     [km]  [km]  [km]  [km]   [km]   [km]   [km]
     A     52     52     52
     B      105  105  105  105
     C   37    37    37    37
     D      105  105  105  105

Stereoscopic and spectroscopic cloud observations from the space missions ATSR-
2/ERS-2, AATSR/ENVISAT, AVHRR/NOAA14, MISR/EOS and MOS/IRS-P3 will
be the main data sources for CLOUDMAP. The ground pixel sizes of these
instruments range from 250 to 1000 m. The high resolution observations of clouds
from the MOMS/MIR mission with 15 m ground pixel size will mainly be applied at
the crossing points with those satellites for two purposes:
- provision of the detailed 3D structure of cloud fields and individual clouds for
comparative studies,
- provision of independent data on cloud top height CTH and cloud top drift
CTD by analysis of the shadow height and shadow drift.

3.2.3.1.2 MOMS/MIR Mission Characteristics Important for CLOUDMAP
Originally planned as a contribution to the Russian MIR-PRIRODA mission the
German camera MOMS (Modular Multispectral Stereo-Scanner) is now treated as an
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independent mission. MOMS is externally mounted on the PRIRODA module without
a steering platform. Therefore the standard nadir looking operation of MOMS requires
an attitude manoeuvre of the whole MIR station. This can be performed at maximum
once per day for up to about 30 minutes. The attitude manoeuvre allows the
application of non-nadir viewing directions by a roll offset. This feature helps to
enhance the chances for observing selected test sites like the Chilbolton area during
CLOUDMAP ground truth campaigns as CLARE98 in October 1998. High precision
attitude and orbit information is provided from a GPS module and a gyro package
mounted together with MOMS on the PRIRODA module.

The space station MIR is flown on a non-sun synchronous circular orbit with 51.8°
inclination, covering over 80% of the Earth´s surface. The height of MIR (the
resulting revolution time) is only roughly controlled between 350 and 450 km in a
non-systematic way. So the ground tracks of MIR do not provide a regular pattern and
the (longitudinal) position of the ground tracks is predictable only in a short time
range of some days up to a few weeks at maximum.

The orbital plane of MIR is counter-rotating in the direction of the sun at a rate of
almost exactly -40 minutes per day (to earlier times) or -6° of longitude (to the west)
nearly independent of the actual height of MIR. The resulting cycle is 24 hours of
local time within 60 days or 360° of longitude within 60 days. At the mid-latitudes
daytime illumination is hence available only every second month. The next optimum
for the Northern Hemisphere will be about October 25th. Optimal observation
conditions for the northern and the Southern Hemisphere are out of phase by one
month. In the tropics MOMS can be applied with a 30 day cycle, since two opposite
branches of the MIR orbit can be used for observation.

All satellites bearing remote sensing instruments used for CLOUDMAP apply sun
synchronous polar orbits of high inclination (about 98°) with fixed aspect angles
between the sun and the orbital plane. Everyone of these satellites provides a fixed
relationship between latitude and local time LT of its subsatellite point. MIR with its
lower inclination is crossing each orbital plane of these satellites two times per
revolution at two opposite positions, that is about 2*15 times per day. However, the
latitude of those crossing points is continually drifting with the 60 day cycle of MIR.
For a given latitude on the daylit branch of the ground track of a sun-synchronous
satellite there will be two crossing events with the MIR orbit within 60 days, one for
the northbound and one for the southbound branch of the MIR orbit (the two branches
of the orbit coincide at the northern and southern turnpoint of the MIR ground track at
+51.8° and -51.8° of latitude). However it is important to notice, that these cross
points between orbital planes just define the location (a potential place) for a timely
coincidence between MIR and another satellite. Whether there will be a real
coincidence in time, depends on the ”phase relation” (the actual position) of MIR and
the satellite at a given time. This ”phase relation” is strongly dependent on minor
variations of the revolution times of MIR and the satellite(s). The revolution time of
MIR is not controlled and can not be extrapolated to the future or to the past. Also the
NOAA and in part the ERS satellites do not follow a fixed ground patterns. So an
individual analysis must be performed for every geographic cross point, to find out if
there was a real coincidence in time. The time maximum delay at the cross points is
confined to +/- 45 minutes for a typical revolution time of 90 minutes for MIR or a
polar orbiting satellite (max. phase difference is 180° out of 360). Assuming that the
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meteorological situation at the crossing point can be compared effectively as long as
the time difference between the observations is less than +/- 15 minutes the mean
chance to have sufficient time coincidence is 33%.

3.2.3.1.3 Status of the MOMS-PIRODA Data Collection
Data reception from the MOMS-MIR Mission is taking place on an irregular basis
since September 1996. Up to now more than150 data takes (image strips) have been
recorded.

Larger gaps in the time cover occurred for various reasons from 26 December 1996 to
12 March 1997 and 25 April 1997 to 17 January 1998. In 1998 MOMS was operated
almost continuously with nearly one data take per day. Most of the data takes in 1998
were in mode D, the ideal mode for cloud monitoring, since mode D is the only one
simultaneously providing colour and stereoscopic information.

The range of latitudes, which allow favourable observation conditions for MOMS,
shifted between the northern and the Southern Hemisphere with a period of almost
exactly 24 hours in 60 days. The next optimum for the northern hemisphere (the
Chilbolton test site) will be in October 1998, just in time for the first CLOUDMAP
field campaign CLARE98.

A listing of all existing MOMS data takes was established by DLR-IPE and will be
updated regularly. Application of MOMS data for CLOUDMAP requires a previous
radiometric and geometric processing at level 1. A separate listing of all that MOMS
data takes, that are already processed in level 1 will be generated for the next
CLOUDMAP meeting at Munich.

One of the first MOMS data sets of  mode D, which already faced a level 1
processing; was selected as a good example of MOMS cloud scenes and distributed to
the CLOUDMAP project. The selected data set is a cloud scene taken over Patagonia,
Argentine containing two level cumuli of different shape, size and spacing as well as
one cirrus cloud. The surface varies from flat and homogeneous to highly
mountainous with snow cover in some regions.

The same data set also shows clearly discernible cloud shadows with a visible shadow
drift within the time gap of the two stereo images. The large variation of cloud
appearance within one single MOMS scene renders the Patagonia scene very useful
for testing algorithms for cloud data evaluation.

Continuation of the MIR and the MOMS missions are currently open items of present
German space policy.

3.2.3.1.4 Status of the BALKAN Data Collection
BALKAN on the SPECTR Module of MIR could not be operated, since BALKAN
requires operation by astronauts and the SPECTR module could not be air-tightened
up to now. Any plans for a future repair appear not to exist.

3.2.3.1.5 Status of WAAC Data Collection
Up to now the airborne WAAC collected several cloudy scenes, but not on purpose.
Most of the recorded clouds are optically thin. Definition of special requirements on
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WAAC flights over clouds from the CLOUDMAP Project for DLR-IST is still an
open item!

3.2.3.1.6 Search for MOMS Data Contemporaneous with MOS (IRS-3P),
ATSR2 (ERS-2), NOAA14 for the US ARM and Chilbolton Validation
Sites

DLR-IPE has identified the crossing points between the orbital plane of MIR and the
orbital planes of ATSR-2/ERS-2, AVHRR/NOAA14 and MOS/IRS-P3 for all
existing MOMS/MIR data takes and additionally for all MOMS-D2 crossings with
AVHRR/NOAA14. 57 out of 150 MOMS data takes were identified as containing at
least one suitable crossing point. A listing of the 57 candidates for close time
encounters was established with information on latitude, longitude, UTC and local
time of the crossing area. However discrete screening of the ground track records of
the reference missions to establish the actual time gaps at the crossing areas was not
yet established.
Observation conditions for the sensors MOS/IRS-P3 and MOMS/MIR over the
Chilbolton test site were studied. Appropriate recommendations for the acquisition of
contemporaneous ATSR-2 data and for the data reception during the first
CLOUDMAP field campaign CLAIRE98 were established.

Table E1 (Appendix E/Annex A) is a list of all the MOMS data takes crossing the
Chilbolton test site or the orbital planes of either NOAA14 (marked N in the first
column) or of ERS-2/ATSR2 and IRS-P3/MOS (marked A). The orbital planes (the
local times of equator crossings) of ERS-2 and IRS-P3 are nearly coincident.
Coverage of the Chilbolton Test site is marked C. There was no MOMS data
reception over the ARM-sites in the United States due to the lack of any ground
receiving stations.

3.2.3.1.7 Analysis of Data Coincidences for the First CLOUDMAP Field
Campaign

DLR-IPE did participate in a first analysis of the conditions for data reception of
space borne sensors within the First CLOUDMAP Field Campaign as part of
CLARE98, especially by looking for coincidences of the different ground tracks.

3.2.3.1.7.1 MOS Data for CLARE98

The MOS sensor on IRS-P3 will be continuously operated in October 98. The
passages of MOS covering the Chilbolton test site will be the ground tracks with Nr
13, 14, and 15:

The ground track Nr 14 passes slightly east of Chilbolton: The Nr. 13 is displaced by
nearly 1° of longitude to the west and Nr 15 by 1° to the east. The MOS ground track
numbers follow from west to east (341 tracks for 360°) with a gap of almost exactly
1.05° of longitude (this are about 70 km at Chilbolton). As the swath width of MOS is
200 km the ground tracks Nr 13 and 15 are also covering the test site.

Times and positions of MOS ground tracks during the CLAIRE98 campaign are
calculated based on a local time of IRS-3P at the latitude of Chilbolton LTmos = 11.2
hours and an ”effective MOS ground track Nr.” TRmos = 14.0 for coincidence with
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the Chilbolton test site. The results of the calculation are given in Table E2
(Appendix E/Annex A).

The October dates of the MOS passages covering the Chilbolton test site will be:

Date MOS long dist. dTime UTCmos ATSR Chilbolt.
track-Nr [°] [°] [h] [h]

05.10.1998 14 -1,4 0,0 0,191 11,391 C
10.10.1998 15 -0,5 0,9 0,129 11,329 C
24.10.1998 13 -2,4 -0,9 0,253 11,453 C

Unfortunately no MOS ground track covering Chilbolton is coinciding with that
ATSR ground tracks, which are also crossing the Chilbolton test site during
CLARE98. The closest one is Nr. 17 on October 20.
The table shows Nr and distance of the nearest MOS ground tracks of the days with
ATSR coverage of the Chilbolton test site:

#    Date    Time Nr of the nearest MOS ground track
1 981007    11:17 24 10° east of Chilbolton
2 981013    11:29   6   8° east of Chilbolton
3 981016    11:34 21   7° east of Chilbolton
4 981020    11:08 17   3° east of Chilbolton
5 981023    11:14   8   6° west of Chilbolton

3.2.3.1.7.2 5.2 MOMS Data for CLARE98
MOMS on MIR will have its optimum for observation of the northern hemisphere on
October 25 after the end of CLARE98. The northern turnpoint of its ground track with
presently 51.8° inclination will than than pass north of the Chilbolton test site at about
12.00 hours UTC, which is also nearly 12.00 hours local time at Chilbolton.

South England will be covered by two to three consecutive ground tracks per day with
a time interval of one or two times 98 minutes. During the CLARE98 campaign the
two track pattern and the three track pattern will be alternating in a two days cycle.
Every second day the ground track pattern will be repeated with a slight shift of 2° to
3° of longitude to the west and a quite large shift of the local time by about 37 to 40
minutes to the morning hours. Predicts of the MOMS ground tracks over South
England are shown by the Figures oct05-10, oct10-15, oct15-20 and oct20-25.

According to these predicts the Chilbolton test site will be covered on:
06. October,  17h29min and 19h05min UTC,
08. October,  16h53min and 18h29min UTC,
15. October,  13h54min and 15h30min UTC,
17. October,  13h16min and 14h52min UTC,
19. October,  12h38min and 14h13min UTC,
26. October,  09h33min and 11h09min UTC,
28. October,  08h53min and 10h29min UTC.
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The optimum UTC for meeting ATSR and MOS is about 11h15min at Chilbolton and
will be provided by the MOMS ground tracks in the vicinity starting on October 24 at
the end of CLARE98.

The optimum UTC for meeting NOAA14 is about 13h15min at Chilbolton and will be
provided by the MOMS ground tracks in the vicinity of October 24 at the end of
CLARE98.

3.2.3.1.8 General data Coincidences for CLOUDMAP

3.2.3.1.8.1 6.1 MOS to ATSR Coincidences
The following ATSR data with ground tracks over Chilbolton will be acquired for
CLOUDMAP as part of a data grant from NERC. DLR-IPE has extended this table
with information on MOS ground tracks of the same day that are closest to
Chilbolton:

#   Date  Time  Orbit Track  Frame Nr. and pos.of MOS track
  1  980807  11:34  17240  352  2565   7 7° W of Chilb.
  2  980808  11:03  17254  366  2565 12 2° W of Chilb.
  3  980811  11:0 8  17297  409  2565   3 11°W of Chilb.
  4  980814  11:14  17340  452  2565 18 4° E of Chilb.
  5  980817  11:20  17383  495  2565   9 5° W of Chilb.
  6  980820  11:26  17426    37  2565 24 10°E of Chilb.
  7  980823  11:31  17469    80  2565 15 1° E of Chilb.
  8  980824  11:00  17483    94  2565 20 6° W of Chilb.
  9  980827  11:06  17526  137  2565 11 3° W of Chilb.
10  980830  11:11  17569  180  2565 2 / 26 12°E and W
11  980902  11:17  17612  223  2565 17 3° E of Chilb.
12  980905  11:23  17655  266  2565   8 6° W of Chilb.
13  980908  11:29  17698  309  2565 23 9° E of Chilb.
14  980911  11:34  17741  352  2565 14 at Chilbolton.
15  980912  11:03  17755  366  2565 19 5° E of Chilb.
16  980915  11:08  17798  409  2565 10 4° W of Chilb.
17  980918  11:14  17841  452  2565 25 11°E of Chilb.
18  980921  11:20  17884  495  2565 16 2° E of Chilb.
19  980924  11:26  17927    37  2565   7 7° W of Chilb.
20  980927  11:31  17970    80  2565 22 8° E of Chilb.
21  980928  11:00  17984    94  2565   3 11°W of Chilb.
22  981001  11:06  18027  137  2565 18 4° E of Chilb.
23  981004  11:11  18070  180  2565   9 5° W of Chilb.
24  981007  11:17  18113  223  2565 24 10° E of Chilb.
25  981010  11:23  18156  266  2565 15 1° E of  Chilb.
26  981013  11:29  18199  309  2565   6 8° W of Chilb.
27  981016  11:34  18242  352  2565 21 7° W of Chilb.
28  981017  11:03  18256  366  2565 2 / 26 12°E and W
29  981020  11:08  18299  409  2565 17 3° E of Chilb.
30  981023  11:14  18342  452  2565   8 6° W of Chilb.
31  981026  11:20  18385  495  2565 23 9° E of Chilb.
32  981029  11:26  18428    37  2565 14 at Chilbolton.
33  981101  11:31  18471    80  2565   5 9° W of Chilb.
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34  981102  11:00  18485    94  2565 10 4° W of Chi lb.
35  981105  11:06  18528  137  2565 25 11° E of Chilb
36  981108  11:11  18571  180  2565 16 2° E of Chilb.
37  981111  11:17  18614  223  2565   7 7° W of Chilb.
38  981114  11:23  18657  266  2565 22 8° E of Chilb.
39  981117  11:29  18700  309  2565 13 1° W of Chilb.
40  981120  11:34  18743  352  2565   4 10°W of Chilb.
41  981121  11:03  18757  366  2565   9 5° W of Chilb.
42  981124  11:08  18800  409  2565 24 10°E of Chilb.
43  981127  11:14  18843  452  2565 15 1° E of Chilb.
44  981130  11:20  18886  495  2565 6 8° W of Chilb.
45  981203  11:26  18929    37  2565 21 7° E of Chilb.
46  981206  11:31  18972    80  2565 12 2° W of Chilb.
47  981207  11:00  18986    94  2565 17 3° E of Chilb.
48  981210  11:06  19029  137  2565   8 6° W of Chilb.
49  981213  11:11  19072  180  2565 23 9° E of Chilb.
50  981216  11:17  19115  223  2565 14 at Chilbolton.
51  981219  11:23  19158  266  2565   5 9° W of Chilb.
52  981222  11:29  19201  309  2565 20 6° E of Chilb.
53  981225  11:34  19244  352  2565 11 3° W of Chilb.
54  981226  11:03  19258  366  2565 16 2° E of Chilb.
55  981229  11:08  19301  409  2565   7 7° W of Chilb.

Only the following of ATSR tracks over Chilbolton are likely to coincide with the
MOS ground track Nrs 13, 14 and 15:

#   Date  Time  Orbit Track  Frame Nr, pos.of MOS track
  7  980823  11:31  17469    80  2565 15 1° E of Chilb.
14  980911  11:34  17741  352  2565 14 at Chilbolton
25  981010  11:23  18156  266  2565 15 1° E of Chilb.
32  981029  11:26  18428    37  2565 14 at Chilbolton
39  981117  11:29  18700  309  2565 13 1° W of Chilb.
43  981127  11:14  18843  452  2565 15 1° E of Chilb.
50  981216  11:17  19115  223  2565 14 at Chilbolton

3.2.3.1.9 Status of the NOAA14 Data Collection on Contrails in a Tropical
Region

DLR-IPE presented the CLOUDMAP project at the ISPRS Conference on Remote
Sensing for Sustainable Development at Bangalore in India [A. Drescher and
Hetzheim, H] and established contacts with the STAR/SERD Asian Institute of
Technology at Khlong Luang Pathumthani in Thailand for provision of NOAA14 data
from the main Asian flight corridor for a systematic comparison with midlatitude
conditions. DLR-IPA aquired a set of AVHRR test data from that institute.

3.2.4  FUB

3.2.4.1 MOS Data Collection
The Modular Optoelectronic Scanner MOS is an imaging pushbroom spectrometer
measuring in the visible and near infrared spectral range from 400nm to 1010nm. The
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instrument is specially designed for remote sensing of the ocean-atmosphere system.
The MOS sensor is part of two space missions: the Russian space station MIR,
PRIRODA (MOS-PRIRODA) and the Indian Research Satellite IRS (MOS-IRS).
CLOUDMAP will use data from the MOS-IRS mission only.

MOS-IRS consists of two separate spectrometer units: the atmospheric spectrometer
MOS-A provides 4 narrow channels in the O 2A-absorption band at ~760 nm. Within
the CLOUDMAP contribution the Institut für Weltraumwissenschaften of the Freie
Universität Berlin (FUB) is using MOS data, especially for the cloud top height /
cloud top pressure and cloud microphysical properties retrieval.

MOS-A measures simultaneously with the ”bio”-spectrometer MOS-B which has 13
channels of 10nm spectral width in the range from 408nm to 1010nm. MOS-IRS also
provides a 14th channel part of the MOS-C camera, in the near infrared for improved
surface and roughness estimation. In the framework of CLOUDMAP, the near
infrared measurements are used to estimate cloud droplet size.

The FUB developed a processing algorithm for MOS data to convert the native data
format (Level 1b) data distributed by DLR ( http://www.ba.dlr.de/NE-WS/ws5/mos-
home.html ) into a scientific data format  NetCDF which contains the images of all
available channels and additional information. The conversion is necessary, because
the original DLR data format does not contain a geolocation on a pixel basis and
MOS-A and MOS-C images are not matched to a common grid and these features are
essential for the proposed CLOUDMAP cloud top algorithms.

Additionally a coarse classification is implemented to the NetCDF-files. Integer flags
indicate whether a pixel is classified as water surface, clouds, desert and vegetation.

Until September 1998 we processed a number of 21 tracks from the receiving station
at DLR Neustrelitz. Each track consists of ca 28 scenes (384  × 356 pixel; 200km ×
185km). 60% of  the total number of 600 scenes  are classified as cloudy. A
geographical region from 73°N to equator and from 29°W to 36°E and a time period
from June 1996 to April 1998 was covered.

Plans for MOS data collection over the next 2 years: Based on the quick-looks
available on the DLR-MOS Web page, we will select MOS data for processing
according to cloudiness, interesting meteorological conditions  and for dates where
under-flights with validation instruments are available (see  section Validation and
scientific evaluation of products).

3.3 Data processing algorithm development and implementation

3.3.1  UCL

3.3.1.1 Deriving Stereo Cloud Top Heights
Stereo photogrammetry has been successfully used in wide variety of commercial and
governmental mapping applications but its use for the three-dimensional mapping of
cloud heights and cloud amounts has been severely restricted in the past by the lack of
suitable data-sets.
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[Hasler, 1981]  showed the first successful application of stereo from geostationary
satellites using simultaneous GOES imagery to produce stereo red/green anaglyphs to
demonstrate the changing heights of clouds in response to and the cause of different
atmospheric dynamical regimes and synoptic weather patterns. This work culminated
in the successful demonstration of the variable height and motion field around a
hurricane [Hasler and Morris, 1986]  from stereo images taken at 3 minute intervals.
However, the lack of suitable long-term data-sets and the difficulty in using 6-bit
grey-level 1km visible imagery resulted in very limited use by the meterological
community.

[Lorenz, 1985]  first proposed that the dual-view ATSR instrument could be employed
for stereo cloud-top height retrieval. However, it took until 1997 some 6 years after
the launch of ATSR on ERS-1 for the successful demonstration of automated stereo
cloud-top height retrieval from this sensor [Prata and Turner, 1997] .

The Co-ordinator first proposed the use of a machine vision approach to fully
automated stereo cloud-top height retrieval from ATSR and MISR in 1989. This was
initially planned to be based on his group’s work [Day and Muller, 1989]  on a region-
growing variant of the Adaptive Least Squares Correlation algorithm (ALSC)
originally proposed by [Ackermann, 1984]  and later refined by [Gruen, 1985]  and
[Otto and Chau, 1989]  which was substantially enhanced and refined during the early
1990s as the Gotcha algorithm [Day et al., 1992] . Although the Gotcha stereo matcher
is very accurate [Day and Muller, 1989] , it is also extremely slow and even on
present-day computers takes up to 30 minutes to find automated stereo matched
correspondences on a 512 x 512 stereo-pair such as ATSR. This slow speed is
primarily due to the very large number of computations (typically 10**5/pixel) and
the high I/O due to the need to search a linked list of all previous matches each time a
new match is attempted.

In response to a perceived need that any stereo matcher should operate in around one
minute for such a sized scene, Muller & Mandanayake at UCL worked in the mid-
1990s on a stripped down version of Gotcha which they dubbed the Multipoint
Matcher or M2. Using a similar approach to stereo cross-correlation which had
previously been applied to cloud-top height extraction [Hasler et al., 1991] , a target
patch in the reference image (left) and a set of comparison patches within a search
window in the comparison image (right) are compared using the M2 metric to
compute a matching metric. This metric is computed by taking all the brightnesses
within each patch and subtracting the mean brightness within the patch from each
pixel. Then the absolute difference of the residual brightness values in the target patch
minus the values in the comparison patch is tested against a threshold. A small
modification of the M2 stereo matcher was proposed by Dr Roger Davies of the
University of Arizona (UoA) who is a colleague of the CI on the MISR team which
uses the median rather than the mean. This matcher is known as M3.

The M2 matcher has been compared in a “beauty” contest with 11 other stereo
matchers including Gotcha and for cloud patterns shown to be superior to all but
Gotcha [Muller et al., 1999]  where the results indicate better coverage than Gotcha at
the expense of a higher blunder rate. It stereo matches ATSR scenes in a few minutes
using the in-house C verson written by Mandanayake.
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Initially a very slow Fortran77 version from UoA was used alongside the original C
version. M2 was re-written in the IDL macro language but was shown to be far too
slow for regular use. It is planned in the next six months to re-write M2/M3 in C as an
IDL-callable function in order to meet the speed requirement and permit the
development of an end-to-end prototype cloud-top heighting system for ATSR,
AirMISR and MISR. It is also planned to re-write a pyramidal version of Gotcha (P-
Gotcha) as a C-callable function inside IDL to allow benchmarking to be carried out.

An alternative to a local-based matching scheme is the use of the wavelet transform
which explicitly incorporates intermittent turbulent phenomena such as clouds.
[Djamdji and Bijaoui, 1995]  first proposed a version of wavelet transforms which
could be used for stereo matching and [Bower, 1998]  worked with the CI on the
implementation of a Complex Discrete Wavelet Transform (CDWT hereafter). The
CDWT algorithm, although memory hungry ( =128Mb-RAM) is extremely fast (=1
minute for a 512 x 512 stereo-pair).

For ideal stereoscopic pairs particularly of clouds, two images should be taken at the
same time. The time difference between the acquisition of the forward and the nadir
swaths for ATSR is 120 seconds. A camera model which assumes a circular orbit
around a spherical Earth from of Prata & Norman (1997) was used for transforming
the stereo-matched disparities into geometric heights. It has been assumed that all the
movement in the y direction is due to height. Also the increase in the size of the field
of view  for the forward view is not taken into consideration. The stereo matching
schemes will fail if the areas to be matched are featureless or devoid of spatial
contrasts.
The following steps outline how stereo Cloud Top Heights (CTHs) can be obtained :

1. Run the stereo matchers M2 and/or M3 on the nadir /forward images (see above
for  description).

2. Threshold the disparity using a 'quality metric’.
3. Extract the ATSR scan angles from the ancillary data.
4. Using the equation of Prata & Norman (1997) convert the disparities to heights
   where height, h is given by

h(p,l) = k l   / (tan(x f) - tan(x n)  )
where kl is the line shift (y disparity) calculated automatically from the stereo

matcher and
p,l are the pixel and line numbers of the nadir image
xf and x n are the forward and nadir zenith angles

3.3.1.2 Calculating Brightness Temperature Cloud Top Heights (BT CTH)
from DAO and ECMWF Data

The determination of the temperature of semi transparent cirrus clouds is difficult
because  the radiation measured at the satellite contains both the thermal emission of
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the cloud and the radiance from below the cloud which is transmitted through the
cloud. Hence knowledge of the emissivity of the cloud and the radiation from lower
levels is needed to obtain an accurate CTH. Here it is assumed that the clouds behave
as perfect black bodies and so have an emissivity of 1. Also infrared data
interpretation problems can  be caused  by the existence of inversions over the areas
under examination. When these atmospheric conditions prevail a particular BT
measurement may not be unique to one pressure interval. In this work the temperature
measurement was assigned to the lowest pressure level meeting the temperature
criteria.

The following steps are required to obtain  BT CTHs:

1. Extract the right year/month/data/hour/parameter from the objective analyses
for all the pressure levels.

2. If necessary, which is usually the case,  interpolate fields between the two
nearest synoptic times depending on the ATSR time.

3. Extract for all longitudes/latitudes in the ATSR image the corresponding
temperature/heights for the DAO and ECMWF data at all pressure levels.

4. Smooth the edges of the cells to prevent  hard boundary artefact lines on the
final BT CTH image.

5. Using the ATSR BT values interpolate between the different pressure level of
height and  temperature  for DAO and ECMWF data to obtain a corresponding
geopotential height which is assumed under the hydrostatic approximation to
be the same as geometric height.

3.3.1.2.1 Camera modelling algorithm for fish-eye lens stereo imagery

JPL provided some test wide-angle stereo images of cloud-fields which have been
used to try to derive Cloud-Base Heights (CBHs).

These images were taken with a 8mm Fisheye-Nikkor lens attached to a non-
photogrammetric 35mm camera and the resultant images were stored on film rather
than on CCD-arrays. The disadvantage of this method is that the film has to be
scanned in for further image processing which might influence the accuracy of the
image geometry. On the other hand the image resolution on film is much higher than
the one of CCD-arrays.

Also it is  possible to store the whole 180 degree field of view which do not fit on
standard CCD-arrays.  Nevertheless CCD-arrays are the preferred data-storage for our
purposes because of the higher geometrical accuracy which is crucial.

The circular photographic image produced by the Fisheye-Nikkor is an exact
reproduction of a flat plane of all objects encompassed within the 180 hemispherical
field. This feature enables the lens to be used in locating astral bodies or recording
cloud distribution. For an example of a stereo-pair of cirrus and contrails see Figure
5.
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Figure 5 Example stereo-pair of fish-eye lens images of cirrus and contrails – courtesy of Dr
Jim Conel, JPL/NASA.

Because of the projective effects of the fish-eye camera geometry, images from
separate fish-eyes must be transformed so that the shape and velocity of the same
cloud appears the same in both fish-eyes. Consider the case where a cloud moves
horizontally over a fish-eye with a constant velocity. In the fisheye WSI view, radial
distance from the centre of the image is proportional to zenith angle. Therefore, as the
cloud enters the field of view of the fish-eye at high zenith angle, a unit displacement
of the cloud in the scene produces a smaller displacement in the image than if the
cloud was at small zenith angle. So when the cloud enters the field of view it moves
slowly, accelerates as it passes overhead, then decelerates as it approaches the
horizon. Similarly the shapes of clouds are compressed as the zenith angle increases.

In order for movement and shape in the image to reflect the movement and shape in
the scene regardless of zenith angle, one needs to transform the fish-eye geometry
(equal angle) into pseudo-Cartesian coordinates which somewhat reduces the errors
caused by the fish-eye projection.

Unfortunately, although the lens geometry is fixed and stable with minimal aspheric
aberrations, the use of film on a non-photogrammetric camera  means that the centre
of projection needed to be determined automatically. Furthermore, it had to be
assumed that this projection centre was coincident with the Principal Point of the lens.

A number of experiments were attempted to try to find the outer circular edge of the
fish-eye field of view (see Figure 5) as well as to locate another fixed point based on
the date-stamp. These experiments were unsuccessful and so it was decided to employ
these images only for testing the stereo matcher algorithms.

3.3.2  DLR-IPA
For the standard processing of AVHRR-HRPT data of NOAA14 the contrail
algorithm is frozen to the current version described by Mannstein et al (1998).
Otherwise it would not be possible to reach climatologically relevant results.
Differences in the performance of the algorithm on data of different satellites are
noticed. The detection efficiency (and also the false alarm rate) of the algorithm
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seems to be higher for NOAA12 then for NOAA14 data. We expect similar
differences for other satellites. At present it is not clear, whether misalignment of the
split-window channels, differences in the spatial performance (point spread function)
or differences in the spectral response of the instruments cause this problem.

In June 1998 a new Version of the remapping software based on the PROJ software
from the US Geophysical Survey was implemented. The new version accelerates the
production of combined datasets (i.e. the climatology) substantially.

3.3.3  DLR-IST

3.3.3.1 Mathematical Theory and Algorithms for Detection and
Separation of Contrails

In the last year algorithms for the detection of contrails are developed. Several
examples of contrails disturbed by different types of clouds, contours over land and
coastlines are examined. Behind the mathematical theories relating to the problem of
detection and separation of contrails the algorithms and IDL-programs for PC are
elaborated. Both problems, programming and mathematical theory, are related
together. The mathematical theory influences the algorithm and on the other side the
possibilities for the realisation upon a computer are important for the selection of the
correct mathematical theory. This requires for fast algorithms a co-ordination of
theory and programmes because the image processing is normally very time
consuming. The inputs in these algorithms are a priori knowledge and model
equations. These inputs are very important for the results. In the first year the
theoretical foundations were developed and algorithms tested in the principle of
working. For testing the results some selected examples are used.

The main mathematical basis is the separation by stochastic properties. This is
founded on the representation of the stochastic in form of the dynamic of the
stochastic. The dynamic is represented with the help of coupled systems of stochastic
differential equations. These equations systems are the fundamentals for the
calculation of estimated values which are related to the stochastic properties. These
stochastic properties of different kinds are combined and summed up for a better
decision making. The combination of various stochastic properties is possible by
mapping every one of these properties on the closed interval [0,1] and representation
in the form of a fuzzy measure. The different stochastic properties, contained in the
different fuzzy measures can be combined with the description of other stochastic
properties, represented as a fuzzy function. This combination is mathematically
possible with the help of the fuzzy integral. These two steps, new in this form, are the
keys for this new fuzzy method for the separation of contrails.

Because the mathematical method is applicable with some different aspects for
detection of contrails and cirrus clouds, they will be presented first.

3.3.3.1.1 Representation of stochastic properties in form of a system of
stochastic differential equations

The stochastic properties in the image are represented as the changing in rows and
lines. These local transitions are represented in their dynamic with addition of a real
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stochastic part of noise. It is assumed that many of such effects are superposed. This is
derived from several physical models for the generation of the diverse types of clouds
and the stochastic without dynamic in structures on the landmass.

In such a way we get a system of stochastic differential equation of the form

)(),,,()( 1211 xnGdxyyyxdy n += L1F

)(),,,()( 2212 xnGdxyyyxdy n += L2F

  . . . . . . .
)(),,,()( 21 xnGdxyyyxdy mnm += LmF

Here  y1, y2 , ... y m are the different components of the stochastic and x represents the
pixel-point or the region in the image. From these equations the expectation values
can be obtained by the Martingale technique (Hetzheim, 1993a). The difference of the
measure value and the calculated expectation value (under the assumption of existing
of stochastic) represents the stochastic structure in the region of the image. The
number of non-linear filtering and the number of equations are equivalent. The set of
all possible stochastic properties is obtained by building different kinds of differences,
different hierarchical filtering and the possible differences of the measured values and
the estimated values. This set of stochastic values is the basis for the combination of
all this results by the fuzzy measure, fuzzy function and fuzzy integrals. This
technique is adapted for the application in the image processing (Hetzheim, 1993b)

3.3.3.1.2 Fuzzy measure, fuzzy function and fuzzy integral for connecting the
different information about the region of the contrail

For the extraction of information from the different properties for a better decision-
making it is important to combine the different properties related to their importance.
For this implication the possibility to loss the postulation of additivity is required. The
normalisation as by using of the probability does not more exist.

With the help of the fuzzy measure the properties described by different kinds of
relationships are mapped into the closed interval [0,1]. The fuzzy measure, first
defined by Sugeno (1974), allowed the representation of the importance of special
properties by a different factor ? with a similar effect as a weight factor. In such a way
the additivity of the measure is lost and the coupling of the fuzzy measures g (X) over
the region  X with  g(Y) over the region  Y is given by (the fuzzy measure  g  is non-
additive ) :

                   )()()()()( YgXgYgXgYXg λλλλλ λ++=

where  1))(1())(1( −++= YgXg λλλ .

For a set of elements  { }ixX =  the relationship of above can used recursively and we
obtain :
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This representation has the benefit, that the influence of a property can be used in
their real importance independent of the influence of the other properties. This is
possible by the lost of additivity connect with mapping of any kind of property into
the closed interval [0,1]. If ? = 0 than we can use g as a probability measure.

In the primitive case for  g(X) or g(Y) are used the contrail region obtained by the
property  x and the property  y. The fuzzy measure is made pixel wise with the digital
values at the pixel points  ( )ji, , so that for the combination of the two properties x and
y can be written

                      )()()()()( ,,,,,, jijijijijiji ygxgygxgyxg λλλλλ λ++=

If the fuzzy measure is assumed to be 0.3 for  x i,j  and y i,j  for a detection of a contrail
region, then the union gives  0.3+ 0.3 + λ*0.09 where  λ is given from  λ=(1+0.3 λ)2 – 1 or
0.09λ2 =0.4λ  or  λ=40/9.

In such a way a fuzzy measure over the entire image is obtained, where the most
fuzzy measures are 0 and the region with the contrail have fuzzy values greater then 0
and less then 1. The values over the possible region of contrails (fuzzy measure) are
connected with the values  h(x i,j)  at the pixels representing the strength of the
properties for a contrail. The value  h(x i,j)  is described by a fuzzy function where the
values are normalised by 1.The functional relationship between the fuzzy measure and
the fuzzy function is represented by the fuzzy integral. For the fuzzy integral it will be
used the old definition of a fuzzy integral of Sugeno  (1974), because it is well
adapted to the problem of detection of contrails. By Sugeno the fuzzy measure is
combined with the fuzzy function in the form (written as a stylised  f  )

         ( )[ ]{ } { }αα ααα
α

α ?=�=�


hxHHAgdgxhAf ,,m insup)(
]1,0[

Here αh  is the cut of  h  at the constant  α. For hα(x) are used the values at the pixel-
points representing the property of a contrail or a cirrus cloud.  α is the threshold for
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the fulfilling the assumption, that the property is used in the minimal condition. The
region A  is given as the image region, reduced by a part of the sky where contrails
are not possible. Such regions are for example cumulus clouds or cloud covered sky.

The important property of a fuzzy measure is that their value is mapped in the closed
interval [0,1]. This is given by the calculated value of the fuzzy integral. This gives
the possibility the result of a fuzzy integral to use as a new fuzzy measure  g2

                    
12 )()(

,
dgxhAg

A

f
ji

�=
α

This new produced fuzzy measure is linked with the region obtained by another
stochastic property for the contrail so that we obtain

                  
22 )('

' dgxhf
A

f �= α

In the next step is combined the next region of another property of the contrail with
this fuzzy function  2f . In such a way we obtain a set of fuzzy function  { }nfff ,,, 21 L
fuzzy measures  { }nggg ,,, 21 L . The summation of all combinations of fuzzy measures
with fuzzy function makes us sure, that all possible properties in all combination that
should be considered are used. In such a way we get an image, where the (grey)
values represent a measure for the membership to the contrail. This is a normal
number, not a fuzzy number. With the help of a threshold we decide, which pixel of
the image is belonging to the existence of a contrail.

The combination of different properties allowed us to decide how old a contrail is, if
the diffusion conditions are known, i.e. the velocity-vector of the wind. With the
fuzzy integrals it is possible to collect the different properties of contrails and to find
out the region of contrails. This is all dependent of course on the definition of the
properties and their connection to the possibility to separate these from the image.
Very important is here the physical understanding to find out the important properties
and their influence in the grey values of the image.

In such a way this method is only the first step, the second and more important field is
the model construction and the understanding and representation of the different effect
and their superposition. The components are to decompose and this is normally an
iterative process. It is possible to organise a decision directed method also for the
fuzzy integrals. An important problem is also the realisation in a program, especially
that it is robust and fast enough.  It is shown that a small part of problems is solved
but more problems have to be solved. The methods can only be optimised by a lot of
examples. It may be also possible, that especially a priori knowledge about the
situation is needed for an automatic working algorithm.
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3.3.3.2 Algorithm for detection of contrails by analysis of stochastic
properties

In the last year methods and algorithms for separation of contrails from other clouds,
coastlines, land surfaces and water surfaces are developed. These are the first
fundaments for a complex fuzzy algorithm. The algorithm will be developed more
precisely in the future and will be improved especially by testing upon images of
different situations of cloud coverage, brightness and direction of the Sun.  The
programs are written in IDL and successfully applied on some images with contrails
over Europe. The now developed part is the algorithmic fundament for fusion of
different stochastic properties. The different stochastic properties are separated in
such a way, that the stochastic properties of the contrails and the properties (stochastic
and non-stochastic) of the other parts in the image can be distinguished. There are
used five different methods to select the properties.

Firstly is developed an algorithm to distinguish the stochastic of contrails by non-
linear filtering. This is especially used for the extension of the contrails over a line,
where the contrails are very thin and difficult to see in the image. This method is
based on the a priori assumption that the plains are flying normally straight away, the
contrails are expected in a line form and curves and flight corrections are seldom. For
this filtering the image is rotated in steps of the angle over 180 degrees.

In the second case is used the distribution of the stochastic. The stochastic in the line
of the contrails is given by a distribution over a wide range of stochastic values from
the centre of the contrail. The contrail is compressed to a smaller line for the
estimation of his local centre, the coverage by contrails and a measure of the contrails
in a selected direction.

The third algorithm is based on a histogram analysis in local parts. The distribution of
histograms of parts of the image is analysed and special thresholds are obtained by
analysing the form of every histogram. This so obtained set of thresholds of every part
of the image is used to distinguish the contrails in the selected part of the image. In
such a way clouds can be suppressed in a special manner. The good selected partition
of the image is the fundament for obtaining the relevant thresholds. Analysing the
histograms of bigger size the finding of the optimised size and location of partition for
building the histograms can be supported. The decomposed parts of the image
obtained by application of different sets of thresholds are composed after application
of the separation algorithm for the entire image where the contrails are separated.

The fourth algorithm is based on the finding of regions with special properties.  This
method is especially applied to find clouds and to mark this region. In this algorithm
is calculated the population of different kinds of regions in dependence of stochastic
properties. The image is decomposed in different binary images related to selected
stochastic properties.  Populations for different properties order the regions. In such a
way will be found regions of clouds for masking. If this cloudy regions are masked
the contrails are better to detect. A simple edge algorithm can than be applied on an
image that is mapped in a smaller grey value range as the original and where the
clouds are masked. This is possible because the edges of the clouds are eliminated and
special regions are selected.
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The fifth algorithm is based on the calculation of the gradient in different directions.
The gradient gets a jump if a contrail is reached in a nearly perpendicular direction.
This has to be done for an image mapped in a special range. By this mapping the
contrail give a jump for the second derivation by crossing the contrail. This jumps are
logical combined to mark the contrails. For finding all maximal gradients the image is
rotated in a semi circle. At the end all detected gradient events are summed up to
represent the contrails.

Especially for the very time consuming non-linear filtering a new faster algorithm is
developed. This reduced algorithm is not so exact but many faster because in IDL the
parallel field procedures are very faster then the serial (filtering) procedures. This
algorithm is based on simpler functions, which can be working directly on image-
fields (or the entire image). The functions are based on ranking, histogram analysis,
shifting, momentum calculation and threshold functions. The field operating functions
are sub-divided in combined steps, where the parameters calculated in the first step
are used in the following step combined with other parameters, which have been
calculated before. The combination of the results (parameters, functions, calculated
values) in different steps is based on fuzzy decisions whereas the distribution of
parameters are described by fuzzy measures. This mathematical principle is realised
in a robust algorithm, where only the minimum of necessary properties is used and all
other properties are omitted.

The finding of aged contrails is based on the fact that the aged contrail is a strip,
which is broadened by a diffusion effect. This differential equation of second order
for the diffusion is the basis to eliminate the normal clouds from such of aged
contrails. The centre of the diffusion region gives for contrails a nearly linear shape,
which is not given by the normal clouds, because other laws are working for their
generation.
The combinations of different properties are used to select aged contrails. The
different properties for the contrail are mostly to find near the centre of the contrail,
but not on the same local region. If the contrail is aged then different stochastic
properties are in different distance from the centre of the track of the aircraft. The
reason for this is the effect of diffusion connected with the turbulence produced by the
propeller or the jet of the plain. The wind-vector near the original contrail is also very
important for the broadening of the contrail.  In such a way we have to combine
stochastic properties in different regions. The best method to describe this effect is the
sub-summation by the fuzzy integral. First are built the fuzzy measure by the local
possibilities in dependence of the physical effect. This can be done hierarchically.
First are such properties used, which are in the “core” of the trail. Such properties are
given as steady state condition within the stochastic properties of the “boundary”.
This property is used as the fuzzy measure together with a fuzzy function representing
a region with discrimination of the values from the centre to the boundary. The cut
value α is given by the maximum of the possible extension. In hierarchical case are
constructed regions for the possibility of fulfilling properties. The regions can be
constructed by cutting the values by selected boundaries of α from above and value
β from below.

In the last year mathematical methods for detection and separation of cirrus clouds
and the related IDL-programs for PC are developed. The mathematical theories
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related to the problem of detection of cirrus clouds are also developed. This are
specially adapted fuzzy function and combining with fuzzy measures in a fuzzy
integral. Because in principle the mathematical steps are similar, for the foundation
may refereed the mathematical description above. It has been shown that stochastic
properties allowed principally dividing cirrus clouds from the background and other
types of clouds. It is effective to collect different stochastic properties to distinguish
the cirrus clouds from the background. An effective method to collect such different
kinds of properties, which are mainly stochastic, is the application of the fuzzy
integral related to image processing [Hetzheim 1993a].

3.3.3.3 Algorithm for detection of cirrus clouds by analysis of stochastic
properties

The detection of cirrus clouds is difficult, because they are optically very thin, the
grey values are hard to distinguish from the background, and their boundaries are
diffuse. A fusion of different stochastic properties can be used for their detection, for
example: a selected intensity distribution, and the missing of boundaries.

In the fuzzy algorithm the cirrus clouds can be discriminated from other clouds by a
hierarchical application of fuzzy integration. The methods of working with fuzzy
measures, fuzzy function and fuzzy integrals are similar to the detection of contrails.
Here also the new fuzzy function is obtained by the before calculated value of the
fuzzy integral. The big difference is given by the properties, which are applied.
For the detection of cirrus clouds the boundary is represented by optical thickness. By
this parameter a cirrus clouds can be distinguished from other clouds.

For the fuzzy function are used properties such as:
1) the differences of grey values in different distances,
2) the weak change of the grey values at the boundary,
3) the difference of the stochastic in different directions.

By the fuzzy integrals this fuzzy functions are coupled with the fuzzy measure. For
example can be combined the weak change of the grey values at the boundary with
the fuzzy measure of the direction of similar grey values. This integral can be used as
a new fuzzy measure g 1. The coupling of g 1 and the fuzzy function for the differences
of grey values in different distances by the fuzzy integral gives a new fuzzy measure
g2. By such a hierarchical process it is possible the weak information of the cirrus
clouds to collect for a better decision making.

3.3.4  FUB

3.3.4.1 The radiative transfer model MOMO
All FUB retrieval algorithms are based on radiative transfer simulations carried out
with the radiative transfer model MOMO which is based on the matrix operator
method (Plass et al, 1973). It simulates the solar radiative transfer in atmosphere and
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ocean with any given spectral resolution. Multiple scattering, gaseous, aerosol, and
liquid water absorption as well as various surfaces are considered (Fischer, 1983; Fell
and Fischer, 1995, Armbruster and Fischer 1996).

For the development of retrieval algorithms a large data set of top-of-atmosphere
radiances for all MOS, casi and OVID observation geometries have been simulated,
where all relevant parameters are randomly varied within their natural range of
variability. These parameters are aerosol types, vertical distributions, and
concentrations, cloud geometrical and optical depth as well as cloud top height, water
vapour amount and vertical distribution, surface reflectance and type. The simulated
data sets are used for the inversion of the parameter under consideration applying
either classical regression algorithms or, if more complex functional dependencies
have to be approximated, by means of neural networks.

3.3.4.2 Inversion algorithms – Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks are structures composed of individual processing elements
called units or neurones. Neurones are connected with each other by weighted links.
The used type of network consists of a succession of layers of neurones where the
neurones of a certain layer are connected to all neurones of the previous and the next
layer. The first layer is used as an input layer, the last layer as an output layer. The
layers between input and output layer are called hidden layers. The neurones of the
hidden and the output layer transform an incoming signal by applying a sigmoidal
function  σ:

σ t t xx
e

( ) =
+ − ?
1

1

where  t  is the  ‘temperature‘ parameter of the activation function. The connection
between the layer  n and n+1 is represented by the weight matrix Wn where each
element  wi,j

n represents the weight of the connection from the  i-th neurone in layer  n
to the  j-th neurone in layer n+1.  Figure 6  illustrates the structure of a neural network
with three layers. For a  n layer network the  processing can be written as :

( )( )( )( )...##...# 12 InputWWWOutput n σσσσ=

An input vector is transformed into an output vector by a sequence of linear and non-
linear transformations. The linear transformation is a matrix multiplication with  Wi
denoted  by  #. The neural network learning problem is to find the connection weight
matrices  Wi. Within the  backpropagation algorithm  it consists of the following steps
(Rumelhart, 1986):

1. Initialisation of  the matrices with a random generator.
2. Procession of  one or more training patterns with the neural net.
3. Calculation of the difference between retrieved output and original output of the

training pattern.
4. Propagation of  the difference  back through the network and evaluation of the

gradients  W_cori .
5. Correction of the weight matrices by : Wi  =  Wi  + γ W_cori. γ is the learning

parameter
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Steps 2-5 are performed with all training patterns until weights are found which
minimise the over all error for a test data set. An independent test data set is necessary
to avoid  overtraining (Rojas, 1993). In the last years this kind of neural net training
has been successfully adapted to remote sensing (Lee et al., 1990; Churnside et al.,
1994). As for every other inversion algorithm the choice of the training and test data
sets is of major importance to ensure reliable results.

Figure 6 Structure of the neural network used for  the retrieval of cloud optical
thickness and effective radius  (cloud geometrical thickness and droplet
concentration). See text for details.

GIANT ( Graphical IDL-based Artificial Neural network Tool) is a development of the
FUB (Preusker et al., 1998). Although applicable for arbitrary data sets, it is specially
designed for remote sensing applications. The progress in training can be observed via
screen output, the cut off criteria can be set manually. Configuration options include:
learning type, learning parameters, data window size and signal noise simulation.
Input data are automatically scaled, normalised and de-correlated. The output data are
re-scaled to physical quantities.

After training, GIANT produces an IDL function containing the transition rule of
input to output in a way that the command line
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CTP_image = CTP_NN(Radiance_image, Geometries)

contains all the Level 2 processing, from Level 1b product (e.g. radiance and
geometries) to geophysical parameters (e.g. cloud top pressure). The resulting image
can directly be used for further processing or analysis in the same IDL program.
An interface for the FUMOS data format for interactive analysis of MOS Level 1b
and the produced Level 2 data with the ENVI program is available.

3.3.4.3 Cloud top pressure
Cloud top pressure is retrieved indirectly from the absorption of O 2 as measured by
the MOS-A channels between 757nm and 767nm. Since clouds are bright targets, the
path of the radiance is strongly modulated by variations in cloud height ( Figure 7).
However, variations in penetration depth and, if the clouds are optically thin,
variations in surface albedo also significantly affect the signal. Since these physical
processes are coupled in a strongly non-linear way, neural networks have been utilised
to retrieve cloud top pressure. The accuracy of the retrieval depends on surface albedo
and sensor noise, for dark surfaces (water), the accuracy will be as high as 12 hPa,
while for highly reflecting surfaces with unknown albedo the accuracy will be 30 hPa
(Preusker et al., 1998).
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Figure 7 Retrieval principle of cloud top pressure detection. The intensity of radiation
within the oxygen A-band (~760nm) depends on the averaged photon path
through the atmosphere and thus on cloud top height (cloud top pressure).

For the cloud top pressure retrieval a three layer neural network is implemented. The
input contains the TOA reflectance of the MOS-A channels, the sun zenith angle, the
viewing zenith angle, the azimuth difference and the albedo of the underlying surface.
Three different networks are implemented according to three possibilities: the surface
albedo is known, unknown or the cloud is over open ocean and therefore the surface
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albedo is assumed to be zero.

3.3.4.4 Cloud droplet size and droplet concentration

Cloud optical properties in the visible and near infrared are determined almost
exclusively on the cloud optical thickness and the droplet size. Vertical homogeneous
cloud layers can therefore be described by the optical thickness δc and the effective
radius r e. The largest variations of the reflected solar radiation on the effective radius
occurs in the near infrared at 1.6µm and the 2.1µm window regions. An estimation of
the cloud optical thickness from measurements in a shortwave window channel can
separate the effect of droplet radius on the radiation measured in the 1.6µm, which are
performed by MOS-B.

The principles of the retrieval of optical thickness and effective radius applying a two
channel approach has been described by Nakajima and King (1990). An example is
shown in Figure 8. The two figures are bispectral scatterplots of reflectivities
R(λ=754nm) and R( λ=1535nm) of  marine boundary layer stratocumulus clouds.
Reflectance values as measured with the OVID spectrometer during the ACE2
experiment in summer 1997 are shown as probability densities. The grid of isolines
(δc and r e) resulting from radiation transfer simulations is superimposed on the
observations. The grid varies depending on the given solar elevation and the particular
viewing geometry of the sensor.

Figure 8Two dimensional histograms of reflectance me asurements in the visible (754nm) and near
infrared (1535nm). Radiative transfer simulation results are superimposed as isolines of effective radius
and optical thickness. Simulations have been performed for vertically homogeneous clouds. Left:
Reflectance data above stratocumulus measured at June, 26 th  1997 under clean air condition . Right:
Reflectance data above stratocumulus measured at July, 9 th  1997 under polluted air condition

In the framework of this project a new algorithm has been developed, based on a large
number of radiative transfer simulations was required considering a wide range of
possible atmospheric conditions, cloud geometrical, micro-physical and optical
properties as well as viewing geometries. A neural network has been trained with
results of radiative transfer simulations. The structure of the network is displayed in
Figure 6. The input vector consists of  measured radiances and the solar zenith angle.
For the MOS algorithm the viewing zenith angle of the pixel to be processed is
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additionally needed. Two additional layers has been introduced to accelerate the
training process due to mathematical transformation. The second layer refers to the
de-correlation of input neurones with a principal component analysis (PCA-layer) and
a linear transformation is used to normalise input and output to be within the [0,1]
interval.

Preliminary studies show, that the accuracy of the retrieval algorithm is influenced by
variations in the reflectance of the surface especially for low optical depth. For high
optical depth the sensitivity to changes in optical depth decreases. Figure 9a shows,
that the performance of a two channel algorithm is decreasing for smaller droplets in
terms of bias and noise especially for optically thin clouds. These problems can be
reduced by using the information of an additional channel as shown in Figure 9b. An
alternate algorithm for OVID includes additionally a 1200nm channel into the
retrieval.
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Figure 9 Performance of the cloud effective radi us retrieval using two (a) and three
channels (b). Scatter diagram of  r e  used as input parameter in the radiative
transfer calculations (x-axis) and the result of the algorithm using the
simulated radiances with a 1% noise as input .

Cloud droplet size will be derived from a combination of MOS-B and MOS-C
measurements The algorithm will use shortwave window channels of MOS-B and the
1.6 µm channel of MOS-C to retrieve cloud optical thickness and effective radius
simultaneously. A two channel algorithm accounting for the spectral characteristics of
MOS-B and MOS-C will be finished soon.

Microphysical measurements within stratocumulus layer have demonstrated, that the
assumption of vertically homogeneous clouds is not valid for realistic cloud layers.
Effective radius as well as liquid water content are showing a strong gradient with
height with maximal values near cloud top. This effect must lead to a
misinterpretation due to remote sensing procedures based on homogeneous cloud
models since the radiation measured from above clouds is reflected from the topmost
part of the cloud. Therefore, the remote sensed droplet size will depend strongly on
the cloud geometrical thickness and is not suited to represent the microphysics of the
whole cloud layer. As can be seen in Figure 8b, the retrieved effective radius  is
strongly correlated with the optical thickness, which is mainly determined by the
cloud geometrical thickness. The variations of the retrieved r e therefore rather reflect
cloud morphological variations than changes in cloud microphysics.

Figure 10 Same reflectance data as in Figure 8. Radiative transfer calculations shown
here have been performed for vertically stratified clouds, the model cloud has
been divided into a number of homogeneous sub-layers. Optical thickness and
effective radius for a sub-layer is determined by the ”adiabatic” profile, which
depends on droplet concentration and height above cloud base. The adiabatic
profile is based on the assumption of constant condensation rate through the
stratocumulus cloud. Isolines for constant droplet concentration and
geometrical thickness.
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A better description of the vertical structure of clouds in the radiative transfer
simulations is essential for the remote sensing of cloud microphysical properties
especially for studies on the interaction between clouds and radiation and the
influence of (anthrophogenic) aerosols on the clouds (”Twomey effect”, Twomey,
1977). As an alternate approach, we performed radiative transfer calculations with a
stratified clouds. The cloud layer is divided in a number of homogeneous sub-layers.
The optical thickness and effective radius  for a single layer is set to its adiabatic
value. The adiabatic model is valid for the updraft regions within a stratocumulus
layer and is based on the assumption of a constant condensation rate and a constant
droplet concentration with height.  The optical thickness and effective radius of a sub-
layer are then functions of the droplet concentration N and the height  h:  δc=f(N,h),
re=f(N,h). The optical properties of the total cloud layer are not functions of  δc and re

anymore, but a function of droplet concentration N and geometrical thickness  H.

Figure 10 demonstrates clearly, that the new representation more suited to describe
and observe the aerosol - cloud interaction processes. Two flight legs (60km) flown
above homogeneous stratocumulus during the ACE2 experiment in summer 1997 has
been analysed to investigate the influence of polluted airmasses on cloud reflectivity.
The reflectances at 753nm and 1535nm as measured with OVID are shown as
probability densities. The same data as used in Figure 8, but with the isolines in N
and H from the simulation with vertical stratified cloud model. Nearly the entire
variations in reflectivity within one flight leg is due to variations in the cloud
geometrical thickness, the droplet concentration and thus the pollution level is almost
constant. Although the vertical extent and the liquid water path was nearly the same
on both days, the polluted clouds have a significantly  higher reflectivity than the
stratocumulus in the clean case. The observations can be found along isolines of N
(N=25 1/cm³ for the clean and N=100 1/cm³ for the polluted case).

The fact that changes in the cloud reflectivity can be directly related to changes in the
cloud droplet concentration is a clear experimental evidence of the indirect effects of
aerosol on clouds.

We propose a new type of algorithm to derive the cloud droplet concentration from
MOS to access the feasibility of a global observation  of the indirect effect from
space. The structure of the algorithm is identical with the effective radius  algorithm,
because the same input data are used and the processing is similar. Merely the
simulation database is different.

3.3.5  ETH
ETH’s participation in CLOUDMAP and its financial support were approved by the
Swiss Government shortly before Christmas 1997. An intensive effort to recruit
personnel was started in January 1998 and a postdoc was initially appointed to start
work April 1. However, one week before this deadline, this person announced that he
found another job and a second round of recruitment efforts started in spring 1998. As
a result of these efforts, two persons were appointed. Ms. Daniela Poli, Politecnico di
Milano, will start working as a Ph.D. student on CLOUDMAP in November 1998.
Another Ph.D. student Mr. Vassili Silaev was appointed temporarily on another
project, but will, to a certain extent, also support CLOUDMAP with respect to
matching of cloud images. He will start working full-time on CLOUDMAP from
summer 1999. The appointment of a third Ph.D. student is underway with good
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chances of starting work from January 1, 1999. These problems of finding qualified
personnel for the project severely influenced the contribution of ETH to the project.
ETH practically has a one-year delay with respect to the other project partners.

In spite of these difficulties, ETH participated in all project meetings and the First End
User Workshop in Paris, May 26, 1998, and contributed to the preparation of the
brochure and WEB site. An effort was made to receive cloud images as a preparation
for testing our matching algorithms. Some MOMS images were received from DLR
but have not been processed yet. Large Format Camera (LFC) cloud images available
at ETH were used to test the performance of our Adaptive Least Squares Matching
(ALSC) algorithm in its unconstrained mode.

The data included two LFC stereopairs taken from the Space Shuttle. The inclination
was 57 deg., the images scale ca. 1:740,000, and the image format 23 cm x 46 cm, i.e.
each image covered a region of 170 km x 340 km. The first stereopair was over the
Great Barrier Reef, including clouds over sea and land, and had following
characteristics: false CIR, 24% overlap, significant time difference between the
acquisition of the two images (3 images in between were missing), thus large changes
in the clouds, especially for those over land. The images were scanned in B/W with
600 dpi (42.33 microns pixel size). Figure 11 shows the overlap region of the
stereopair. The second stereopair was over Himalaya and had following
characteristics: B/W, 82% overlap, films scanned with 600 dpi, images acquired
sequentially. Figure 12 shows two parts of the overlap region .
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Figure 11 LFC overlap area in NE Australia.
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Figure 12 Two parts of the LFC overlap area in the Himalayas.

The Adaptive Least Squares Correlation (ALSC) algorithm is described in Gruen
(1985). Here, its unconstrained mode was used, since the sensor orientation was
unknown. Points on the clouds were manually selected in the left image as well as
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their approximate position in the right one. Then, ALSC was performed for an
accurate determination of conjugate points. The aim of these tests was to check the
performance of ALSC with respect to:
- goodness of approximations
- shape changes of clouds between acquisition
- different background especially for clouds over land
- mixture of clouds and glaciers/snow over Himalaya
Some characteristic examples are shown below. Examples 1-5 refer to the Australia
data, examples 6-7 to the Himalaya images. In all examples, an affine transformation
and a two-parameter radiometric correction were used with the ALSC. One pixel
represents 31.3 m. The patch size was 57 x 57 pixels (except example 4 where 47 x 47
pixels were used). Thus, a patch is 1784 x 1784 m, which is similar to the 7 x 7 pixel
patch with 250 m pixel footprint, which is used by other project partners with ATSR
images. In all Figures 13-19 a) shows the situation before start of the iterations, b) the
result after iteration stop. In each of Figures 13-19 a) and b) the template (reference
image) is on the left, the patch (conjugate point to be found) on the right. The black
quadrilateral in Figures 13-19 b) show the affine deformation of the patch. The
bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b) shows the grey levels of template and patch,
latter after the affine transformation and grey level resampling. In all examples, quite
poor approximate values for the position were used.

Figures 13 and 14 show significant differences between the clouds and different
background. Figure 15 shows similar effects but in this case the background is very
different and the cloud in the patch image is darker. This grey level difference has
been modelled by the two radiometric parameters (gain and offset) of ALSC as shown
in the bottom row of Figure 16b). Figure 17 shows very large differences between
the images and different background. All previous examples show clouds over land,
while Figure 7 shows an example over sea. The cloud in the patch image is lighter,
but again this is well modelled by the radiometric parameters. Figure 18 exhibits very
weak texture of dense clouds, high scanner noise, especially vertical stripes, which
resemble to the noise observed in several spaceborne linear  CCD sensors. Figure 19
shows a glacier that starts from Everest with an area that combines clouds, snow and
ice.

As the results show, the performance of ALSC is very good. In almost all cases the
solution is correct, in spite of problems, like poor approximations, different
background and cloud shape and intensity variations. However, much more extended
tests, including other sensors, and good reference data have to be performed, in order
to fully evaluate the performance of ALSC.
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Figure 13  ALSC matching results (Australia data set, clouds over land): a) situation be fore start
of iterations ; b) after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on
the left, and the patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)
shows the grey levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and
grey level resampling.
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Figure 14  ALSC matching results (Australia data set, clouds over land): a) situation before start
of iterations ; b) after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on
the left, and the patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)
shows the grey levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and
grey level resampling.
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Figure 15  ALSC matching results (Australia data set, clouds over land): a) situation before start
of iterations ; b) after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on
the left, and the patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)
shows the grey levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and
grey level resampling.
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Figure 16  ALSC matching results (Au stralia data set, clouds over land): a) situation before start
of iterations ; b) after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on
the left, and the patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)
shows the grey levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and
grey level resampling.
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Figure 17  ALSC matching results (Australia data set, clouds over sea): a) situation before start
of iterations ; b) after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on
the left, and the patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)
shows the grey levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and
grey level resampling.
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Figure 18  ALSC matching results (Himalaya data set): a) situation before start of iterations ; b)
after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on the left, and the
patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)  shows the grey
levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and grey level
resampling.
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Figure 19  ALSC matching results (Himalaya data set): a) situation before start of iterations ; b)
after iteration stop. In both a) and b) the template image is shown on the left, and the
patch image on the right. The bottom row in Figures 13-19 a) and b)  shows the grey
levels of template and patch, latter after the affine transformation and grey level
resampling.

3.3.5.1 Planned changes
Based on the personnel developments at ETH, the following plan has been envisaged:
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- Ms Poli will concentrate on the development and testing of appropriate sensor
models for the data to be used (starting from November 1, 1998). Ms. Poli is a
Graduate of Surveying Engineering at Milan Polytechnic.

- Mr Silaev will focus on matching of cloud images for derivation of cloud-top
heights (part-time until summer 1999, full-time thereafter). V. Silaev is graduate
of Mathematics from Moscow State University.

- The third Ph.D. student will work on the use of surface-based whole sky CCD
imagers for measurement of cloud-bottoms (expected start of work 1 January,
1999).

3.4 Value-added Data Production

3.4.1  UCL

3.4.1.1 Brightness Temperature Cloud Top Heights

BT CTHs were derived for the 15 ATSR datasets selected and shown in Figure 1
using both DAO and ECMWF analysis. The results show that BT CTHs derived from
ECMWF data tend to have  more points than DAO data due to the presence of
topographic information. Hence the ECMWF data can be interpolated from the
ground up rather than the highest pressure level present. The mean global ECMWF
CTHs tend to be lower than DAO global CTHs. Figure 20 shows a comparison of
CTHs derived from DAO and ECMWF datasets. Three cross sections of the
differences are shown at three positions across the image.
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Figure 20 Comparison of Brightness Temperature Derived Hei ghts from DAO and ECMWF for
Image 15. Note that up to 650m height temperatures appear solely from the two
different objective analyses

If this method is to be accurate, the following points/information need to be taken into
account that have not been in the work so far here:
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1. Clouds of uniform height that do not cover the entire field of view present
difficulties. If the radiometer field of view is filled with a combination of
cloud and  ground the temperature sensed is some value between that of the
Earth's surface and that of the cloud top. Therefore a combination of cloud and
ground in the view results in the BT retrieval colder than that of the Earth's
surface but warmer than that of the cloud top so information about radiation
from lower levels is needed.

2. The conversion from an emitted radiance to a temperature assumes that a
cloud behaves as a blackbody, but this is only strictly true for  low clouds
thicker than a few hundred metres or for very thick upper clouds.

3. The infrared sensed temperature was used under the assumption that the
clouds are opaque and radiation emanates from the cloud tops. Hence
knowledge of the emissivity of the cloud is required.

4. The accuracy of heights obtained in this way is also limited by the accuracy
with which the atmospheric temperature profile is known.

3.4.1.2 Stereo Cloud Top Heights (CTHs)

In the lower part of the atmosphere temperature decreases with increasing height.
Because of this relationship, a plot of stereo CTH against temperature is useful for
examining  derived heights as a diagonal line would be expected. The results show
that a relationship can be seen from such plots. Although it is not as clear as expected,
an upper triangle is seen. This is probably due to regions of low contrast and strong
thermal radiation from the ground.

Other results clearly show that both stereo routines (M2 and M3) identify the same
points with completely different values. This is true for the different channels as well.
Height values identified in one routine for one channel as being for example 14 could
be identified as 1 for the other routine for the same channel.  This is in part due to the
different ways the programmes work and the production of bad matches. Hence better
filtering strategies need to be developed to eliminate more of the 'bad' matches.

The global mean values show that the M3 matches tend to produce higher means and
larger standard deviations than M2. This is the case for both the 1.6 and 11 micron
channels. It is  also clear that the global mean values derived from  the 1.6 channel are
higher than the 11 micron channel values. This is true for 6 out of the 7 cases where
both the 11 and 1.6 channel data were available. Figure 21 shows a comparison
between the 11 and 1.6 micron channel derived CTHs. Since the stereo matching use
both the nadir and forward views, the data in each view needs to be complete. The
converted lines seen in the stereo CTHs are where data are missing in the forward
view.
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Figure 21 Comparison of 11µm vs 1.6µm stereo derived Heights  for Image 14. Note the
apparent higher CTHs from the 1.6µm cf. 11µm which suggests that the scattered
CTH is at a higher altitude than the height from which thermal emission takes place.

The major difficulties in stereo matching corresponding pixels in the two images are:
different brightness levels in the two images, the local distortions of the image and
low contrast areas. Figure 22 shows a comparison of different stereo derived CTHs.
From the results so far M2 seems to produce better results than M3, with the 1.6
micron channel  in general producing slightly higher heights than the 11 micron
channel for stereo matching. While both routines produce a large number of good
matches possibly, both M2 and M3 have a run time of approximately 2 hours. Both
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Gotcha and Wavelet transform stereo methods are faster, approximately 30 minutes
and 3 minutes respectively but the number of good matches appears much lower
which is illustrated in Figure 22.. Further work will be necessary to investigate this as
well as examining the results of other stereo methods.

Figure 22 Comparison of Stereo-Matched CTHs from 4 different stereo matchers tested against
Brightness Temperature for Image 5 for land and ocean pixels  using RAL supplied
mask. Note the poor performance of CDWT.

3.4.1.3 Comparison of  DAO and ECMWF Datasets

Since six of the pressure levels in both fields are the same, these pressure levels were
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compared using the two parameters that are necessary  to produce cloud top heights,
these being height and temperature. The two different run times either side of one of
the ATSR acquisition times were selected.

3.4.1.3.1 Temperature Parameter
For both time periods, the mean global bias (ECMWF-DAO) is similar but it is not
constant. The global bias at high  pressures is positive and as the pressure decreases, it
becomes negative.  However the bias is not linear and increases before decreasing
again at the lower pressures with a range of 0.5K to 1.7K. This is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23 Differences between ECMWF and DAO temperature analyses for 1800h 4th
December 1992 at 850mb and 500mb Note temperature differences of up to 1.5K.

3.4.1.3.2 Height Parameter
For both time slots the ECMWF heights at the corresponding pressure levels are
lower. The global bias between the two datasets becomes increasingly negative with
decreasing pressure which is reflected in the mean and standard deviation. For
example the mean height difference varies from -0.23KM at 200mb (ECMWF lower)
to almost zero at 1000mb ( Figure 24).
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Figure 24 Differences between ECMWF and DAO height analyses for 1800h 4th
December 1992 at 850mb and 500mb. Note temperature differences up to
0.25Km
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From the mean global differences it cannot be seen if it is a general global bias or if it
is a particular region or regions that are biased. From difference plots of the two
fields, it can be seen that there are no particular regions where there are large
temperature differences occur. It is also clear the height bias between the two data sets
is global.

From the work reported here, it can be seen that the ECMWF datasets are more
complete than the DAO datasets. Also that for the data analysed there is a difference
between the datasets (though it is not large) for both the temperature fields (maximum
of 1.7K) and the height fields (maximum of -0.23KM). Currently, there are thirteen
months of concurrent ECMWF and DAO data. A complete analysis of the differences
between these two datasets over the whole period would show if the results so far are
typical.

3.4.1.4 Stereo-matching experiments with P-Gotcha on ground-based
fish-eye stereo imagery

UCL "P-Gotcha" (description at 2.5) stereomatcher was run on these image pairs to
get the corresponding points in both the left (master) image and the right (slave)
image. The cameras have been set up with a baseline of 1082 m which provides a
baseline/height ratio of 1/10 assuming the maximum visible height is 10km. At this
height the diameter of one camera view is 34.370 km which provides an overlap of
more than 90%. The majority of the  y-disparities observed with P-Gotcha matches
are between 0 to 3.5 pixel.

Figure 25 Example of stereo matched disparities overlaid on the or iginal images using Gotcha
on cirrus and contrail images shown in Figure 5
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3.4.1.5 Creation of 3D model of clouds from ground-based fish-eye
stereo-matched disparities

The basic idea was to create a 3D model to compute the cloud base heights in a
straightforward fashion from triangulation of the P-Gotcha retrieved x- and y-
disparity values from the left image to the right image and knowledge of the camera
locations [Allmen and Kegelmeyer, 1995]. In our case the accuracy is uncertain
because the camera/lens used wasn't calibrated. During the campaign CLARE98 a
Nikon camera system with CCD-arrays  will be deployed which will be calibrated
beforehand.

3.4.2  DLR-IPE

3.4.2.1 MOMS Stereo Matching and Shadow Analysis
Work at DLR-IPE on stereo matching of MOMS cloud scenes started with some delay
according to two movements to other buildings and internal reorganisation. Therefore
DLR-IPE concentrated its efforts on the apparently most critical part of its
engagement, that is to match boarder regions of clouds and cloud shadows over land
surfaces. DLR-IPE had a first success within this task by applying an ”inverse
gradient method”. For this purpose an inverted image of a cloudy region containing
cloud shadows will be generated and the shadows of the inverted image will be
matched with the clouds of the original one.

Presently DLR-IPE is applying a matcher of the Technical University of Berlin [F.
Wewel]. The matcher was developed for topographic mapping of planetary surfaces
and especially for being able to treat multiple images from extremely different sensors
and viewing conditions. The matcher allows to confine the allowed range of
displacement vectors. This feature proved to be important for matching the
semitransparent boarder regions of clouds with clouds and especially of clouds with
cloud shadows over land at the full resolution of MOMS (at 15 m pixel size).
Confinement of the displacement vectors facilitates the matching of stereo image pairs
in all that regions, which show an overlay of cloud texture and land texture; that are
regions normally providing two matching results: one for cloud texture with cloud (or
inverted shadow), and one for land texture with land texture. Since the corresponding
parallaxes are normally very different the confined matching leads to unique results
independent of the relative quality of the cloud and the land fraction of the signatures.

Working with the confined matching further allows an ”inverted analysis” of the
distribution of cloud top height CTH, cloud top drift CTD or shadow drift SD by first
defining the ”result”, that is the displacement vector associated with a certain CTH,
CTD or SD, and than looking for that parts of the cloud or cloud fields that are
consistent with this value.

Applying the matcher with confined parallaxes is presently manual work and
somewhat uncomfortable. The basis of the hitherto matched MOMS data is still to
small to allow a statistical relevant analysis of the performance of the matcher. For
that reason DLR-IPE is planning to develop some specific routines for a faster
steering and data evaluation of the matching process.
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3.4.2.2 MOMS Camera Modelling for CTH Retrieval
The DLR reports on geometric and radiometric calibration of MOMS were delivered
to ETH Zurich as a basis for establishing correction models for MOMS data
evaluation.

3.4.2.3 WAAC Data Processing for CTH Retrieval
Up to now only one cloud scene from WAAC was completely processed applying a
matcher with a region growing technique developed at the Technical University of
Munich [C. Heipke] developed for topographic mapping of land surfaces. The
matching was successful on the whole cloud surface (leaving no large uncovered
areas) in spite of the fact, that only the forward and backward looking image pair out
of the stereo triplet was used for the matching process. The results were forwarded to
the PI of CLOUDMAP (J.P. Muller).

3.4.3  DLR-IPA

3.4.3.1 Creation of contrail climatology product over Europe

The contrail detection algorithm was applied to 1412 NOAA-AVHRR noon scenes
covering Europe from the years 1994-1998 (see Figure 4 ). Within 260 days 2/3 rd of
the envisaged processing (2191 possible noon overpasses covering the years 1994 -
1999) was performed. With the implementation of the upgraded remapping software
all necessary tools for merging the data into climatology products are now ready.

Examples from a previous study (Meyer et al., 1998) are shown in Figures 26 and 27.
The average contrail coverage N is the relative coverage of the sky due to linear
shaped contrails as they are detected in with the algorithm described by Mannstein et
al. (1998). N gets corrected with the average of the local standard deviation of
temperature in channel 4 in a 5 x 5 pixel surrounding to correct for locally varying
detection efficiency of the algorithm. Because this detection scheme is limited to the
detection of linear contrails we assume to give an estimate of the lower bound of
contrail cloudiness. Ageing contrails transform into cirrus clouds (Minnis et. al,
1997), which cannot be discerned from natural ones by their structural properties as it
is necessary for our analyses. Additionally, the algorithm had to be tuned to a low
false alarm rate (<0.1%), as the resulting coverage is usually less then 1%. This
reduced the detection efficiency too. Figure 26 shows the average contrail coverage
for the period 1995/03/01 to 1997/02/27 at noontime (as given by the NOAA14 orbit)
in a 1 km-grid In this figure the data is convolved with a gaussian filter of 50 km
radius to be better comparable to ground based observations.
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Figure 26 Average contrail coverage over Europe for the period 1995/03/01 to 1997/02/27
derived from 666 NOAA-AVHRR noon scenes (12:30 +/- 45 min).

The timeseries in Figure 27 refers to the region 0 to 20 E and 48 to 55 N, within the
investigated area and shows mean values of N within this region for single day- and
night-time scenes. As our data refers to a different time period, it cannot be directly
compared to the manual analyses described in Bakan et al. (1994). We derive a
coverage by contrails which is lower by a factor of 1.6, but shows generally the same
spatial distribution.

Figure 27 Average contrail coverage within the box 0 to 20 E and 48 to 55 N.

3.4.4 DLR-IPE

3.4.4.1 MOMS Stereo-Matching Results
DLR-IPE has successfully applied the matcher of the Technical University of Berlin
on full resolution scenes of MOMS. By confining the range of parallaxes DLR-IPE
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could match semitransparent boarder regins of clouds and cloud shadows over land.
Acceptable results were achieved for the threefold matching task over land: cloud to
cloud, cloud to cloud shadow and shadow to shadow (shadow creeping). This results
show that one essential task of DLR-IPE in the CLOUDMAP project, the
development and implementation of cloud shadow analysis as an independent method
to check cloud height and cloud drift, can be made available not only over the ocean,
but also over land surfaces.

Figure 28 Blue channel 1 of a small part of a cloudy MOMS scene taken over Patagonia,
Argentine.
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Figure 29 Inversion of the same scene as Figure 28 applied to match clouds with cloud shadow
at full resolution (15 m pixel size). Both images are radiometrically stretched to
enhance the visual impression of the border region of the clouds or the cloud
shadows. The central parts of optically dense clouds are saturated already in the
original image!
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Figure  30 Optimal cloud to shadow matching result obtained with the original (unstretched)  of
Figure 28 and Figure 29 with a limit of the allowed displacement vectors within + 4
pixel ( +60 m) for the x- and the y-component and not applying any constraint on the
matching from the histogram or colour of the scene. This figure shows a lot of
erroneous match points over land but a clear accumulation of match points in the
border regions of the clouds and cloud shadows.
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Figure 31 Blue channel 1 of another small part of the MOMS scene taken over Patagonia.
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Figure 32 Forward looking stereo-version of the same scene as Figure 31 applied to match
clouds with clouds at full resolution (15 m pixel size). The central parts of the
optically dense clouds are saturated in the original MOMS image!
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Figure  33 Results of manual cloud to cloud matching assuming two different cloud layer
heights. . Match points corresponding to the higher level are shown in red, those
corresponding to the lower cloud level are shown in blue.
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Figure 34 shows the result of automated matching of Figures 31 and 32 with two different
displacement vectors (with + 4 pixel disparity limit) but without applying any
matching constraints from the histogram or colour of the scenes. Match points
corresponding to the higher level are shown in red, those corresponding to the lower
cloud level are shown in blue.
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Figure 35 Similar to Figure 34, but after applying an enlarged point size for an enhanced visual
impression.

3.4.4.2 MOMS CTH Results
No emphasis was given to CTH in the central regions of clouds for two reasons: On
the one hand cloud centres of MOMS images are very often saturated, and on the
other hand work at DLR-IPE has concentrated on the more critical task of matching
the semitransparent border regions of clouds and cloud shadows.

3.4.4.3 WAAC Stereo-Matching Results
Up to now only one cloud scene from WAAC was used for testing the ability of the
matcher from the Technical University Munich [C. Heipkeet al.]. The results were
forwarded to the PI of CLOUDMAP (J.P. Muller).
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3.4.5  DLR-IST

3.4.5.1 Cirrus detection in MOS and other imagery

The algorithms are applied upon different images to select the cirrus clouds. The
output after the application of the fuzzy algorithm is normally a digital image, where
the boundary of the cirrus clouds are represented by the value 1 and the background is
0. The closed region marked by this boundary is than filled, so that the regions of
cirrus clouds are determined. By application of different methods and a priori
assumption the boundary differs a little. Because different stochastic properties and
different methods are applied the obtained results have to represent the importance of
the calculated result. To combine the final results from the different methods it is
useful to represent the detection of a region of a contrail in a form of the confidence of
the result, may be in the range from 0 to 100. Such a numbering gives the possibility
to sum up the results for a better decision. The decision is produced with different
values for the probability for the detection of cirrus clouds on basis of the boundaries
and the distribution of the stochastic properties.

3.4.5.2 Contrail detection in MOS and other imagery

The fuzzy integral algorithms and the linear filtering for the rotation image are applied
on different images to select the contrails. For the data production are used AVHRR
data and MOS data over Europe for finding of contrails. After application of the
algorithms from the original images within the contrails are obtained images, where
only the contrails are represented as a binary image. The contrails are represented in
form of interrupted lines. In other representation, especially for the thin contrails is
used a shadow representation. This is good for the visual observation of an image.
Because it is often difficult to distinguish other lines from contrails also a
representation in different grey level is used for the representation of contrails. This
can then be used for a summation to obtain a better result.

3.4.6  FUB

3.4.6.1 MOS cloud top pressures

MOS-A images has been used to derive cloud top pressure from measured radiances
within the oxygen-A band. Figure 36 a) RGB near true colour composite and b) is the
retrieved cloud top pressure. Relative differences in cloud top height can seen in
Figure 36 quite well, although the absolute numbers are still incorrect due to
calibration problems of the MOS-A and MOS-B module. The theoretical predicted
accuracy can only be achieved by re-calibrating the images.
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Figure 36 MOS data from 20.08.1996 a) RGB near true colour composite from MOS B
channels at 650nm, 520nm and 443nm. b) cloud top pressure derived from MOS-A
Oxygen A-band data.
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3.4.6.2 OVID cloud optical thickness, effective radius, geometrical
thickness and droplet concentration.

The results of the OVID algorithms for the derivation of cloud optical thickness,
effective radius, geometrical thickness and droplet concentration has been analysed
statistically. The comparison of the histograms of June 26th (clean marine air) and
July 9th (polluted air mass) gives a clear indication of an indirect anthropogenic
aerosol effect on cloud microphysics. In the polluted case, the boundary layer was
contaminated by pollution from remote sources over Europe. There is a significant
difference in the retrieved droplet concentration for the two cases. In polluted air, the
liquid water is distributed to a larger number of cloud droplets ( Figure 38) resulting
in smaller droplet radii ( Figure 37).
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Figure 37 Histograms of the derived cloud optical thickness (black) and effective radii
(red) for all CLOUDYCOLUMN missions during ACE 2.
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Figure 38 Histograms of the derived adiabatic equivalen t droplet concentrations (black)
and geometrical height (red) for all CLOUDYCOLUMN missions during ACE
2.
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3.5 Validation and scientific evaluation of products

3.5.1  UCL
One of the principal difficulties in persuading end users of the potential of stereo
cloud-top height products extracted has been the severe lack of validated data. Muller
and Mandanayake demonstrated in the mid 1990s that with simulated stereo-pairs
from the NASA AVIRIS instrument, stereo matching could produce height accuracies
equivalent to the pixel IFoV. However, real stereo data does not contain correlated
noise as simulated stereo-pairs do so the final value of such experiments is principally
to test out a stereo matching algorithm rather than to assess its potential with actual
spaceborne stereo data.

Three approaches were adopted in the first year to try to validate stereo-derived
CTHs:

- Comparison of stereo-derived land surface elevation with independent
Digital Elevation Models of the Earth’s surface (GTOPO30) whose
accuracy was at least one order of magnitude greater

-  Comparison of CTHs derived from stereo with those derived using
thermal IR BTs

- Assessment of the potential of stereo-derived CTHs to provide more
accurate cloud coverage masks than methods using BT and visible
brightness thresholds, particularly over bright surfaces such as snow and
ice where existing threshold-based methods are known to be inaccurate

The project plan for the second year includes initial validation of ATSR2 and
AirMISR against ground-based mm-radar and/or laser ceilometer measurements and
comparison of AirMISR measurements against MAS, CLS and ground-based mm-
radar and laser ceilometer measurements. In the third year, this initial assessment will
be extended to MISR and ASTER data over the US ARM sites and Chilbolton (if
available).

3.5.1.1 Comparison of CTHs with GTOPO30

To be able to compare the DEMs produced using the stereo methods and the
GTOP030 DEM, the CTH data were remapped onto the same grid spacing. In
remapping into the new grid coordinates, some of the original points are lost as the
projections are not the same.   The points between the remapped points were not filled
with data so only the original data points were compared. Figure 39 shows GTOP030
with a remapped stereo DEM/CTHs overlaid. To test the remapping of data, the array
containing GTOP030 and the  array containing the CTH were repeatedly displayed on
a monitor. No detectable movement would show that the remapping was correct
which was indeed the case.
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Figure 39 Compar ison of ground DEM (GTOP030) and stereo-matched output (M2)
using RAL cloud mask (without cloud) – lower left and remaining cloud
(Image 4). Note the good agreement in morphology in the mountainous areas
even with pixel-level acuity.

The data selected contained  regions of land and large regions of cloud. Cloud
identification is a difficult task particularly over land due to the spatial heterogeneity
of the surface and so this identification process is not 100 percent accurate. The RAL
land/cloud masks found in the SADIST version 500 SST product were used to
identify the clear/land/cloudy regions.
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The maximum elevation for the ATSR regions selected in GTOP030 is
approximately 4500m. This gives good heights to test the stereo methods on, as a one
pixel shift corresponds to about 1km in height. Larger mean differences are seen in
the results when cloud is present than without cloud between GTOP030 and the stereo
CTHs which is expected. Figure 40 shows a comparision of height between
GTOP030 and the stereo routines used for clear, land areas. While some of the mean
differences for images without cloud are as small as 0.15KM with a standard devation
of 1.1KM some are as large as 11 KM with a standard devation of 3km indicating that
the cloud mask is better for some sets of data than others as well as the stereo
matching. More investigation is necessary.
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Figure 40 Comparison of 4 different stereo matchers on ATSR (Image 5) with ground DEM
(GTOPO30) after removal of “cloud points” using RAL mask. Note the very poor
results of CDWT. Note the residual cloud component shown in each scatter plot and
the very poor performance of CDWT.
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3.5.1.2 BT v Stereo CTHs

Stereo CTHs were compared  with the BT CTHs. The results show that the BT CTHs
produce the height/temperature relationship expected. However since the BT CTHs
are totally dependent on the temperature anything effecting the temperature such as
aerosols could change the calculated from the correct height.  The stereo matching
routines (M2, M3, Gotcha and Wavelet (CDWT) transform) indicate a sensible
relationship though further work is needed to look at 'a good match' quality indicator
and the differences between the two methods. Figure 41 shows a comparison of
ECMWF and M2 derived CTHs.
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Figure 41 Comparison of stereo-matched CTHs with ones derived from ATSR (Image
13) brightness temperatures over the ocean. Note that the Bt-CTHs are
consistently lower than the stereo M2-CTHs.

The mean BT CTHs are lower  than those derived from stereo methods with mean
differences of  -3.5KM and standard deviations of 4KM (BT CTH-Stereo CTH).
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Again larger  BT CTH - Stereo CTH differences are obtained with the 1.6 micron
channel. Figure 42 shows a summary of derived heights from 3 of the images.

Figure 42 Comparison of CTHs derived from ATSR for stereo (M2) and Brightness
temperatures using ECMWF or DAO Images 3, 10, 12
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These results indicate that BT-CTHs are likely to be different to those derived using
stereo which supports preliminary conclusions from earlier work. These differences
are probably due to the depth within a cloud from which the sensed radiance is
emitted (for BT) or scattered (for stereo). One of the key lessons we hope to learn is
which of these two measurements is of principal interest to an end user such as an
operational meteorologist or a climate modeller and whether the difference between
these two measurements can be used to learn something about the radiative properties
of the cloud (particularly it’s emissivity).

3.5.1.3 Assessment of the potential of stereo-CTHs for use in cloud
masking over bright surfaces

Polar regions play a crucial role in the Earth’s radiation budget with clouds either
acting as a negative or positive radiative forcing. One of the difficulties in using
existing threshold-based schemes in these regions is that snow/ice is similar in
temperature to low-level clouds and that inversion layers frequently occur in these
regions. Threshold-based schemes are therefore likely to fail. [Cawkwell and Muller,
1999]  recently showed a number of examples of the problems inherent in the use of
threshold-based methods over Greenland with ATSR2 data.

An assessment was therefore made of the potential of stereo-CTHs when differenced
to ground DEMs to detect thin cloud which threshold-based methods, such as those
used by RAL, are unable to detect.

For the same area as shown in Figure 39, the difference in elevation between the
ATSR stereo-CTH and GTOPO30 when =1km was used to define a cloud mask. The
resulting clear-sky elevations were then compared against GTOPO30 and a dramatic
improvement in accuracy (0.02±1.1km) was observed against the clear-sky elevations
derived using the RAL masks.

[Cawkwell et al., 1999]  recently extended this approach to Greenland using the best
available DEM derived from several photogrammetric, airborne laser altimetric and
spaceborne radar altimetric data sources. Their results indicate that stereo-ATSR2 can
be employed not only to assess the accuracy of the stereo matchers over a bare earth
snow/ice surface but will also result in substantial improvements in cloud masks when
compared against threshold-based methods.

3.5.1.4 Plans for validation work over the next year
3.5.1.4.1 ATSR2 stereo-CTHs against ground-based vertical profile

measurements
In collaboration with Dr Eugene Clothiaux at PennState University and Prof. Thomas
Ackerman (ARM Chief Scientist), mm-radar data will be combined with laser
ceilometer to yield the best possible estimate of cloud-top height (CTH) and cloud-
base height (CBH) using the method described by Clothiaux et al. (1999). The
combination of both sets of measurements are necessary to minimise problems of low
detectability of cirrus and contrails at mm-radar wavelengths by using the laser
ceilometer data and the corresponding low detectability of mid-level clouds when the
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optical depth is too high for laser ceilometers but the cloud droplet size is sufficient
for detection at mm-radar wavelengths.

Our US collaborators have kindly agreed to supply CLOUDMAP with both long time
series of measurements from ARM to assess the statistical probability of detecting
thin cirrus and the relationship of CTH to CBH under different synoptic conditions.
They have also agreed to process the Chilbolton data records into CTH/CBH for
ATSR2 overpasses and in future MISR and ASTER overpasses.

Our initial focus will be on Chilbolton, UK for all the ATSR2 overpasses during the
time period from August – December 1998 which will include the intensive
CLARE98 field campaign where in situ CTH and microphysical measurements are
also available.

3.5.1.4.2 AirMISR for prototyping expected MISR and ASTER results
Given the delay in the launch of the NASA EOS AM1 platform, it is expected that
AirMISR will play a critical role in prototyping and testing our stereo matching
approach to CTH retrieval. AirMISR data collection over clouds has so far been
limited to the FIREIII-ACE campaign but it is anticipated that another field campaign
will collect data over Marine StCu near Monterey Bay in mid June. AirMISR is not
ideally suited to high-level clouds as the instrument look angles are normally pre-set
resulting in little stereo overlap between looks for these scenes and little, if any, stereo
overlap for cirrus or contrails.

Even if MISR is launched on 15 July 1999, it is not expected that MISR or ASTER
early data will be available until the third year of the project.

3.5.2  DLR-IPA
No validation work has yet been performed on contrail detection to date

3.5.2.1 Plans for validation work over the next year

From Oct 1997 onward the DWD (German Weatherservice) began recording visual
contrail observations with the routine SYNOP observations. It is planned to compare
these data to the results of the automated contrail detection algorithm.

3.5.3  DLR-IPE

3.5.3.1 Validation of MOMS Data
Up to now there was no work on the validation of MOMS stereo or shadow data,
neither by independent nor by statistical methods. The basis of the hitherto matched
MOMS data still seems to small to allow a statistical relevant analysis of the
performance of the stereo or shadow analysis.

3.5.3.2 Validation of WAAC Data
Up to now no validation of the few WAAC cloud stereo data was tried, neither by
independent nor by statistical methods.
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3.5.3.3 Plans for Validation over the Next Year
The shadow analysis of MOMS stereo scenes under development at DLR-IPE is
assumed to be more accurate than the combined ATSR/MOS-A or MISR/MOS-A
method. So validation of the shadow procedure can be accomplished only from a
statistical analysis of sufficient data as planned by DLR-IPE towards the end of the
project and/or by independent ground based cameras or LIDAR. This independent
data must be provided by the CLOUDMAP project. Details of an appropriate work
plan are under definition.

3.5.4  DLR-IST

3.5.4.1 Cirrus detection in MOS and other imagery

The validation of the method and the algorithm is successfully done for only 3
examples of cirrus (MOS images). More examples are needed. It has been shown for
this selected examples that stochastic properties allowed principally dividing cirrus
clouds from the background and other types of clouds.  The stochastic information
about the boundaries (diffuse transitions) and the distribution of the stochastic
properties in the inner part of the cirrus cloud are enough information for the selection
of cirrus clouds. Special structures of stochastic and normal parts are to find near the
boundaries with a bigger gradient from the core of the cirrus clouds.

It is very important to find out the most possibilities of existing contrails over
different backgrounds to build the models for different situations and last not least to
develop a robust algorithm, which is working more or less good for all situations.
These very big tasks will be done in the future. A lot of different kinds of examples
have to be analysed in future to obtain a better efficiency of the algorithms.

3.5.4.2 Contrail detection in MOS and other imagery

It has been shown for some selected examples that stochastic properties allows
principally dividing contrails from the background, other types of clouds, and other
lines within the image.

AVHHR images, MOS images and MOMS images are used for the verification such
as MOS 12.168/16.06.96 scenes 20+21 of Biscay and MOS 14.028 / 28.01.97 scenes
26 + 27, channel 5 of Gibraltar. In the used example of a MOS-image (data from 5. 6.
97 on track 30 channel 13) over the Baltic Sea from Finland over Gotland (Sweden) to
the coastline of Poland  (Peninsula Hel)  an aged contrail is present.

The contrails are isolated from other clouds, also from clouds of stripe structure. The
results are obtained by the combination of different methods and stochastic properties.
The validation gives as result, that the contrails can be isolated in the used examples.
For the aged contrail are found the structures of the neighbourhood of the track. This
is good visible but difficult algorithmic to detect.
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3.5.4.3 Evaluation of the effectiveness of the estimation methods with
satellite images

A lot of different images are used to show the obtained results of the detection and
isolation of cirrus clouds and contrails.  In figures 43-46 is shown how the contrails
over land can be detected by application of different methods. In figures 47-51 are
shown how the shape of cirrus clouds and their boundaries can be detected.  In figures
52-60 is shown how the contrails can be detected over the sea. This is important
because the ground observation density over the sea is very poor and the conditions
over sea are of another type then over land. It is shown how aged contrails can be
detected. It is also shown how the stochastic characteristic can be used to distinguish
different types of clouds and also to distinguish water waves.

Figure 43 is produced by some coupled procedures of non-linear filtering. The
obtained image contains mostly only the contrails, so that this can be used as a
quantitative measure for coverage with contrails. In the figure 44 is shown, that the
width of the contrails can be used to estimate the expected number of plans producing
the contrails. In figure 45 the isolation of contrails is shown based on a rank algorithm
connected with non-linear filtering. By this method the coastline can be suppressed.
For the figure 46 is used only an adapted threshold for the extraction of contrails. It is
to see that such methods cannot suppress the contours of land and also the other
clouds are clearly visible. This method, independent how good is the adaptation of the
threshold, has only a very limited effect.
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Figure 43 Representation of contrails over Germany in an AVHRR image. Non-linear filtering
reduces the contrails. The lines can be for a measure of the coverage by contrails. The
coastlines and the clouds are suppressed  by different stochastic properties.
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Figure 44 Representation of contrails over Germany in an AVHRR image. The contrails of
which are produced by more plains are red, the single plains are green. The
summation of both gives a measure of the coverage by contrails.
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Figure 45 Representation of contrails over Germany in an AVHRR image. The histogram and
rank-algorithm in connection with non-linear filtering let also the weak contrails
visible. Coastlines and clods are suppressed.
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Figure 46 Representation of cirrus clouds in the original image. It is good to see, that
boundaries are difficult to extract.

In the figure 47 it is represented, that the fuzzy measure and fuzzy integral can be
applied to find the boundary of the cirrus clouds. These fuzzy effects are also used to
distinguish the cirrus clouds from other clouds. This figure shows that the detection of
cirrus clouds is relatively precise, especially if disturbances by other clouds do not
exist. In figure 48 is shown as with the fuzzy integral the boundary of the cirrus
clouds can be estimated. This is based on the fuzziness of the boundary. The figure 49
shows the different structures that are contained within the cirrus clouds. Four
different regions represent the different kinds of stochastic. In figure 50 is represented
the original cirrus cloud. By this image the cirrus cloud is very difficult to extract. In
figure 51 only the bigger inner structures are represented. This explains, how the
assumed stochastic structure and their representation by fuzzy measure and fuzzy
integral can be used to extract different types of inner structures.
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Figure 47 Representation of cirrus with the probability thresh old for a detection of a cirrus
cloud. The boundary of the cirrus are good extracted. The core of the cirrus and their
structure are extracted.
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Figure 48 Representation of cirrus with the boundary threshold for a detection of a cirrus cloud.
The cirrus cloud is extracted by the stochastic of the boundary. The size of the cirrus
cloud is similar to the extraction by the probability.
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Figure 49 Representation of cirrus with the representation of the b oundaries. The second cirrus
cloud is visible and divided from the first.
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Figure 50 Representation of contrails over Germany in an AVHRR image. The contrails are
extracted by an upper and a lower threshold .The image is similar to the original.
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Figure 51 Representation of contours of cirrus with the representation of the biggest inner
structures.

Figure 52 is the original image with an aged contrail (not to see on this original
image) and the contrails over the sea. In figure 53 is represented the digitised form of
the contrails, which is obtained by the non-linear filtering, estimation of features, and
a thinning method. This can be used for a quantitative estimation of the coverage with
contrails. In figure 54 is clearly visible the effect of detection of different kinds of
stochastic in the aged contrail on the lower part of the image and the stripes on the
right side of the image. These are defects of the lines in the CCD matrix of MOS and
have an extension of only one pixel. In figure 55 the effects of the wind on the clouds
are shown. The structures, formed by the wind, can be detected. They are different in
their stochastic from the contrails. In figure 56 an aged contrail is extracted. The
structure of this contrail is visible.
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Figure 52 Original image over the Baltic Sea from Gotland to the peninsula Hel (Poland) with
contrails and an aged contrail.
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Figure 53 Representation of the contrails over the Baltic sea. The contrails are represented in
digital form.
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Figure 54 Representation of the contrails over the Baltic sea together with the aged contrail. The
contrails are represented in a shadowed for The perpendicular stripes on the right side
are faults in the matrix or transmission of the MOS data.
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Figure 55 Representation of clouds formed by the wind over the Baltic Sea which are similar to
cirrus but the other structure is good to see.
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Figure 56 Representation of aged contrail over the Baltic Sea near the Polish border.

An effect of rotation is to see. In figure 57 is represented the fine structure of an aged
contrail, obtained by selection of an adapted fuzzy measure. In the figure 58 is shown,
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that also the structure of the surface waves on the sea can be detected by fuzzy
integration. In figure 59 the contrails are shown selected by fuzzy measures and
combined with fuzzy integrals. Thicker lines give a hint for more used aircraft routes.
The coastline could not totally suppressed. In the colour representation of figure 60
the fine structure of an aged contrail is represented. It shows how detailed structures
can be found.
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Figure 57 Representation of aged contrail over the Baltic Sea near the Polish border.
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Figure 58 Representation of aged contrail over the Baltic Sea near the Polish border and the
influence of the waves on surface of the sea.
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Figure 59 Representation of the tracks of the contrails over the Baltic Sea.
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Figure 60 Colour Representation of the aged contrail over the Baltic Sea. The structure
produced by the jet is good to see.
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3.5.4.4 Plans of validation over the next year

The usage of several stochastic properties and different methods gives different
results, which are represented in form of a probability, i. e. values from 0 to 100. Very
important for the development of the methods is the a priori knowledge of the
stochastic properties. This a priori knowledge can be obtained by testing different
kinds of images. These results will influence the methods and the stochastic properties
to be combined.

In the next year will be tested more examples and upon basis of this results the
mathematical theory may be changed and surly the algorithms changed for a better
and robust working.

The different methods give different images and so the problem of fusion of some
calculated images for producing an image where the contrails or cirrus clouds are
more precisely detected will be developed in the next year. This may be based on the
minimisation with the help of a Mahalanobis distance classifier  for  properties by the
Winograd method.

3.5.5  FUB

3.5.5.1 OVID derived optical and microphysical cloud properties.

The remotely sensed cloud optical and microphysical parameter were compared to
microphysical measurements taken from a plane flying within the remotely observed
cloud layers.

3.5.5.1.1 Optical thickness

The adiabatic value of the optical thickness δad is derived from in situ measurements
of the vertical profile of liquid water within the cloud. Figure 61 shows the
comparison with the values derived from OVID along a leg flown on June 25. The
values of optical thickness are drawn as a function of latitude along the leg. Values of
δad superimposed with segments corresponding to the length of the ascent or descent.
This figure shows an example of the concordance between the remotely sensed optical
thickness and the values derived from in situ  measurements.
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Figure 61 Comparison of the values of optical thickness derived from in situ
measurements during ascent and descent trough the cloud layer with values
derived along the aircraft track from the OVID radiances. The short segments
represent the horizontal distance flown by the in situ  equipment carrying
aircraft during the cloud traverses (Brenguier et al., 1998)

3.5.5.1.2 Droplet concentration

Figure 62 compares the frequency distribution of the droplet number concentrations
measured in situ (a and c) and retrieved from reflectance measurements (b and d) for
the marine case (a and b) and the polluted case (c and d). For values measured in situ
three distributions has been plotted with all the samples (thin solid line), for samples
where the measured liquid water content was smaller than 0.5 ×  wad, the adiabatic
value of the liquid water content (dashed line) and samples with w ≤ 0.9 × wad  (thick
solid line). It is obvious that the quasi-adiabatic regions (w ≤ 0.9 × wad) correspond to
the largest values of droplet concentration since sub-adiabaticity is mainly due to
dilution of droplet concentration. The distribution of concentration derived from
remote sensing show also a significant difference between the marine case and the
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polluted one: most of the marine case values are below 100 1/cm³ while values as
high as 400 1/cm³ have been retrieved for the polluted case. While the frequency
distribution for the marine clean case is quite similar, the shape of the distribution
differs from the measured one. More detailed studies are necessary to track the
reasons for the deviations, e.g. radiative transfer simulations with actually measured
vertical profiles of cloud concentration, optical thickness and effective radius. In spite
of these problems it has been proven, that the new remote sensing technique is able to
detect qualitative changes in droplet concentrations.

Figure 62 Histograms of in situ (FSSP) and remotely sensed (OVID) droplet
concentrations (Brenguier et al., 1998) .

3.5.5.2 Geometrical thickness

In the stratified adiabatic cloud model, the cloud layer is defined in terms of cloud
droplet concentration and geometrical thickness. The neural network algorithm
retrieves these two parameters simultaneously. Under the assumption of adiabaticity
(N= const) and a constant cloud base, the geometrical thickness should be strongly
correlated to the cloud top height. Figure 63 compares the derived cloud geometrical
thickness with the cloud top height retrieved with measurements within the oxygen A-
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band. Although the two quantities are derived from one sensor (OVID), the remote
sensing techniques are completely different as well as the physical basis. During the
time section displayed in Figure 11, in situ  measurements proved the vertical
structure to be close to adiabaticity. The high correlation indicates that the results are
quite consistent when the assumptions used in the algorithm development are
fulfilled.

Figure 63  Time ser ies of OVID derived cloud geometrical thickness (blue) and cloud
top height (red). Different axis are used to be comparable.

3.5.5.3 Cloud top height

OVID derived cloud top height has been compared to downward looking LIDAR
derived cloud top height from the French ARAT aircraft (Pelon, 1998). Figure 64
displays a good correlation of OVID cloud top heights with LIDAR.
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Figure 64 Time series of OVID derived cloud top heights (black) and measured with a LIDAR
system (red) during ACE 2.

3.5.5.4 CLARE 1998 campaign

The FUB will operate downward-looking spectrometers FUBISS and OVID during
the CLARE 1998 campaign in October 1998 over Chilbolton, UK. The instruments
will be mounted onboard the FALCON research aircraft of the DLR. The French
ARAT aircraft will carry a downward looking LIDAR, and the British Hercules C-
130 will conduct in-cloud microphysical measurements. Co-ordinated flights will be
extremely valuable for the validation of cloud algorithms. Ground base measurements
include the GKSS 94Ghz Radar, a three wavelength steerable radar together with a
laser ceilometer.
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4 PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Progress towards project objectives
Significant progress has been made in a defining the requirements of operational
weather forecasters, numerical weather forecasters and to a lesser extent climate
modellers. Less progress has been made in supplying KNMI with example products
from the data producers for their internal evaluation.

Significant progress has been made in building prototype systems for the retrieval of
cloud-top height from ATSR stereo and MOS Oxygen A-band as well as
microphysical parameters from MOS. Less progress has been made due to the delayed
start of ETH in stereo cloud-top height retrievals from MOMS.

Significant progress has also been made by DLR-IPA in processing AVHRR data into
a climatological record of contrail occurrence as well as by DLR-IST in the
development of research algorithms for the automated detection of cirrus and contrails
using fuzzy logic.

No progress has been made in contrail detection from ATSR or in GOES,
METEOSAT or WAAC data collection or in the development of automated motion
algorithms for geostationary satellite data.

Significant progress has been made in establishing a framework for validating cloud-
top height products and in collecting relevant airborne, ground-based and
contemporaneous satellite data. Less progress has been made in the reduction of these
data into usable products.

4.2 Implications for the next year
A substantial effort will need to be made to transfer results and their validation from
the data producers to KNMI for their internal evaluation and for KNMI to develop an
appropriate framework for the evaluation of these products both internally and with
collaborators from other national meteorological services.

Given the delay in the launch of EOS AM-1 platform, effort will be directed on
validating MISR-like data using AirMISR and on a very substantial effort to validate
ATSR2 data over Chilbolton, FIREIII-ACE and the US ARM sites.

A workshop showing the latest results from end users will be held at the EGS99
conference in The Hague in April 1999 primarily for climate modellers. Owing to the
delay in the start of the project to January 1998 (and October 1998 for ETH) a three
month delay in the Mid Term Review is requested to June 1999.

A substantial effort will be made to transfer the prototype stereo-ATSR processing
system (based on IDL) to DLR-IPA for evaluation and to transfer the fuzzy logic
scheme for cirrus and contrail detection from DLR-IST (based on IDL) to UCL, FUB
and DLR-IPA.

A substantial effort will need to be made to collect METEOSAT and GOES rapid-
scan data by KNMI and UCL in the light of the imminent launch of MSG and the
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establishment of the SAF programme by ESA. This will also need to include a greater
effort to develop automated motion techniques of potential use to MSG by UCL.

Given the lack of MOMS, BALKAN and WAAC data, effort will be transferred
internally in DLR from IPE to IPA to allow IPA to work on the evaluation of ATSR
for producing a better contrail and cirrus climatology.

Given the delayed start of ETH, greater effort will be directed to cloud motion and the
retrieval of cloud-base height from stereo visible imagery.
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ANNEXES

6 Specific Deliverables

6.1 APPENDIX A:The METEOSAT Second Generation application
ground segment

With the progression of science, and developments in the accuracy of numerical
weather prediction, the need for more frequent and comprehensive data from space
has evolved. This has triggered the European Organisation for Meteorological
Satellites EUMETSAT to start a programme on the development of a METEOSAT
Second Generation system (MSG programme). The new satellites will be spin-
stabilised like the current generation, but with many design improvements including a
new radiometer which will produce images every fifteen minutes, in twelve spectral
channels. The first MSG satellite is planned for launch in the year 2000.

The operational availability of MSG will be a major event in the history of satellite
meteorology in Europe. The availability of images every fifteen minutes in twelve
spectral channels will provide enormous amount of information to the users,
operational forecasters and NWP models. This information will aid the weather
forecaster in the swift recognition and prediction of dangerous weather phenomena
such as thunderstorms, fog and explosive development of small but intense
depressions which can lead to devastating wind storms. The high potential of MSG
data will enable the assimilation of numerical MSG products in NWP models.

EUMETSAT has recognised the need to develop a strong application ground segment
of MSG with the aim to support an optimal use of MSG data by the end users. The
current METEOSAT application ground segment already contains a Meteorological
Products Extraction Facility (MPEF). This MPEF, physically located at EUMETSAT
headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany, currently provides products like cloud motion
winds, cloud cover, cloud top temperatures and heights and climate data sets in real
time to the user (eg several NWP-models like ECMWF, UKMO, DWD). In the MSG
application ground segment the MPEF will be extended with a new type of facility,
the Satellite Application Facility (SAF). SAF’s will be established for several
application areas and will be decentralised over expert national institutes.
EUMETSAT has started three pilot SAF’s (Nowcasting and Very Short Range
Forecasting, Ocean&Ice and Ozone). Later on more SAF’s will be started (eg. NWP,
Climate, Land). Besides the difference in location (centralised ↔  decentralised) the
MPEF and SAF facilities differ in the type of products they produce. MPEF provides
standard data products with global coverage and course resolution. SAF’s will provide
specific regional products with the highest possible resolution or SAF’s will provide
software packages for data processing at the user sites.

For the CLOUDMAP project the Nowcasting SAF is a very interesting and important
development. The following details of the Nowcasting pilot SAF are worthwhile to
mention:
• Project consortium and tasks:

* INM (Spain): co-ordinator; convective processes
* MeteoFran ce: cloud products (southern region)
* SMHI (Sweden): idem (northern region)
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* ZAMG (Austria): automatic image interpretation
• Budget: 4 MECU (total costs); 2 MECU (subsidy of EUMETSAT)
• Time table:

* Start: February 1997
* End (of pilot): 2002

• Deliverable of SAF: distributable software packages
(Unix; SUN and DEC/Alpha platforms)

• Input data: MSG/SEVIRI and ancillary data (eg NWP)
(NOAA/AVHRR and GOES data are used in development phase)

• Main cloud parameters on which the Nowcasting SAF will focused on:
∗ Cloud mask categories

⇒  cloud free
⇒  cloud contaminated
⇒  cloud filled (opaque clouds)
⇒  aerosol contaminated
⇒  snow/ice contaminated
⇒  unclassified

∗ Cloud type categories
⇒  land (cloud, aerosol and snow free)
⇒  sea (cloud, aerosol and ice free)
⇒  snow on land
⇒  ice on sea
⇒  very low clouds (cumuliform/non cumuliform)
⇒  low clouds (cumuliform/non cumuliform)
⇒  medium clouds (cumuliform/non cumuliform)
⇒  high opaque clouds (cumulonimbus/non cumul.)
⇒  semi-transparent ice clouds (3 classes according

     to thickness + cirrus above clo uds)
⇒  fractional clouds
⇒  aerosol clouds (volcanic and sand)
⇒  unclassified

∗ Cloud Top parameters:
⇒  Temperature (0.5 K intervals)
⇒  Pressure (5 hPa intervals)
⇒  Height (75 m intervals)

• All products will be produced at full MSG/SEVIRI spatial (= 3 km) and temporal
resolution (= 15 mins.)

• In the Nowcasting SAF additionally the following higher level products will be
developed:

∗ Precipitating clouds
∗ Total precipitable water
∗ Layer precipitable water
∗ Stability analysis imagery
∗ High resolution wind vectors from HRVIS
∗ Automatic satellite image interpretation
∗ Rapid developing thunderstorm product

Detailed information can be found on the following Internet/WWW sites:
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• http://www.inm.es/sara/SAF
• http://www.eumetsat.de/en/area4.html

Another SAF which will be an interesting development for CLOUDMAP will be the
Climate SAF. This pilot SAF is not yet approved by EUMETSAT. The Climate SAF
products will be complementary to other SAF’s (like the Nowcasting SAF ):

∗ radiation budget components
∗ atmospheric profiles of humidity
∗ atmospheric aerosols
∗ polar stratospheric clouds
∗ optical turbidity
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6.2 APPENDIX B: CLOUDMAP questionnaire

The following questionnaire has been composed by KNMI and sent out to 17 national
meteorological institutes in Europe with the aim to obtain information from the user
community on the current use of cloud information and on requirements for the
future:

Details of respondent
Name: … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
Affiliation: 

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
… … … … … …
Function: 

… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …
… … … … … …
Tel. no: +… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … .
E-mail: … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Personal affiliation to cloud information
Please, choose one option:
◊ You are a real “end-user” of cloud information being an operational forecaster,

NWP modeller or climate researcher (filling in of this questionnaire should be as
much as possible representative for your personal work situation)

◊ You are not an “end-user” of cloud information being a satellite data researcher,
policy-maker, etc. (filling in of this questionnaire should be as much as possible
representative for the meteorology/climate research community in general)

Selection of application of cloud information
Please, choose one option (to help a clear interpretation of the information, provided
by you, the further filling in of this questionnaire should be mostly representative for
the field of application, you have selected):
◊ Operational weather forecasting

◊ General
◊ Aviation
◊ Maritime
◊ Other: … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..

◊ NWP modelling
◊ Climate research

Data sources for cloud information
Please, fill in roughly the percentage of importance for your chosen field of
application
(the addition sum of the four percentages should be 100):
◊ Synops: … … … . %
◊ NWP models: … … … . %
◊ Satellite data: … … … . %
◊ Other: … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..: … … … . %

  100 %
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Current use of satellite data (for the purpose to obtain cloud information)
Please, fill in roughly the percentage of importance for your chosen field of
application
(the addition sum of the two percentages should be 100):
◊ Geostationary satellites (METEOSAT, GOES, etc.): … … …  %
◊ Polar orbiting sat’s (NOAA, METEOR, ERS, etc.): … … ... %

  100 %

Requirements to satellite cloud products
Please, fill in for each parameter relevant for your field of application as much as
possible numbers.
• provide average/reasonable requirements in the middle of the range between

optimal and minimal requirements
• if parameter is not relevant for your field of application, fill in     in first column
• if requirement is not applicable to parameter, fill in n.a. or leave open
• if you don’t know an answer, fill in ?

Requirement

Parameter

areal
coverage
(global/
continent
al/regiona
l)

horizonta
l
resolution
(km or m)

vertical
resolution
(m or
hPa)

data
frequency
(minutes
or hours)

time of
delivery
(minutes
or hours)

accuracy
(in
dimensio
n of
paramete
r)

cloud mask

cloud amount or
fraction
cloud type

cloud top phase

cloud optical
thickness
semi-transparent
cloud flag
contrail map

fog/stratus flag

cloud top
temperature
cloud top pressure

cloud top height

(geometrical)
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thickness of cloud
cloud motion
winds

liquid water
content

precipitation flag

precipitation
intensity

Priority of requirements to satellite cloud information (in general) in relation to
operational use
Please, fill in roughly the percentage of importance for your chosen field of
application.
• the addition sum of the six percentages should be 100
• the term adequate relates to the average of the numbers specified in the previous

table by yourself
 
◊ Adequate areal coverage : … … … .. %
◊        “        horizontal spatial resolution: … … … .. %
◊        “        vertical resolution: … … … .. %
◊        “        repetition time (or data frequency): … … … .. %
◊        “        time of delivery: … … … .. %
◊        “        accuracy/quality of data: … … … .. %

  100  %

Need for independence of additional data sources
To obtain quantitative cloud information using the current meteorological satellites
additional data sources (NWP, synops, etc.) are necessary in many cases (eg cloud top
heights).
Is it important/helpful for your application field to obtain accurate cloud information
from satellite data without the need for additional data?
◊ Yes
◊ No

Further input to CLOUDMAP project
Are you willing to provide further “user” input to the CLOUDMAP project in a later
phase (eg evaluation of CLOUDMAP products)?
◊ Yes
◊ No

Results of questionnaire:

KNMI received filled in questionnaires from 19 respondents coming from 13
countries. The answers have been summarised in table 1. The answers to the large
table in the questionnaire are not included in table 1 since the answers are in many
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cases quite ambiguous and incomplete. It is tried to summarise the table in the
questionnaire into some general conclusions which can be found in the User
Requirement report in Appendix D (Annex A).

Additional remark:
DWD has put a remark on the questionnaire that it is willing to provide dedicated data
for verification of CLOUDMAP products, e.g. IR and UM profiler data, radio sondes,
sodar, lidar etc.

Name of Inst it ute: dnmi smi smi ukmo ukmo mic knmi hms hms zamg smhi dwd fmi lmd lmd kmi kmi inm inm averag
Are you a real end user?: yes y es yes yes yes yes yes yes yes y es no no no yes yes yes no yes y es
In which application field?:
a) general operat ional x x x x x x x x x x  
b) aviat ion operational x x x
c) marit ime operational x
d) other operational x x x
e) nwp modellin g x  x
f) climat e research x x x x x

Dat a sources used for
cloud information (in %):
a) synops 40 10 30 25 40 20 40 20 20 80 40 25 25 0 0 30 50 50 15 29, 5
b) nwp 20 5 0 40 0 40 5 30 50 10 25 25 25 20 10 20 0 0 30 18, 7
c) satellite 30 80 70 30 60 30 50 25 30 10 25 40 50 80 80 50 50 50 25 45, 5
d) other: radar/ sodar/ sonde 10 5 0 5 0 10 5 25 0 0 10 10 0 0 10 0 0 30 6,67

Type of satellite u sed for
cloud information (in %):
1) geostat ionary 20 90 100 85 50 100 95 99 90 100 50 55 40 80 80 90 100 50 85 76, 8
2) polar 80 10 0 15 50 0 5 1 10 0 50 45 60 20 20 10 0 50 15 23, 2

Priorit y in satellit e    
cloud information (in %): clim! nwp! clim! n wp!
1) adequat e areal coverage 10 3 40 15 25 10 20 10 20 20 30 30 15 10 18, 4
2) horizont al resolut ion 10 30 30 15 10 30 20 18 30 25 15 25 15 20 20, 9
3) vertical resolution 10 2 20 10 15 10 10 2 10 10 10 0 10 15 9, 6
4) repet it ion time/dat a freq 10 30 20 15 25 30 20 20 10 20 30 20 10 20 20
5) time of delivery 30 30 5 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 10 20 12, 1
6) accurac y/quality of data 30 5 5 30 15 10 20 40 20 15 15 25 40 15 20, 4

Need for cloud informat ion                    

from satellites to be
independent  on

additional information? no no yes yes no yes yes yes no no yes yes no yes yes n o yes no y es

Participation in evalu ation? yes y es yes yes no yes yes yes yes y es yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes y es

Table 1: Summary of results of questionnaire

Legend to table 1:

dnmi : Norwegian Meteorological Institute
smi: Swiss Meteorological Institute
ukmo : United Kingdom Meteorological Office
mic: Meteorological Institute of Croatia
knmi: Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute
hms : Hungarian Meteorological Service
zamg: Austrian Meteorological Institute
smhi: Swedish Meteorological Institute
dwd: German Meteorological Service
fmi: Finish Meteorological Institute
lmd: Dynamical Meteorological Laboratory (France)
kmi: Royal Meteorological Institute (Belgium)
inm: Instituto Nacional Meteorologica (Spain)

clim: climatologist
nwp: numerical weather prediction
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6.3 APPENDIX C:Product specification report

Objective of report
To describe the current use and data sources of cloud information in operational
forecasting, in NWP models and in climate research.

Sources of information
• EUMETSAT questionnaire (dd 1997; input of 8 national meteorological institutes)
• CLOUDMAP questionnaire (see Appendix B/Annex A)
• Interviews with end users at KNMI

Description of the main data sources of cloud information as used in meteorology
and climatology

Satellite data
The most commonly used satellites in operational meteorology are METEOSAT (or
GOES in the USA or GMS in Japan) and NOAA-AVHRR.
METEOSAT is a spin stabilised satellite located in a geostationary orbit at 36.000 km
above the Earth at the crossing of the equator and the 0-meridian. METEOSAT is
operated by the inter-governmental organisation EUMETSAT, financially supported
by seventeen European countries. METEOSAT’s primary mission is to observe the
evolution of clouds and cloud structures for the purpose of operational meteorology.
To do this it generates images of the full Earth disk (as seen by the satellite) each 30
minutes. The METEOSAT spin scan radiometer operates in three spectral bands:
• 0.5   - 0.9   µm : visible (VIS) band
• 5.7   - 7.1   µm : water vapour (WV) absorption band
• 10.5 - 12.5 µm : thermal infrared (IR) band
The radiometer scans the Earth from south to north in about 25 minutes. The spatial
resolution of the WV and IR images is about 5 km sub-satellite point (at the
equator/0-meridian crossing ). The resolution of the VIS images is 2.5 km sub-
satellite point.
The raw METEOSAT images are centrally processed (calibrated and navigated) at
EUMETSAT in Darmstadt and after that re-transmitted to the METEOSAT satellite
and then transmitted in real time to a large community of users at any location within
the field of view of METEOSAT.
Images of GOES and GMS are transmitted via METEOSAT to the users.
At EUMETSAT headquarters in Darmstadt a central processing facility called MPEF
(Meteorological Products Extraction Facility) provides a list of high level satellite
products mainly for application in NWP models and in climate research. MPEF
produces the following cloud products:
• Cloud motion winds (CMW): Clouds are tracked in all three channels. The best

vector within each segment of 32 x 32 METEOSAT pixels (= 150 x 150 km at
nadir) as selected by a correlation algorithm is put in the final product. CMW’s are
produced every 6 hours.

• High resolution visible winds (HRV): Clouds are tracked in the full resolution VIS
image. The spatial resolution of the HRV winds is much better than of the CMW’s
but the quality is much less.  HRV winds are produced every 3 hours (if enough
sunlight is available).
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• Cloud analysis (CLA): It includes cloud fraction and cloud top temperature for up
to three different cloud layers. The product contains one set of values for each
segment of 32 x 32 METEOSAT pixels and is generated every 6 hours (starting at
00 hours).

• Cloud top height (CTH): It classifies the height of the top of a cloud in 8 vertical
intervals of 1500 m. CTH values are determined for segments of 3 x 3
METEOSAT pixels. The product is generated every 6 hours (starting at 02 hours).

The CMW, HRV and CLA products are distributed in real time to the end-users via
the GTS. The CTH product is transmitted via METEOSAT in the form of a WEFAX
picture (the product is primarily meant for aviation meteorology).

The polar orbiting meteorological NOAA-satellites are operated by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the USA. A pair of two
satellites is operational continuously since 1980. The primary mission of the NOAA-
satellites is similar to the mission of METEOSAT: imaging clouds. The imaging
sensor on board of the NOAA-satellites is the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR). The characteristics of the NOAA-AVHRR satellite system
differ considerably from METEOSAT. METEOSAT provide images with a much
better temporal resolution than the NOAA-AVHRR: every half hour against every six
hours. On the other hand the spatial and spectral resolution of the AVHRR is by far
superior to METEOSAT:
• The spatial resolution of the AVHRR is 1.1 km at nadir.
• The AVHRR has 5 spectral channels available. Four of them are “split window”

channels in the VIS and IR spectrum and one channel (3) is located in between VIS
and IR (3.7 µm). Difference values of the different channels provide powerful
methods to detect certain types of clouds (e.g. channel 4 - channel 5 is an indicator
for cirrus).

Synops
Synop data are values of meteorological parameters observed from or measured at the
ground. To derive standardisation (in definition and quality of the parameters) of
measurements or observations the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) has
defined strict procedures on how parameters should be measured or observed
(methodology, location, time, etc.). Each national weather service is responsible for a
network of synop stations. Observations and measurements are done regularly at fixed
times (hourly or 3-hourly). In the Netherlands 15 synop stations at land are operated
by KNMI. In other European countries the synops networks are less dense. At sea the
situation is even less favourable. From a few platforms in the North Sea synops are
observed. Also synops from “selected ships” sailing the seas and oceans all over the
world are available. Synops are in real time available for the weather forecasters via
the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) of WMO. Most national weather
services (like KNMI) archive all synops observed around the world.
The observation of cloud parameters (type, fraction, height) at synop stations is done
by human observers. Although the WMO has defined strict requirements concerning
the quality of the observations the involvement of human beings and their experience
has impact on the quality. Most national weather services are currently investigating
the possibility to automatize the observation of cloud parameters at synop stations.
Besides the need for more objective observations is the reduction of costs the main
drive for the automation of cloud observations.
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Radiosondes
At the main synop stations radiosondes (measuring device attached to a gas filled
balloon) are released every six hours. Radiosondes measure the temperature, pressure
and humidity at different heights in the atmosphere and from the horizontal
displacement of the balloon the wind speed and direction at different heights is
measured. The humidity profile of the atmosphere measured by the radiosonde
provides information on the height of the cloud base and top.
The density of radiosonde stations is low (due to costs of radiosonde measurements).
In Europe and North America the spatial distribution compared to other parts of the
world is quite good. At land stations are separated 100 to 150 km from each other. At
sea the density is much lower (a few platforms in the North Sea and one or two
weather ships in the North Atlantic).

Miscellaneous groundbased sensors
At most airports accurate measurements of cloud base height are obtained by LIDAR
(light detection and range) or SODAR (sound detection and range) techniques in so
called ceilometers. LIDAR ceilometers sent out a laser pulse and receives the
reflectance of the cloud particles at the cloud base. SODAR uses a similar technique
by using an acoustic pulse. The travel time of the pulse is related directly to the height
of the cloud. The maximum height of clouds which can be measured by ceilometers
ranges from 4 to 7 kilometers.
Occasionally groundbased IR radiometers are used at airports to measure the
temperature of the cloud base.
Groundbased weather radars are used to detect rain bearing clouds. Most European
countries operate one or more radar systems. Western and southern Europe is almost
completely covered by weather radars. Radar data are exchanged between the national
services in order to obtain European wide images of rain complexes. Radars do not
reveal information about the cloud base and top.

NWP model output
Most NWP models are able to produce cloud cover and cloud height analysis in
forecast fields which are used by the forecasters. KNMI mainly uses two NWP
models, both having its own application: the global model of the European Centre for
Medium range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and the regional HIgh Resolution
Limited Area Model (HIRLAM).
The ECMWF model has a global coverage, is run every 6 hours and has a horizontal
resolution of 150 km.
The HIRLAM model is developed as a joined effort at the national weather services
of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands.
HIRLAM as implemented at KNMI covers Europe and the North Atlantic. The
horizontal gridpoint distance is about 55 km in a lat/lon grid with a shifted pole.
HIRLAM is run every 3 hours. In preparation of the forecasting work HIRLAM
generates analysis fields of observations (e.g. synops) taking into account surface type
and orography.

Cloud information used in operational forecasting
• Main data sources used (source: CLOUDMAP questionnaire):

⇒  synops (ground observations): 31 %
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⇒  NWP model output: 25 %
⇒  satellite data: 36 %
⇒  other (radar, radiosonde, etc.):   8 %

It is remarkable that nowadays in operational weather forecasting satellites have
taken the lead as most important data source to obtain adequate cloud information.
The use of the geostationairy METEOSAT (79 %) d ominates the use of polar
orbiting NOAA satellites (21 %). However, in the Scandinavian countries it is the
opposite due to the good temporal coverage of NOAA and the very oblique view
angle of METEOSAT for these areas.

• Qualitative cloud information:
Nowadays satellite images are indispensable for the forecaster to obtain a synoptic
view of the distribution of clouds and cloud structures over large areas. The polar
orbiting NOAA satellites provide spatial detailed views with a low temporal
resolution. The geostationairy METEOSAT satellites provide images with high
temporal resolution (every half hour) enabling the monitoring of the dynamics of
clouds. At most weather services The METEOSAT image loop is always in the
view of the forecaster during his shift.
The use of false colour composite images by the forecasters becomes more and
more familiar. In those images several bands are combined into one image, each
band is assigned to a different colour. Eg. the NOAA-AVHRR band 1 (visible) is
assigned to red, band 2 (near infrared) to green and band 4 (thermal IR) to blue.
This colour composite image enables the forecaster to distinguish at a glance
between high and low clouds and between thin and thick clouds.
With the introduction of meteorological workstation s satellite images form a
truthful data source to validate the performance of NWP models. The cloud
patterns and structures in the image, being a result of typical physical processes in
the atmosphere, are used to check the structures in the analysis (eg pressure) fields
of NWP models. In case an analysis field does not match with the cloud patterns in
the satellite image a forecaster can be suspicious about the validity of the NWP
model forecast.

• Quantitative cloud information:

Cloud type
Application: Nowcasting; aviation
Data sources: . synops

. NOAA-AVHRR imagery
Methodology:
Human observers at synop stations classify the clouds in their view. In case of
multi-layer clouds off course only the lowest clouds are visible.
Several algorithms (at Me teoFrance and SMHI, Sweden) based on threshold
techniques have been developed to classify cloud types in NOAA-AVHRR images
(the 3 bands of METEOSAT are not sufficient to perform this task). SMHI is the
only weather service where the satellite based cloud type classifications are
operationally used by the forecasters (this is partly due to the numerous overpasses
of NOAA over Sweden). In case of multi-layer clouds synops and satellite images
can be complementary (satellites see the upper clouds, but could miss the lower
ones).
Accuracy:
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Professional human cloud observers are trained to classify cloud types very
accurately. However, at night the lack of sunlight hampers an accurate cloud type
classification.
SMHI has validated their AVHRR algorithm for Sweden and claims an accuracy of
90% correctly classified pixels in daytime images (for nighttime images no figures
are available, but the lack of visible channels cause a lower accuracy).

Cloud top temperature/height
Application: Nowcasting of severe weather; aviation
Data sources: . METEOSAT / NOAA AVHRR

. radiosonde data

. NWP model analyses
Methodology:
Satellite imagery provide the brightness temperature of the cloud tops. Radiosonde
data provide real cloud top temperatures. However, radiosonde data sets have a
very limited spatial resolution (being point observations) and a limited distribution
(about 50 stations spread over Europe). Their temporal resolution is only 6 hours.
Therefore, forecasters use radiosondes in combination with satellite imagery in
such a way that radiosonde temperature profiles are used to quantify the satellite
images towards real cloud top temperatures.
For the conversion the satellite cloud top temperatures to cloud top heights (CTH)
NWP model analysis fields are used (in which the radiosonde data are included).
Aviation forecasters use quite often the MPEF/CTH product of METEOSAT.
Accuracy (of CTH):
Radiosondes/NWP analysis: 20 m
Satellite imagery: For opaque clouds the accuracy is about 500 m. For semi
transparent clouds the determination of a true CTH is more complicated and less
accurate. At KNMI an algorithm has been developed to correct the cloud top
temperature (and thus height) of semi transparent clouds making use of the optical
band(s) of the satellite.

Cloud base temperature/height
Application: Nowcasting; aviation
Data sources: . synops

. radiosondes

. sodar/lidar
Methodology:
The measurement of cloud base temperatures can not be done directly by satellite.
Cloud information in synops is collected by human observers.
At most airports sodar/lidar systems are placed to measure the cloud base height in
an automatic way. These data are available for all forecasters in real time (via the
GTS).
Accuracy:
Synops:  the accuracy depends very much on the availability of daylight (at night it
is very difficult for an observer to estimate the height of a cloud) and on the
vertical visibility.
Sodar/lidar: very accurate (1 or 2 m)

Cloud fraction
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Application: Aviation (especially the cloud fraction of low clouds is a very
important parameter)
Data sources: . synops

. satellite data
Methodology:
Cloud fraction in synops is observed by qualified human observers using strict
procedures
An observer views the total sky and estimates the percentage of the sky which is
covered by clouds. This percentage is converted to a measure called okta. 1 okta
means 1/8 part of the sky visible for the observer is covered with clouds. 0 okta
means the sky is completely cloud free. 8 octa means the sky is completely cloud
covered. The area for which the observation is valid is related to the atmospheric
conditions (visibility), the amount of obstacles around the observer (mountains,
trees, buildings, etc.) and the height of the clouds (the higher the larger the area).
At an average it can be assumed that the synops area is around 30 x 30 km ². At sea
the area is much larger (50 x 50 km ²).
Satellite imagery provide in first instance a qualitative measure of the cloud
fraction. Algorithms for quantification of cloud fractions in satellite imagery are
already operational (for NOAA/AVHRR imagery) or under development
(METEOSAT). The spatial resolution of the sensors limits the potential accuracy
of the cloud fractions derived from satellite images.
Accuracy:
Although the WMO has set very strict quality demands to the synop measurements
in practice the quality of cloud fraction synops varies considerably. The estimation
of cloud fraction in the range of 2 until 6 okta appears to be a very difficult task
and the result is very much related to the experience and education of the observer.
In general the accuracy of cloud fraction synops is about 1 okta (in the range of 2
until 6). At night the accuracy can be assumed to be 2 okta’s. Also at the edges of
the scale at 1 and 7 octa synops reports do not reflect the percental coverage of the
area (e.g. one tiny cloud in a complete cloud free sky will force the observer to
report 1 octa whereas the real percentage of cloud cover might be easily less then
1/8 = 12.5%)

Cloud phase
Application: Aviation (icing of planes); forecasting of precipitation
Data sources: . radiosondes

. NWP model output

. satellite imagery
Methodology:
From radiosonde data the phase of the cloud can be determined directly. NWP
models provide parameter fields which are directly or indirectly related to cloud
phase. With the use of NOAA-AVHRR channel 3 (3.7 µm) images it is possible to
distinguish between water and ice clouds.
The combination of knowledge on cloud phase and cloud top temperature leads to
the recognition of icing conditions for the aviation.
Accuracy:
Icing conditions can be very local and therefore radiosondes and NWP data do not
provide the required spatial resolution, although the cloud phase information on
itself is very accurate.
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Satellite images provide the adequate spatial resolution but the cloud phase
information is not so accurate (more qualitative).

Precipitation
Application: Nowcasting
Data sources: . weather radar

. satellite data (METEOSAT, SSM/I)

. synops
Methodology:
The weather radar is the most important data source for the forecaster to obtain
information on precipitation distribution. The radars provide information on where
the rain systems are and a certain measure of the intensity of the rain. Satellite
images put the radar information in a wider context (larger area and visibility of
other clouds). Synops provide information on the exact amount of precipitation and
also the type of precipitation (can not be detected from radar data). SSM/I satellite
data are used more and more in operational forecasting providing quite accurate
information on precipitation distribution and intensity over large areas (especially
above sea/oceans where no radars are available).
Accuracy: See methodology.
    
Cloud optical thickness
This cloud parameter is hardly used by operational forecasters. In the future it
could be used in the forecast of solar radiation (tourism, health care, etc.)

Cloud motion wind vectors
This product based on geostationairy satellite data is hardly directly used by
operational forecasters.

Cloud information used by operational NWP models

• Main data sources used:
The CLOUDMAP questionnaire was responded by two people having in mind
NWP models as end-user of cloud information. Both indicated that satellite data
and synops (including radiosondes) are used on an equal level of importance as
data source for NWP models.

• Main cloud parameters used:
Synops:
The fraction, temperature, pressure and phase of clouds are parameters which are
assimilated into NWP models.
Satellite data:
The satellite derived cloud parameter most commonly used by NWP models is
cloud motion wind (CMW) product (eg as produced by EUMETSAT within
MPEF). All major NWP models in Europe (ECMWF, UKMO, MeteoFrance,
DWD) except the HIRLAM model are using the CMW’s operationally. The impact
of the CMW’s is most positive in area’s with low density of other observations (eg
the southern hemisphere). The efficiency of CMW’s is hampered by the lack of an
accurate height assignment to the vectors and of wind vectors in cloud free areas.
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Research is going on (eg at EUMETSAT) to remove these limitations by using all
channels, signals are sensitive for clouds at different heights. Especially the use of
the WV channel of METEOSAT looks very promising to obtain wind vectors in
cloud free areas.
The Cloud Analysis (CA) product of MPEF is not yet used in NWP models.
At KNMI a short range cloud forecasting model called MetCast is developed
which uses METEOSAT data (cloud fraction and temperature) for initialisation of
the model. The model currently is semi-operational used by the forecasters.

• Accuracy of cloud parameters in relation to use in NWP models:
The requirements of NWP models concerning the quality/accuracy of input data
are implicitly included in the assimilation scheme of the model. The assimilation
scheme itself checks the quality of the data value using several tests (time series
analysis, spatial context analysis, etc.) and decides if the input data is used or
rejected. Tuning of the assimilation scheme is a matter of studying the impact of
input data on the model result by changing thresholds in the tests. Off course it is
clear that the more accurate the input data will be the more impact the use of the
data in the model will have.

Cloud information used in climate research

• Main data sources used:
The CLOUDMAP questionnaire was responded by five people having in mind
climate research as end-user of cloud information. The average answer to which
data sources are used in climate research looks as follows:
Synops: 21 %
NWP output: 11 %
Satellite data: 64 % (of which 83% geostationairy sats. and 17% polar
orbiting sats.)
Other:   4 %
As expected satellite data is by far the most used data source in climate research.
Climate change is a process on a global scale. Satellite data provide the global
coverage needed to study and monitor climate change. The climate research
community is convinced that satellite data are essential for their tasks.

 Activities in climate research can be divided into two streams:
⇒  monitoring of trends
⇒  investigating key processes in the climate system (eg what is the role of clouds

in the system?)
 Both activities have their own needs for data/observations. The monitoring task needs

long time series of consistent and accurate data sets. Global coverage is not always
a necessity. Data continuity is the most important requirement in this context.
Synops data (time series of 100 to 150 years are available) is the main data source
for this purpose. The availability of meteorological satellites for more than 30
years now makes satellite data sets more and more suitable for use in monitoring
experiments.

 The second stream of activities aiming at understanding the key processes in the
climate system uses a large variety of data sources. Many field campaigns
involving all sorts of instruments (groundbased, aircrafts, satellites) are held in the
past or planned for the future. Most of them are related to large international
climate research projects. The climate research group of KNMI is participating in
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several campaigns. The following URL address provides detailed information on
the instruments and data sources used by KNMI for this purpose:

 http://www.knmi.nl/onderz (click “Climate research” and “Atmospheric research”)
 A very important project which must be mentioned in this report is the International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) being an element of the World
Climate Research Project (WCRP). The project was started in 1983 with the aim to
produce a 5-year global data set of cloud parameters derived from satellite data.
This global data set was meant to contribute to basic research aiming at a better
understanding of the Earth’s radiation budget and hydrological cycle and of the
role of clouds in both systems. This better understanding should lead to an
improved parameterization of clouds in climate models. The main data sources
used in the ISCCP project are the geostationairy satellites METEOSAT, GOES and
GMS. The primary data are from the standard visible (0.6 µm) and infrared (11 µm)
channels common to all of the satellites. The NOAA-AVHRR satellites are used in
addition to obtain coverage in the polar regions and as a basis for normalization of
the radiances observed by the different geostationairy satellites. Another
motivation for using AVHRR is the use of multispectral observations for
discriminating cloud properties not derivable from the primary two-channel data.
The ISCCP data set includes 30-day averages of cloud parameters (spatial
averaged over 250 km x 250 km boxes) for a 5 year period and is available on IBM
tapes for scientific purposes.

• Main cloud parameters used:
Climate research is a wide field of research covering many aspects of the climate
system. Therefore it is difficult to list all cloud parameters being important for
climate research. It might be adequate to use the cloud product list as produced in
the ISCCP project as a guide to what are key cloud parameters in climate research:
⇒  cloud type (cirrus, middle, low and deep convective)
⇒  cloud fraction (total and for each type)
⇒  cloud top height (for each type)
⇒  cloud top temperature (for each type)
⇒  cloud optical depth
⇒  cloud particle size distribution
⇒  average narrow-band radiances (VIS and IR)
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6.4 APPENDIX D:User requirements report

6.4.1 Summary

The aim of this report is to define user requirements of the use of satellite cloud data
in operational weather forecasting, numerical weather prediction modelling and
climate research. The term satellite cloud data has been used in a wide context and is
not specifically related to the anticipated CLOUDMAP products. This approach is
chosen to enable an extension of the CLOUDMAP product list in the course of the
project anticipating on the user requirements.

At the CLOUDMAP kick-off meeting in November 1997 KNMI presented
preliminary and qualitative user requirements of satellite cloud data based on
experience within KNMI and from literature.

Operational forecasters need:
• high temporal resolution
• real time use (short timeliness)
• 1 km spatial resolution
• indication of accuracy (error bars)
• 3D information (height assignment)
• data continuity (long term satellite programmes)

Climate researchers need:
• high signal-to-noise-ratio’s (in case of climate monitoring)
• global coverage
• long continuous time series of data

These requirements are confirmed and further quantified by the work done by KNMI
in the first year of the CLOUDMAP project.

6.4.2 Operational forecasting

6.4.2.1 Summary of information collected

Operational forecasting of clouds relies heavily on the frequent and timely distribution
of cloud information. Forecasters consider a high product frequency as mandatory for
cloud data. New development of future techniques should have a better performance
compared not only to the present cloud products but also better than the available
products foreseen in the (near) future.

As a framework for user requirements the specifications for cloud products from
MSG will be described here and compared to the requirements as obtained by the
questionnaire given in Appendix  B/Annex A. The questionnaire was distributed
during the CLOUDMAP workshop in Paris (May 26, 1998) and send to the
meteorological services in Europe. Both requirements are presented in two tables
given here below. Although the tables look very similar notice that there are
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differences between the two tables. In table 1 the SEVIRI pixel resolution should be
interpreted as a horizontal spatial resolution of about 4 km.

There is an essential difference between table 1 and table 2. In table 1 the
requirements are based on an instrument that will be launched in the beginning of the
new century. These requirements are balanced between end user wishes and technical
and economical feasibility. Whereas the second table is a summary of desired cloud
products by operational users without the limitation to a certain observation
technique. Still the tables have very similar values in terms of Frequency, Resolution
and, Timeliness. One should realise that the respondents work as operational
forecasters. Forecasters are well aware of the possibilities and weaknesses of present
and (near) future geostationary and polar satellites and may express their wishes
according to these possibilities. It also shows that their requirements are realistic in
terms of coming technologies.

Comparing table 2 to the table in the questionnaire one notices that the areal coverage
category has been dropped. The opinions differed too much to capture them in a
single value or range of values for spatial coverage. From the three given categories
the global and regional coverage where the ones chosen predominantly.
Cloud optical thickness, semitransparent flag, and, contrails were not considered as
less relevant by the forecast community. Therefore they are omitted in table 2. Cloud
top pressure and cloud top height both gave similar information. Only cloud top
height is represented in table 2 together with cloud top temperature.

Table 1: the description of cloud products derived from MSG.
PRODUCT OF
MSG

FREQUENCY TIMELINESS RESOLUTIO
N

ERROR

Cloud mask 15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel even slight
cloud
contamination
should be
detected

Cloud amount 15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel
Cloud types 15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel
Fog/ Stratus 15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel even slight low

cloud
contamination
should be
detected

Cloud top height
/temperature

15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel 5-10 K

Cloud top height 3 hr 1 hr 3x3 pixels 1K (≈50 hPa)
Cloud thickness 15 min 1-2 hr SEVIRI pixel
Layer Precipitable
water

15 min 15 min SEVIRI pixel 15-25 %

Precipitation 15 min 0.5 - 1 hr SEVIRI pixel
Cloud motion
vector

1 hr 30 min 25 - 100 km
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Table 2: Cloud product requirements as derived for operational forecasting from
a questionnaire (appendix B/Annex A) distributed to several meteorological
institutes, see table 1 appendix D/Annex A
CLOUD
PRODUCT
REQUIREMENTS
FROM
QUESTIONNAIR
E:

FREQ-
UENCY

TIMELINESS HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

ERROR

Cloud mask 15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 10 %

Cloud amount 15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 10-50%

Cloud types 15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 10 %

Cloud top phase 15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 20%

Fog/stratus 15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 50 - 100 m 5 %

Cloud top height/
temperature

15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 100 - 300 m/
5- 40 hPa/0.5-
2 K

10-30%

Cloud geometrical
thickness

15-30
min

asasp - 10 min 1-5 km 200-500 m 100m

Cloud water
content

30-60
min

asasp - 1 hr 1-5 km 30 40 %

Precipitation 30-60
min

asasp - 1 hr 1-10 km 10-40%

Precipitation
intensity

1 hr asasp -1 hr 1-10 km 10 %
or 2mm/hr

Cloud motion
vector

1 hr asasp - 1 hr 1-5 km 20-40%

6.4.2.2 Conclusions

From the two tables we derive a table of user requirements, given in table 3. To
accommodate all requirements of the forecasters the lowest boundary values are used.
In some cases we compromise between the given boundary values of table 2 as we
expect that these values will be applied for NWP model check. NWP model output is
hourly so this sets the required frequency. NWP model check also relaxes the required
timeliness. The horizontal resolution is comparable to the present resolution of the
NOAA-AVHRR. Higher resolutions are of course acceptable but do not have a high
priority. Higher vertical resolutions certainly have a high priority. A high vertical
resolution for low clouds and fog are very important for aviation meteorology and
have therefore a direct economical impact The latter point is also reflected in the
highest value for accuracy in the last column of table 3.
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We are aware that there will be questions about technical and economical feasibilities
but we choose to reflect the (coming) wishes from the forecast community. A
community which in the future will rely more and more on satellite data.

Table 3: CLOUDMAP user requirements of operational weather forecasting
USER
REQUIREMENT
S

FREQ-
UENC
Y

HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

TIMELINES
S

ERROR

Cloud mask 15 min 1 km 5 min 10 %
Cloud amount 15min 1 km 5 min 10%
Cloud types 15min 1 km 5 min 10 %
Cloud top phase 15min 1 km 5 min 20%
Fog/stratus 15min 1 km 50 - 100 m 5 min 5 %
Cloud top height/
temperature

15min 1 km 100 m/ 5 hPa
/0.5K

5 min 10%

Cloud thickness 15min 1 km 200 m 5 min 100m
Cloud water
content

1 hr 1 km 15 min 30 %

Precipitation 1 hr 1 km 15 min 10%
Cloud motion
vector

1 hr 1 km 15 min 20%

6.4.3 Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models

6.4.3.1 Summary of information collected

The use of satellite data by NWP models has three applications each having its own
requirements concerning the satellite data:
• use for initialisation of NWP models,
• use for improvement of physical parameterisation of models,
• use for validation of NWP analysis fields.
The last application is part of the job of operational forecasters. Therefore, the
requirements concerning this use of satellite data are included in the “operational
forecasting” part of this document.

Initialisation of NWP models
Numerical weather prediction is an initial-value problem. Nowadays, the quality of a
NWP forecast is directly related to the accuracy of the initial analysis of the Earth-
atmosphere system and thus to the availability of an adequate observation system. For
many areas (oceans, sparsely populated land areas) the meteorological observation
system is by far not adequate mainly due to economical reasons. In fact the situation
is getting worse with the reduction of the number of observation stations in the
densely populated areas (Europe and USA) in the last decade to reduce costs. With the
coming of meteorological satellites the meteorological community has been started
research the input of satellite data into the analysis modules of NWP models to fill in
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the gaps in the conventional observation network. Meteorological satellites provide
excellent areal coverage, however the accuracy of the data is not at the same level as
the accuracy of the conventional observations. To tackle this problem assimilation
schemes and techniques are developed in order to filter satellite data sets before they
are used for the model analysis. Studies on the impact of the input of satellite data on
the NWP model forecasts all conclude that the level of impact is strongly related to
the following aspects of the satellite data set:
• timely availability of the data (the time between the observation and the model

analysis should be as short as possible),
• sufficient coverage of the model area by data values, not rejected by the model.
The accuracy of the data is of less priority. It is better to initialise a model with up-to-
date inaccurate data than with very accurate but old data covering only a small part of
the model area.
An example: an study done at KNMI on the impact of the assimilation of ERS-
scatterometer wind fields in the HIRLAM model demonstrated the need for high data
coverage of the model area. In the first part of the study when ERS-1 data were
available the impact of the scatterometer winds was negligible probably due to a bad
areal coverage of the ERS-1 data. Later on the launch of ERS-2 enabled during a short
period the so called tandem scenario with two satellites in operation. During this
period the impact of the scatterometer data use on the HIRLAM forecasts increased
significantly due to the much better areal coverage.
It is very difficult to quantify the two mentioned requirements (timeliness/frequency
and areal coverage) for cloud products because not much experience on this is
available yet. One glue could be derived from the specifications of the MPEF cloud
products to be derived from MSG and meant for NWP model initialisation:
Product frequency: hourly Timeliness: 30 minutes Areal coverage: full disk

The semi-operational short range cloud forecasting model of KNMI (MetCast)
requires satellite cloud products with the following specifications:
Product frequency: hourly Timeliness: 10 minutes Areal coverage: METEOSAT

B-format and pixel resolution

Improvement of physical parameterisation of models
The  physical parameterisation of NWP models has been worked on intensively in the
1980’s with the aid of coherent and consistent satellite data sets on global radiation
and cloud cover. It is believed that this work is mostly finished now and that
improvement of the NWP forecasts does not rely on a further improvement of
physical parameterisation of models.
New parameterisation schemes might be necessary if the horizontal and vertical
resolution of models will be increased in the near future (the increased power of
computers allow for this need). The requirements to satellite data to be used for this
purpose should focus on the need for spatial and vertical resolution better than the
resolution of the model itself. E.g. currently a 5 km resolution HIRLAM is under
development. For this work satellite data with a better resolution than 5 km are
required. Other important requirements to satellite data in this context are accuracy
and independence to additional data. Timeliness, frequency and areal coverage have
less priority for this application.
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In the CLOUDMAP workshop the use of satellite cloud products in the context of
NWP models was addressed several times mostly in relation to the validation of NWP
analysis fields.
In relation to the focus of the CLOUDMAP project (concerning the type of satellites
used) a few important remarks were made during the workshop:
• The low frequency renders the CLOUDMAP products not useful for NWP

intialisation.
• Contrail information is not relevant for NWP models.
• Precipitation information from satellite data is useful for the validation of the

physics in models.

The CLOUDMAP questionnaire is filled in by two people having NWP model use in
mind. However, it is not clear what kind of use they had in mind: model initialisation,
validation or development. The answers of the two respondents differ quite
significantly. In table 4 their answers are summarized (the ranges indicate the
difference in answers).

Table 4: Cloud product requirements as derived for NWP use from a
questionnaire (appendix B/Annex A) distributed to several meteorological
institutes, see table 1 appendix B
CLOUD
PRODUCT
REQUIREMENTS
FROM
QUESTIONNAIR
E:

FREQ-
UENCY

 (MIN.)

TIMELINESS

(MIN.)

HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

(KM)

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

ERROR

Cloud mask 15 - 60 1 - 60 1 - 20 10 %
Cloud amount 15 - 60 1 - 60 5 - 20 10 %
Cloud top phase 30 - 60 10 - 60 5 - 20 30%
Fog/stratus 15 - 60 1 - 60 1 - 20 50 hPa 10 %
Cloud top height /
pressure /
temperature

15 - 60 5 - 60 1 - 50 100 m /       50
hPa /         3 K

10 %

Cloud geometrical
thickness

15 - 60 5 - 60 1-50 50 hPa ?

Cloud water
content

30-60 5 - 60 5 - 20 ?

Precipitation 15 - 60 1 - 60 5 - 20 30 %
Precipitation
intensity

15 - 60 1 - 60 5 - 20 2mm/hr

Cloud motion
vector

60 5 - 60 10 - 20 100 - 200 hPa ?

6.4.3.2 Conclusions

The user requirements of NWP models to satellite data can not be defined as specific
as has been done for operational forecasting. The problem lies in the fact that
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concerning the initialisation of models using satellite cloud products not much
experience is available yet (except for the input of cloud motion vectors). Experience
with other types of satellite data stresses the need for adequate timeliness, frequency
and areal coverage. Accuracy is of less importance. For some products (e.g. cloud
motion vectors) the accuracy of the height assignment is an important requirement of
NWP models.

Table 5: CLOUDMAP user requirements of NWP model initialisation
USER
REQUIREMENT
S

FREQ-
UENC
Y

TIMELINES
S

HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

ERRO
R

Cloud products
(in general)

1 hr <30 min 5 - 10 km 50 - 100 hPa ?

The added value of the use of satellite cloud products for parameterisation of the
models has been proved in the past and is still valid in relation to the development of
high(er) resolution models.  Again it is difficult to quantify requirements to the data
concerning this type of use. In research environments requirements to data are in most
cases not existent. The device is that all data in any form at any time are valuable.
High accuracy of the data can be a requirement but synergy with other data (by
interpolation, simulation, calibration, etc.) may solve the problem of inaccurate data in
many cases. Timeliness is not an issue in this matter.

6.4.4 Climate research

6.4.4.1 Summary of information collected

The role of clouds in controlling the radiation budget of the Earth’s climate system is
believed to be large. The investigation of this role involves the study of many
complex dynamic and thermodynamic processes. These studies require global data
sets of cloud observations with adequate spatial and temporal resolution. This
requirement can only be fulfilled by satellites. This is one of the motivations of the
CLOUDMAP project. The CLOUDMAP project is one the many efforts to promote
the use of satellite cloud data in climate research. Therefore, KNMI has searched
literature to find information on other projects in which user requirements of climate
research have been collected.
Long before the CLOUDMAP project the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP) was started in 1983 in the framework of the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP). ISCCP aimed at a production of  a 5-year global data set of
cloud parameters derived from satellite data (METEOSAT, GOES, GMS, NOAA-
AVHRR). The main object of the production of the global cloud dataset was to
contribute to an improved parameterization of clouds in climate models. The ISCCP
data set includes 30-day averages of cloud parameters for a 5 year period and is
available on IBM tapes for scientific purposes. The ISCCP product specifications are
listed in table 6. These numbers may give indications of what cloud information is
needed in climate research.
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Table 6: ISCPP product specifications
CLOUD
PRODUCT
REQUIREMENTS
FROM
QUESTIONNAIR
E:

FREQ-
UENC
Y

HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

ERROR IN
30 DAY
AVERAGES

Total Cloud
amount

3 hr 250 x 250 km 1 km 3 %

Cirrus Cloud
amount

3 hr 250 x 250 km 1 km 5 %

Middle Cloud
amount

3 hr 250 x 250 km 1 km 5 %

Low Cloud amount 3 hr 250 x 250 km 0.5 km 5 %
Deep Convective
Cloud amount

3 hr 250 x 250 km 1 km 5 %

Cloud top
temperature
of each cloud
category

3 hr 250 x 250 km 1K 1 K

In the CLOUDMAP workshop the following remarks relevant for climate research
were made:
• Cirrus information is relevant for researching the impact on temperature and

radiance balance.
• Contrail maps are relevant for climate monitoring (on longer time scales).
• Cloud opacity is relevant for the monitoring of long term climate changes.

The CLOUDMAP questionnaire was filled in by five respondents having in mind the
use of satellite data in climate research. Again the answers differ significantly and in
table 7 the answers are summarised indicating a range of requirements.

Table 7: CLOUDMAP user requirements of climate research.
CLOUD
PRODUCT
REQUIREMENTS
FROM
QUESTIONNAIR
E

FREQ-
UENCY

HORIZONTA
L
RESOLUTIO
N

VERTICAL
RESOLUTIO
N

ERROR

Cloud mask 1-3 hr 1-50 km
Cloud amount 1-3 hr 1-50 km 10-50%
Cloud types 1-3 hr 1-50 km
Cloud top phase 1-3 hr 1-50 km 10%
Fog/stratus 1-3 hr 1-50 km
Cloud top height/ 1-3 hr 1-50 km 100-500 m/ 10-30%
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pressure/
temperature

50hPa/0.5K

Cloud geometrical
thickness

1-3 hr 1-50 km 500 m 500m

Cloud water
content

1-3 hr 1-50 km 20%

Precipitation 5 days 1-50 km cumulated /5mm
class

Precipitation
intensity

1-3 hr 1-50 km 3 Classes

Cloud motion
vector

1-3 hr 1-50 km

Some parameters are omitted in accordance with the forecast table 2. Climatologists
are interested in a global coverage of the earth. They are also interested in some
classes of cloud particles with a distinction in size and shape.

6.4.4.2 Conclusions

Similar to NWP R&D  (and research in general) it is difficult to define unambiguous
user requirements for satellite data use in climate research. The way of using the data
is determining the accents of the requirements:
• The ISCCP project mainly aimed at a better understanding of the processes in the

climate system in order to improve the parameterisation of climate models. For this
type of use the main requirements to satellite data focus on accuracy, global
coverage and a large number of cloud parameters.

• Another application of satellite data in climate research can be the validation of
climate models. Requirements for this application focus on accuracy and spatial
resolution of the data.

• Finally the monitoring of the climate becomes feasible with the use of satellite
data. For monitoring purposes data continuity in terms of time, space and quality is
very important. For this reason long term satellite programmes using stable and
time independent observation techniques are required in order to be able to
discriminate the climate trend in a parameter from the noise in the observations (a
high signal-to-noise ratio is needed).

A quantification of the different requirements is hardly possible. Table 7 shows the
large ranges of requirements defined by climate researchers addressed until now.
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6.5 Appendix E. Coincident MOS and MOMS data collection
The columns of the following Table E1 are sequentially indicating the following
value or information:

In the first line  of every MOMS data record with a crossing point:
col. 1:        sequential Nr. of the MOMS data take,
col. 2        operational mode of the MOMS data take,
col. 3:        da te of the MOMS data take,
col. 4:        location of the start point of the record,
col. 5 orbit branch (Nr. 1 and 2 are up- and downbound on the northern

hemisphere) (Nr. 3 and 4 are up- and downbound on the southern
hemisphere),

col.6-8:     UTC of th e start point,
col. 9:        operation time at the start point (=0),
col. 10      approximate latitude of the start point of the record,
col. 11       approximate longitude of the start point of the record,
col. 12       local time at the start point,

In the second line  of every MOMS data record with a crossing point:
col. 1:        sequential Nr. of the MOMS data take,
col. 4:        location of the end point of the MOMS data take,
col.6-8:     UTC of the end point of the MOMS data take,
col. 9:        operation time at the end point of the MOMS data take,
col. 10:     approximate latitude of the end point of the record,
col. 11:     approximate longitude of the end point of the record,
col. 12      local time at the end point of the record,

In the third line  of every MOMS data record with a crossing point:
col. 1:        sequential Nr. of the MOMS data take,
col. 4: cross point with a test site or with the orbital plane of a reference

satellite,
col. 5: type of the cross point:  C = Chilbolton test site, N = NOAA14

orbital plane, A = common orbit plane of ERS-2 and IRS-3P,
col.6-8:     UTC of the cross point,
col. 9:       operation time at the cross point,
col. 10      approximate latitude of the cross point,
col. 11      approximate longitude of the cross point,
col. 12      local time at the cross point.
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sequ. oper date at UTC oper. lat. of longit. LT of
track mode start point location OB image time image image image sea

Nr [Nr] Nr [h] [min] [s] [s] [°] [°] [dec-h]
3 B 13.10.1996 South 4 11 43 5 0 -35,00 16,00 12,785 ##
3 Africa 11 52 20 555 -8,57 40,48 14,571
3 NOAA-14 N 11 49 30 385 -17,08 33,97 14,089
4 A 17.10.1996 Kenya 1 11 7 20 0 3,00 38,00 13,656 #
4 Persia 11 15 55 515 28,36 58,76 15,182
4 NOAA-14 N 11 8 25 65 6,30 40,37 13,831
7 C 29.10.1996 Pyrenes 1 11 59 25 0 45,00 -2,00 11,857
7 Ukraine 12 4 20 295 51,19 24,13 13,681
7 NOAA-14 N 12 3 5 220 50,26 16,88 13,177

13 A 11.12.1996 Peru 4 18 50 30 0 -19,00 -70,00 14,175 #
13 Peru 18 52 55 145 -11,80 -64,31 14,595
13 NOAA-14 N 18 50 11 -19 -19,93 -70,78 14,118
15 B 18.12.1996 Saudi 1 10 37 45 0 12,00 39,00 13,229 #
15 Arabia 10 43 10 325 27,79 52,61 14,227
15 NOAA-14 N 10 40 27 162 20,03 45,41 13,701
16 B 20.12.1996 Saudi 1 10 15 40 0 20,00 39,00 12,861
16 Arabia 10 19 40 240 31,27 49,98 13,660
16 NOAA-14 N 10 19 13 213 30,06 48,62 13,562
20 C 12.03.1997 England 2 9 21 50 0 51,50 -5,00 9,031 #
20 Black Sea 9 28 30 400 42,96 29,96 11,472
20 NOAA-14 A 9 27 17 327 45,33 24,54 11,091
20 Chilbolton C 9 22 26 36 51,25 -1,43 9,279
21 C 13.03.1997 England 2 9 59 35 0 50,00 -6,00 9,593 #
21 S-Turkey 10 7 34 479 34,69 29,35 12,082
21 NOAA-14 A 10 3 45 250 43,52 14,81 11,050
21 Chilbolton C 10 0 25 50 49,05 -1,42 9,912
23 A 14.03.1997 England 2 9 1 40 0 51,50 -3,00 8,828 #
23 Ankara 9 9 3 443 41,43 34,94 11,480
23 ATSR/MOS A 9 7 40 360 44,30 29,05 11,064
23 Chilbolton C 9 1 56 16 51,40 -1,41 8,938
24 C 15.03.1997 Bretagne 2 9 39 14 0 49,00 -5,00 9,321 #
24 Pelepones 9 46 25 431 34,50 25,79 11,493
24 ATSR/MOS A 9 44 25 311 39,40 18,70 10,987
30 A 22.04.1997 S Portugal 1 13 25 24 0 37,50 -9,00 12,823 #
30 Ukraine 13 32 39 435 50,38 24,67 15,189
30 NOAA-14 N 13 27 21 117 41,97 -1,49 13,356
34 A 21.01.1998 E-Brazil 3 14 29 40 0 -22,00 -72,00 9,694
34 E-Brazil 14 35 20 340 -37,31 -54,98 10,924
34 ATSR/MOS A 14 32 10 150 -29,06 -65,18 10,191

Table E1 : MOMS/MIR Data Takes with Cross Points from 30. September 1996  (first
MOMS data record) to the 4. March 1996

There were no MOMS data records from 1. January 1997 to 11. March 1997
A further gap exists for the time period 25. April 1997 to 17. January 1998
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sequ. oper date at UTC oper. lat. of longit. LT of
track mode start point location OB image time image image image sea

Nr [Nr] Nr [h] [min] [s] [s] [°] [°] [dec-h]
36 B 05.03.1998 Caspian Sea 2 7 40 0 0 49,00 47,00 10,800
36 Gangadelta 7 53 0 780 18,28 94,13 14,159
36 ATSR/MOS A 7 40 58 58 47,65 52,05 11,153
36 NOAA-14 N 7 50 3 603 26,78 86,48 13,600
37 D 06.03.1998 England 2 9 44 0 0 51,00 -2,00 9,600 #
37 Black Sea 9 49 0 300 44,23 24,07 11,421
37 ATSR/MOS A 9 48 0 240 46,08 19,45 11,097
37 Chilbolton C 9 44 6 6 50,93 -1,42 9,641
38 D 08.03.1998 Dnjepr 2 6 14 0 0 50,70 40,00 8,900 #
38 Amu Darja 6 20 0 360 41,29 69,66 10,977
38 ATSR/MOS A 6 20 0 360 41,29 69,66 10,977
41 D 11.03.1998 Dnjepr 2 6 26 0 0 47,50 35,00 8,767 #
41 Madras 6 39 0 780 15,11 79,12 11,925
41 ATSR/MOS A 6 33 23 443 31,17 64,26 10,841
42 D 13.03.1998 Pakistan 2 6 9 0 0 30,00 62,00 10,283 ##
42 Sri Lanka 6 16 27 447 8,28 80,71 11,655
42 ATSR/MOS A 6 11 20 140 23,47 68,51 10,756
48 D 22.03.1998 Chile 3 14 31 14 0 -25,00 -71,00 9,787 #
48 Argnetine 14 35 43 269 -36,97 -57,21 10,781
48 ATSR/MOS A 14 33 3 109 -30,05 -65,86 10,160
50 D 24.03.1998 Chile 3 14 6 53 0 -31,00 -73,00 9,248
50 Argnetine 14 10 29 216 -40,02 -60,65 10,131
50 ATSR/MOS A 14 10 5 192 -39,09 -62,18 10,023
53 D 30.03.1998 Chile 4 19 19 45 0 -39,00 -75,00 14,329
53 Brazil 19 29 30 585 -12,00 -47,27 16,340
53 NOAA-14 N 19 19 58 13 -38,49 -74,19 14,387
54 B 31.03.1998 Chile 4 18 20 45 0 -39,00 -65,00 14,013
54 Brazil 18 31 50 665 -7,96 -34,28 16,245
54 NOAA-14 N 18 22 3 78 -35,84 -60,34 14,345
55 D 02.04.1998 Chile 4 17 53 15 0 -42,00 -76,00 12,821
55 Brazil 18 1 5 470 -21,63 -50,82 14,630
55 NOAA-14 N 17 58 57 342 -27,70 -56,54 14,213
57 D 04.04.1998 Peru 4\1 19 8 20 0 -17,00 -76,00 14,072
57 Guyana 19 16 30 490 7,78 -57,84 15,419
57 NOAA-14 N 19 8 25 5 -16,75 -75,80 14,087
59 D 08.04.1998 Guinea 1 13 46 0 0 3,00 -1,00 13,700 ##
59 Black Sea 13 59 45 825 41,36 37,33 16,484
59 NOAA-14 N 13 46 52 52 5,64 0,89 13,841
62 D 14.04.1998 Pakistan 1 7 56 0 0 22,00 67,00 12,400
62 Amur 8 10 55 895 51,53 129,26 16,799
62 NOAA-14 N 8 1 3 303 35,78 81,87 13,475
63 D 15.04.1998 Saudi Arabia 1 8 26 50 0 18,00 48,50 11,681 #
63 Amur 8 43 45 1015 51,64 117,47 16,560
63 NOAA-14 N 8 34 55 485 39,80 72,32 13,403
64 D 18.04.1998 Pyrenes 1 13 19 40 0 46,00 -3,00 13,128 ?
64 Poland 13 24 30 290 51,41 23,33 14,964
64 NOAA-14 N 13 20 5 25 46,71 -0,99 13,269
65 D 19.04.1998 S Portugal 1 12 16 10 0 38,00 -10,00 11,603 ?
65 Poland 12 23 20 430 50,49 23,63 13,964
65 NOAA-14 N 12 21 23 313 48,25 12,95 13,220

Table E1 : MOMS/MIR Data Takes with Cross Points from 01. March to 19. April
1998.
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sequ. oper date at UTC oper. lat. of longit. LT of
track mode start point location OB image time image image image sea

Nr [Nr] Nr [h] [min] [s] [s] [°] [°] [dec-h]
67 D 21.04.1998 Bordaux 1 11 52 10 0 46,00 -3,00 11,669
67 Poland 11 57 0 290 51,41 23,33 13,505
67 NOAA-14 N 11 56 10 240 50,97 18,40 13,163
68 B 23.04.1998 Channel 2 14 38 45 0 50,00 0,00 14,646 #
68 Edirne 14 44 15 330 40,67 26,34 16,493
68 Chilbolton C 14 38 45 0 50,00 0,00 14,646
70 D 26.04.1998 Ireland 2 13 9 5 0 51,64 -11,00 12,418 #
70 Austria 13 14 0 295 47,44 16,79 14,353
70 NOAA-14 N 13 10 53 108 50,96 -0,27 13,163
70 Chilbolton C 13 10 41 96 51,09 -1,45 13,082
72 D 28.04.1998 Bretagne 1 9 31 50 0 48,00 -3,00 9,331 ?
72 Ukraine 9 36 50 300 51,64 25,64 11,323
72 ATSR/MOS A 9 36 40 290 51,65 24,64 11,254
74 D 01.05.1998 Irish Sea 2 11 15 30 0 51,50 -5,50 10,892 ##
74 Black Sea 11 22 10 400 42,96 29,46 13,333
74 NOAA-14 N 11 22 10 400 42,96 29,46 13,333
74 Chilbolton C 11 16 11 41 51,21 -1,43 11,174
75 D 02.05.1998 Irish Sea 2 10 14 10 0 51,50 -6,00 9,836 #
75 Black Sea 10 20 40 390 43,30 28,24 12,227
75 ATSR/MOS A 10 17 33 203 48,63 13,27 11,177
75 Chilbolton C 10 14 56 46 51,16 -1,44 10,153
78 D 05.05.1998 Channel 2 10 22 40 0 50,00 -3,00 10,178 ##
78 E Crete 10 29 45 425 36,95 29,26 12,446
78 ATSR/MOS A 10 25 15 155 46,46 10,53 11,123
79 D 08.05.1998 Irish Sea 2 8 53 30 0 51,00 -5,50 8,525 #
79 Turkey 9 0 30 420 39,98 28,89 10,934
79 ATSR/MOS A 9 0 38 428 39,67 29,40 10,971
79 Chilbolton C 8 54 12 42 50,47 -1,45 8,807
88 D 18.05.1998 Peru 3 14 37 0 0 -12,00 -69,00 10,017
88 Paraguay 14 42 30 330 -28,02 -55,15 11,032
88 ATSR/MOS A 14 38 45 105 -17,23 -64,91 10,318
90 D 11.06.1998 Egypt 1 11 13 10 0 21,00 25,00 12,886
90 Caucasus 11 20 40 450 40,79 48,51 14,578
90 NOAA-14 N 11 16 30 200 30,40 34,14 13,551
92 D 13.06.1998 Sicily 1 12 21 45 0 37,50 15,00 13,363 ##
92 Don 12 27 30 345 48,70 40,41 15,153
92 NOAA-14 N 12 22 0 15 38,10 15,91 13,427
94 D 15.06.1998 Portugal 1 13 25 30 0 40,00 -9,00 12,825 #
94 Ukraine 13 32 50 440 51,20 27,36 15,371
94 NOAA-14 N 13 27 12 102 43,66 -2,00 13,320
95 D 16.06.1998 Egypt 1 9 13 0 0 23,00 26,00 10,950 ##
95 Caucasus 9 20 25 445 42,12 50,20 12,687
95 ATSR/MOS (A) 9 11 38 -82 19,02 22,55 10,697
96 D 17.06.1998 Irak 1 8 16 30 0 31,00 43,00 11,142 #
96 Mongolia 8 31 30 900 50,67 115,97 16,256
96 NOAA-14 N 8 24 0 450 47,58 72,72 13,248
97 D 18.06.1998 Bengal 1 4 9 0 0 22,00 91,00 10,217 #
97 Sachalin 4 22 30 810 50,79 144,88 14,034
97 ATSR/MOS A 4 11 66 186 30,70 99,60 10,842
97 NOAA-14 N 4 20 23 683 48,55 133,13 13,215

Table E1: MOMS/MIR Data Takes with Cross Points from 20. April 1998 to 19. June 1998.
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sequ. oper date at UTC oper. lat. of longit. LT of
track mode start point location OB image time image image image sea

Nr [Nr] Nr [h] [min] [s] [s] [°] [°] [dec-h]
98 D 20.06.1998 Sumatra 1 2 1 15 0 4,00 96,00 8,421 ##
98 South Korea 2 13 30 735 38,68 129,07 10,830
98 ATSR/MOS (A) 2 13 30 735 38,68 129,07 10,830
99 D 20.06.1998 W Cyprus 1\2 8 19 50 0 35,00 31,00 10,397 #
99 E Mongolia 8 36 50 1020 46,10 117,81 16,468
99 ATSR/MOS A 8 22 10 140 40,61 39,49 11,002
99 NOAA-14 N 8 28 30 520 50,72 70,52 13,177

100 D 21.06.1998 Nizza 1 10 27 0 0 45,00 9,00 11,050
100 Tchechia 10 30 0 180 49,57 24,16 12,111
100 ATSR/MOS A 10 27 10 10 45,31 9,77 11,104
103 D 22.06.1998 Bordaux 1 10 58 50 0 46,00 -2,00 10,847
103 Poland 11 3 40 290 51,41 24,33 12,683
103 ATSR/MOS A 10 59 40 50 47,38 2,08 11,133
105 D 24.06.1998 Egypt 1\2 5 43 50 0 21,50 31,00 7,797 #
105 Mongolia 6 6 50 1380 44,08 137,07 15,252
105 ATSR/MOS A 5 56 20 750 49,71 78,67 11,184
105 NOAA-14 N 6 1 10 1040 51,33 107,18 13,165
106 D 25.06.1998 Lisboa 1 9 25 20 0 39,00 -9,00 8,822
106 Poland 9 32 45 445 51,00 26,96 11,343
106 ATSR/MOS A 9 32 25 425 50,76 25,02 11,208
108 D 27.06.1998 W Ireland 2 12 9 0 0 51,50 -11,00 11,417 #
108 Oman 12 26 0 1020 15,61 56,05 16,170
108 ATSR/MOS (A) 12 9 0 0 51,50 -11,00 11,417
108 NOAA-14 N 12 13 48 288 46,48 15,46 13,260
108 Chilbolton C 12 10 38 98 50,55 -1,39 12,084
109 D 28.06.1998 Channel 2 12 43 40 0 49,50 -4,00 12,461 #
109 Somalia 13 0 0 980 9,53 52,16 16,477
109 NOAA-14 N 12 45 55 135 46,24 7,59 13,272
109 Chilbolton ? C? 12 44 9 29 48,91 -1,38 12,644
110 D 29.06.1998 Bretagne 1\2 8 29 20 0 47,50 -3,00 8,289
110 Tibet 8 44 10 890 38,24 75,01 13,737
110 ATSR/MOS A 8 36 35 435 50,89 38,75 11,193
110 NOAA-14 N 8 42 50 810 41,31 69,88 13,372
112 D 02.07.1998 Kysil Kum 2 4 0 20 0 51,50 82,00 9,472 #
112 Japan 4 11 50 690 31,31 134,44 13,160
112 ATSR/MOS A 4 4 35 255 47,37 105,74 11,126
114 D 03.07.1998 Calais 1 7 31 35 0 50,00 0,00 7,526
114 Poland 7 35 20 225 51,59 22,14 9,065
114 Chilbolton ? C? 7 31 35 0 50,00 0,00 7,526
115 D 03.07.1998 Wolga 2 7 39 20 0 48,50 47,00 10,789
115 Hindukush 7 45 0 340 37,34 71,87 12,541
115 ATSR/MOS A 7 40 15 55 47,14 51,69 11,117
116 D 05.07.1998 Irish Sea 2 8 37 0 0 51,50 -5,00 8,283 #
116 Oman 8 52 25 925 20,29 58,22 12,755
116 ATSR/MOS A 8 44 30 450 41,18 33,41 10,969
116 Chilbolton C 8 37 36 36 51,25 -1,43 8,532
120 D 09.07.1998 Calais 2 7 39 0 0 50,00 2,50 7,817
120 Oman 7 53 30 870 16,42 55,93 11,621
120 ATSR/MOS A 7 49 14 614 28,70 44,82 10,808

Table E1: MOMS/MIR Data Takes with Cross Points from 19 June 1998 to 10 July 1998.
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sequ. oper date at UTC oper. lat. of longit. LT of
track mode start point location OB image time image image image sea

Nr [Nr] Nr [h] [min] [s] [s] [°] [°] [dec-h]
125 B 12.07.1998 Lybia 2 7 47 20 0 33,00 21,00 9,189
125 Somalia 7 57 40 620 2,92 47,02 11,096
125 ATSR/MOS A 7 54 43 443 11,88 40,49 10,611
127 D 13.07.1998 Sudan 2\3 8 26 10 0 10,00 28,00 10,303
127 Kenya 8 31 10 300 -5,24 38,93 11,115
127 ATSR/MOS A 8 27 42 92 5,34 31,39 10,555
134 D 06.08.1998 Kenya 4\1 10 40 0 0 -3,00 40,75 13,384 ##
134 Afghanistan 10 51 0 660 29,60 62,34 15,006
134 NOAA-14 N 10 44 28 268 10,61 45,78 13,793
136 D 08.08.1998 Birma 1 7 11 30 0 19,00 94,50 13,492
136 Amur 7 21 50 620 45,20 128,93 15,959
136 NOAA-14 N 7 12 25 55 21,68 96,79 13,660
137 D 09.08.1998 Red Sea 1 10 46 45 0 23,00 37,00 13,246 #
137 Kirgisia 10 58 0 675 48,83 79,36 16,258
137 NOAA-14 N 10 48 25 100 27,72 41,52 13,575
138 D 10.08.1998 E Lybia 1 11 17 0 0 23,50 23,50 12,850 ##
138 Caspian 11 24 30 450 42,66 48,32 14,630
138 NOAA-14 N 11 20 10 190 32,27 32,55 13,506
139 D 12.08.1998 China 1 4 39 20 0 28,00 119,00 12,589 ##
139 N Korea 4 42 50 210 37,18 130,13 13,389
139 NOAA-14 (N) 4 42 50 210 37,18 130,13 13,389
140 D 18.08.1998 Kenya  ? 1 5 56 55 -40 -1,04 35,20 8,295 #
140 Tibet 6 10 10 755 37,12 67,85 10,693
140 ATSR/MOS (A) 6 10 10 755 37,12 67,85 10,693
142 D 21.08.1998 Bristol 1\2 12 21 45 0 50,70 -4,00 12,096 ##
142 Ukraine 12 26 50 305 50,46 26,16 14,191
142 NOAA-14 N 12 24 15 150 51,65 10,87 13,129
142 Chilbolton C 12 22 12 27 51,02 -1,38 12,278
145 D 30.08.1998 Channel 2 10 44 45 0 50,00 -1,00 10,679 #
145 Saudi Arabia 10 54 10 565 30,92 38,90 13,496
145 ATSR/MOS A 10 46 0 75 48,51 5,79 11,153
145 NOAA-14 N 10 54 25 580 30,25 39,65 13,550
145 Chilbolton ? C? 10 44 45 0 50,00 -1,00 10,679
148 B 09.09.1998 C China 2 1 56 45 0 37,00 108,50 9,179
148 E China 2 0 30 225 27,10 120,28 10,027

Table E1 : MOMS/MIR Data Takes with Cross Points from 10. July 1998 to 10
September 1998.
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MOS-A on IRS-P3

TRmos 14,0 LTmos 11,200

MOS long dist. dTime UTCmos Chilbolt. ATSR

Date track-Nr [°] [°] [h] [h]

05.10.1998 14 -1,4 0,0 0,191 11,391 C

06.10.1998 19 3,2 4,7 -0,120 11,080

07.10.1998 24 7,9 9,3 -0,432 10,768 A

08.10.1998 5 -9,8 -8,4 0,752 11,952

09.10.1998 10 -5,2 -3,7 0,440 11,640

10.10.1998 15 -0,5 0,9 0,129 11,329 C

11.10.1998 20 4,2 5,6 -0,183 11,017

12.10.1998 1 -13,6 -12,1 1,001 12,201

13.10.1998 6 -8,9 -7,5 0,689 11,889 A

14.10.1998 11 -4,2 -2,8 0,378 11,578

15.10.1998 16 0,4 1,9 0,067 11,267

16.10.1998 21 5,1 6,5 -0,245 10,955 A

17.10.1998 2 -12,6 -11,2 0,939 12,139

18.10.1998 7 -8,0 -6,5 0,627 11,827

19.10.1998 12 -3,3 -1,9 0,316 11,516

20.10.1998 17 1,4 2,8 0,004 11,204 A

21.10.1998 22 6,0 7,5 -0,307 10,893

22.10.1998 3 -11,7 -10,3 0,876 12,076

23.10.1998 8 -7,0 -5,6 0,565 11,765 A

24.10.1998 13 -2,4 -0,9 0,253 11,453 C

25.10.1998 18 2,3 3,7 -0,058 11,142

Table E2 is a listing of MOS ground tracks during the CLARE98 sequentially specifying Date and Nr
of the MOS track closest to Chilbolton, followed by the longitude of the track at 51° of latitude and
the resulting longitudinal distance to Chilbolton, further defining the time difference to LTmos and
the resulting UTC of the ground track at 51° of latitude.

The last two columns indicate coverage of Chilbolton by MOS (marked C) and coverage of Chilbolton
by ATSR-2 (marked A).
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7 Reports on Workshop

7.1 Report on the 1e CLOUDMAP “user requirement” workshop

Date: May 26 th  1998

Venue: UNESCO building in Paris, France (during the AMS/EUMETSAT
Conference)

Participants list:
Ewen McCallum (UKMO) : emccallum@meto.gov.uk (EM) F
Adam Dybbroe(SMHI): adybbroe@smhi.se (AD) N
Frans Debie (KNMI) : debie@knmi.nl

(FD) F
Sylvia Barlag (KNMI) : barlag@knmi.nl (SB) O
Antoine Zelenka (SMI) : zelenka@sma.ch (AZ) C
Natasa Strelec Mahovic (MHS Croatia) : strelec@cirus.dhz.hr (NS) F
Wolfgang Benesch (DWD) : wbenesch@dwd.d400.de (WB) C
George Pankiewicz (UKMO) : gspankiewicz@meto.gov.uk (GP) N
Michel Desbois (LMD, CNRS) : desbois@lmdx04.polytechnique.fr

(MD) C
Genevieve Seze (LMD, CNRS) : Genevieve.Seze@lmd.jussieu.fr (GS) C
Tor H. Skaslien (DNMI) : tor-helge.skaslien@scud.oslo.dnmi.no (TS) F
Rose Dlhopolsky (KNMI) : dlhopols@knmi.nl

(RD) O
Hans Peter Roessli (SMI) : roe@sma.ch (HR) F
Frederic Parol (LOA/USIL) : fred@loa.univ-lille1.fr

(FP) C
Fritz Hasler (NASA/GFSC/USA) : hasler@gsfc.nasa.gov (FH) O
Michel Schouppe (representative of EC/DG XII D-4) )

(Abbreviations: F: forecaster. N: numerical modeller. C: climatology. O: Other)

Cloudmap partners present :
Peter Mueller (UCL) : jpmuller@ge.ucl.ac.uk

(JM)
Hans Roozekrans (KNMI) : roozekra@knmi.nl
Paul de Valk (KNMI) : valkde@knmi.nl
Richard Meyer (DLR-IPA) : richard.meyer@dlr.de
Juergen Fischer (FUB) : fischer@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Rene Preusker  (FUB) : rene@amor.met.fu-berlin.de
Lothar Schueller (FUB) : lothar@amor.met.fu-berlin.de
Manos Baltsonias (ETH) : manos@geodethz.ch

Programme:
11.30-11.35 Introduction to aims of workshop: Dr. J. N. Roozekrans
11.35-12.00 Presentation of CLOUDMAP products: Prof Dr J.P. Muller
12.00-13.00 Discuss ion using an item list
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13.00-13.02 Handing out the questionnaires

Discussion summary :
As a reaction to the presentation of JM a number of questions was raised by the
participants.
EM: Which new things is CLOUDMAP bringing?
JM: The ability to characterise  multi-layered clouds and to distinguish cloudy

pixels contaminated by cirrus clouds. Another CLOUDMAP feature is the
ability to derive cloud top parameters without the need for additional data
sources (eg NWP data).

GP: What is the time difference betwee n the images used for stereoscopy?
JM: 7 minutes for the extreme viewing angles and smaller than 4 min for the

intermediate viewing angles.
GP: The low frequency of observation renders the products not useful.
FD: We have an interest in the thickness of th e cloud layer?
JM: We can not obtain a cloud thickness layer from satellite data.

The discussion was further guided by a number of statements (bold printed):

1: For the purpose of cloud information improvement of satellite data should
primarily focus on: horizontal resolution or vertical resolution or
temporal resolution?

WB: All three items are linked and therefore should not to be distinguished. The
question should be raised: What is the continuity in the future for the data?
Which data will be available on a long term for all application fields?
Vertical resolution is relevant for cloud top, cloud base and layered clouds.

HR: The goal is knowledge about the 3D/4D distribution of the clouds. The cloud
base is relevant as it is linked to visibility.
In the future there will be a data set available from a map campaign including
rapid scans and stereoscopy imagery (obtained from METEOSAT 6 and
METEOSAT 7).

General impression: Forecasters prefer operational satellites like METEOSAT Second
Generation (MSG) and EPS as they guarantee data continuity.

2: Users require satellite cloud products which are independent on
additional (e.g.: NWP model) data for interpretation.

WB: Yes, for a combination of data sources to control and improve NWP
performance.
EM: Yes, to see where the NWP models fail. The forecasters task is to add value to

the NWP model by including extra information (e.g. satellite imagery) to
obtain a conceptual model of the weather.

3: Given the choice what would you prefer?:
• cloud top height [meter]
• cloud top pressure [hpa]
• cloud top temperature [k]
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NS/FB: Primarily height (m or hPa) related to temperature.
This supplies an extra check on NWP output to improve the forecast.

4: Which are important cloud types to be classified?:
• Cirrus
• contrails
• low Stratus
• fog
• convective systems

EM: Primarily Stratus and fog. They have an important economical impact.
HR: Of second order importance is Cirrus: for its impact on temperature and
radiance balance
MD: Cirrus and low Stratus. Stratocumuli in tropic al zones affect the radiation

budget. Convective systems are relevant for e.g. vertical transport.
GP: Presently missing are low Stratus and Cirrus.

5: Contrails are relevant for?:
• forecasting
• NWP/climate models (radiation budget)

All: They are not rele vant for forecasting.
GP: They are not required for NWP models
WB: They are valid for climate monitoring (on longer time scales)

6: Cloud particle size distribution is important for?:
• cloud lifetime estimation
• radiation budgets
• air chemistry

All: Cloud s hape is seen as more important. It has an effect on the radiation budget.
WB: Sizes are relevant for aircraft icing.
FD: Sizes larger than 10 mm are relevant for precipitation recognition.

7: Cloud opacity is important for?:
• forecasting
• NWP/climate models (radiation budgets)

NS: Is not relevant for forecasting.
AZ: It is relevant to monitor long term climate changes. It is relevant for climate
research.
All: The question was raised if it was relevant as NWP model input? This is not
known.

8: Cloud top particle phase is relevant for?:
• forecasting
• NWP models
• climate research
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FD: Is relevant for aviation.
GP: Is relevant for validation of NWP output.

9: Precipitation information from satellite data?:
• qualitative
• quantitative

EM: Can you do that?! A good q uality has to be assured.
GP: It can be used to study if the physics in NWP models is correct (GP has a

poster at the Conference in which satellite data and radar data are linked to
each other using a neural network). Concentrate on the tropics, the mid-
latitudes are difficult.
There are new methods using microwave and IR imagery to derive
precipitation information.

WB: We provide monthly averaged global precipitation. There are large areas
where there are no observations.

AZ: I remind you to the 8th Satel lite Meteorology Data Users Conference in 1997
where it was said: "a satellite is the poor man’s radar"

10: Satellite data of clouds are more useful than synops reports
• in forecasting
• in nwp models
• in climate research

General reaction of all: This is very provocative!
EM: We will need both! Whatever you do you will always need good ground truth!
WB: No, there are too much questions about the accuracy.
HR: Synops are relevant, it depends on the situation/application.
AZ: Could you rephrase the statement a nd emphasise the synergy of point

observations and satellite observation (e.g. to cover the gaps using some kind
of interpolation technique).

11: Present satellite cloud data are sufficient/adequate and future satellite
cloud data will be even more sufficient/adequate (e.g.: MSG/Metop)

HR: Yes, present data are sufficient. The meteorological user community has to
deal with a large increase in the data stream due to MSG.

FH: In the future 1 minute rapid scans allows tracking of single clouds to  derive
accurate cloud winds.

HR: EUMETSAT thinks about a combination of a full disk every 15 minutes  in
combination with a rapid scan mode to focus on certain phenomena.
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ISPRS Congress on Remote Sensing for Sustainable Development, Technical
Commission I, WG 1/4, February 1998, Bangalore, India
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from 2 years of NOAA-AVHRR data, Proc of  “The 9 th  AMS Conference on Satellite
Meteorology and Oceanography”, Paris, May 25-29 1998, p 266-269, ISBN 92-9110-
000-5

Preusker, R., L. Schüller, and J. Fischer, 1998: Retrieval of cloud top pressure from
MERIS. “The 9 th  AMS Conference on Satellite Meteorology and Oceanography”,
Paris May 25-29 1998, ISBN 92-9110-000-5.
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B. Publicity material

A brochure showing the overall aims and objectives of the CLOUDMAP project was
produced for the European Commission including examples of products and end
usage of existing meteorological products from satellites. This is attached following.

In addition, the CI helped to produce an interactive CD-ROM for BNSC/DERA
showing example products from MERIS including initial results from FUB of cloud-
top pressure and microphysical parameters from MOS. Over a hundred copies of this
CD-ROM have been distributed to “expert users” in the UK to familiarise them with
MERIS-like data products.

C. Summary of web-page

A project web-page was established with links to the relevant web-pages of partners.
This will be employed in the second year to publicise several of the example products
shown in this report as well as validated results as they are produced for use by KNMI
in educating their end users.

Please see www.ge.ucl.ac.uk/research/CLOUDMAP.html

D. Definitions, acronyms, abbreviations

N/A


